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INTRODUCTION

Twang of tamrisk

in blue glade

of shade.

Anasazi axe-head

buried in dry wash.

Collarbone of a ground

squirrel by a turquoise

pebble.

Warm wind

owl feathers

cows bawling

in the sage.

Everywhere,

evidence of the Old Ones.

All night sleeping under furry stars

listening to the oil lamps

leech thunder

out of sundered soil-

fill a cup nourish a bearing

roll a wheel

make it possible

to camp
on shared/ shand ground.'

'Gerald Hausman, Medrtations fiith the Navajo (Santa Fe, New Mexica Bear and

Company. 19K7) , 132
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In understanding the nature and selection of building materials and

their behaviour as systems, one is often able to understand the

possibilities for preserving cultural patrimony as well as the lifestyles or

beliefs that the built environment represents. It is important, however,

to understand where our ideas about preserving the past originate. We

must ask the right questions and evaluate the premises upon which the

legacies of the past are interpreted.^

The European colonization of North America had a drastic impact upon

the native inhabitants of the continent and caused radical changes to

these people who had been on this land for at least since the last ice age.

Their population was devastated by epidemics of European diseases, by

wars, and by dislocations that resulted in the loss of control over

traditional homelands and the cultural and natural resources contained

within them.'

The United States of America, because of the relatively recent

extermination of its indigenous American culture, has developed,

^"Marx and Freud used the word 'fetish' to describe material goods, meaning, with

rather different shades of emphasis, that artifacts are given meaning beyond their

original ones by individuals or societies, who pass their ow/n emotional needs over to the

objects concerned," Museum Studies fn Material Cufturc, Susan M Pearce (Leicester and

London: Leicester L'niv Press, 1989) , 7

' Deborah L. Nichols, Anthony L Klcsert, and Roger Anyon, "Ancestral Sites, Shrines,

and Graves: Native American Perspectives on the Ethics of Collecting Cultural

Properties," in Ihe Ethics of Collecting , Whose Culture:'' Cultural l^perty Whose

/Yoperty.^ ed. Phyllis Mauch Messenger (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press,

1989) , 27.





according to leading archaeologists "high positive values in relation to

the frontier," and, furthermore, complex attitudes towards the peoples it

displaced*

Since the initial European contact with Native Americans there has

been interest in their material environment and archaeological remains,

for purposes other than scholarly study. Although early archaeologists

utilized techniques that were not far from those of relic vandals, the

development of the modem profession of archaeologists has changed

these practices. Early preservation efforts were mostly geared towards

Euro-American history and as a result, archaeologists and museums

sponsored their work and a tradition of disrespect toward native

Americans which led to a descriptive and static picture of their culture.

The Indians' place in America and the Euro-American destruction of

that place have since been minimized and archaeology has contributed

to the general "historical amnesia."' The environmental movement of

the 1960's encouraged the conservation of archaeological sites which

started to be considered nonrenewable cultural resources. Current laws

as a consequence require management and protection of aboriginal

American sites on federal, state-owned, and Indian Reservation lands."

* Ian Hodder, Reading the /^/ Current Appmxhes to fnferpret^tron m Archaeokigy

(Cambridge Cambridge University Press. 1986) ,
1.5H

Mbid., 158

• Phyllis Mauch Messenger, ed, Ihe tthrcs of Collectrng. iiliiTse Culture^ Cultural

ffvperty, Whi^se /hijoe/TK-^' (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1989), 27

29.





Through Frank Matero I was able to learn of the research that Constance

Silver has t)een doing in the Southwest in the area of Pueblo Indian murals

made of clay or earth plasters. It was a surprise to discover the richness of the

topic since it encompasses many disciplines: from historic documentation to

archaeology, as well as materials conservation issues. Silver has also noted

the conditions of many murals located in the Southwest area upon which

she elaborated in her thesis in 1987.^ Howevei; as noted in many sources,

research in adobe and earthen materials has gradually Increased with the

recognition that a large tradition of earthen building exists around the worid.

Stone and earthen buildings are part of the heritage of many prehistoric

cultures in many regions and nations around the world. Earth has been used

as a building material for almost 10,000 years and has given rise to a great

variety and wealth of architectural forms.^

Conservation research of mural paintings literature has been mostly

related to lime-based murals. In most cases, the studies were based on

detachment processes. In recent decades, interest in research and

conservation of earth plasters and mural paintings has increased And

in the Southwest, it has been determined that such components

constitute an important site document for Pueblo cultures.

'Constance Silver '.Architectural Finishes of the Prehlstcjric Southwest A Study of the

Cultural Resource and Prospects for its Conservation" ( Masters n"hesis, Clolumbia

University, 19K7)

"ICCROM, Adotx: Intemstion^l Synipostum and Training Workshop on the

Consen/alion ot Adobe, Scptcmtxtr JO 22 (Urn a and Cjjzco, Peru: ICCROM, 1982) , 9





The United States possesses an important corpus of eleventh to

eighteenth century mural paintings executed by the Pueblo

Indians of the American Southwest. These paintings were used

both to visually embellish architecture and as a complex

ceremonial art in Pueblo Kivas. Unfortunately many murals

recorded since the 1890s have been lost , and existent murals are

largely in poor condition. This situation exists because few

conservation treatments geared to the component materials and

pathologies of Pueblo murals and the environmental conditions

of the Southwest have ever been systematically developed.'

This thesis will attempt to add to the advances made in the conservation

of mural paintings executed on earth surfaces and to propose further

topics of research. I will explore aspects of //? 57?// preservation of earth

plaster murals and their removal from threatened structures through a

program of treatment simulations. The studies will take a mural in

Room 117 at the Aztec Ruins National Monument as a representative

case study. Recently the National Park Service, Southwest Region was

faced, once again, with the condition of a fragment of earthen mural

painting that is withstanding periodic weathering, unstable condition,

difficulty in interpretation, and lack of funds to correct all deterioration

causes (i.e, drainage problems). TTie National Park Service is

considering a program of treatment options including 1. backfill

without stabilization of mural, 2. backfill after stabilizing, 3. stabilize

without backfill, 4. detach from substrate and move to museum within

the confines of the ruin.

' Cxm stance Sih'ei; "1981 Report On the Development of Methods for the Cx)nservation of

Pueblo Indian Mural Paintings ont he American Southv^-esf (The Hrst Report of a I'hree

Year Project Research and Pilot National Museum Act .Application NMA fJrant ¥(.}

1072140000, New York , 19«2) , 2





This case serves as an example of many similar situations in need of an

emergency conservation methodology'" Highly unstable environments,

such as ruins and archaeological sites undergoing severe erosion or

demolition, require methods of salvage. Frequently, cultural patrimony

is totally lost due to contemporary patterns of urban grouch, catastnaphic

events, both natural and man-induced, and in many instances by lack of

a methodology and technical refinement in treatment and maintenance

of monuments in such emergency circumstances.

Bearing all these factors in mind, this study vkdll try to emphasize the

contextual relationship of the mural to its site both through cultural

research and material analyses. I have proposed tests to be done when

possible to characterize original material and have compiled to the best

of my knowledge many of the treatments used to date that best represent

examples of treatments in similar situations. The selection of the

treatments is based on the similarity of conditions given in each case

study but by no means considered equivalent.

" Article ? A monument is inseparable from the history to which it bears witness and
from the setting fn which it occurs The moving of all or part of a monument cannot be

allowed except vi+iere the safeguarding of that monument demands it or where it is

justified by national or international interests of paramount importance: Article K Items

of sculpture, painting or decoration which are an integral part of a monument ma\' only be

removed from it if this is the sole means of ensuring its preservation LJisricr for the

Conser\'stion and Restoration ofMonuments and SitC!^ The Second International

Congress ofArchitects and Technicians ofHistoric Monumcnt^i U NESCO
( ICO M/ UNESCO, 1964)





From these treatments, I selected a few materials that appear to have

produced the best results and have suggested tests for them. In addition I

have tested the behaviour of possible grouts to be used on site for the

reattachment and filling of plaster voids when conditions require a well

bonded layer either in place or before removal.

Hopefully, in the near future, preservation efforts of non-renewable

cultural resources will be studied and maintained according to an open

and honest philosophy of interpretation, by investigating and

exhausting all possibilities in a direction opposite to traditional

defacement.

Anasazi Honey-Drop
on roofbeam
stem end

stripped cedar

bough.

1200 AD. yucca square

-

knot still

visible

in lintel tie-down

One day our cities

will rust-

flake carbon dust

this knot will still be here."

" Hausman, Meditations wth the .X'sva/a 131
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CHAPTER 1: A BRIEF HISTORY

The Aztec Ruins National Monument located in northwestern New

Mexico and adjacent to Colorado, Utah, and Arizona, occupies the

eastern half of the Navajo physiographic section of the Colorado Plateau

Province. The remains of this prehistoric pueblo lie in the valley of the

Animas River'^ about one mile north of the town of Aztec (see map 1).

As the Animas swings westward to merge into the larger San Juan

River, which eventually flows into the Colorado, the valley opens and

the sandy river valley is covered with worn rounded river cobbles, sage,

saltbush, chamiza, yucca, and piflon cedar; on the river fringes are

cottonwoods and willows.

Originally, owing to scanty and uncertain rainfall, the Animas
Valley was rather barren and desolate. A narrow fringe of

deaduous growth, composed of willows, skunk brush, squaw or

buffalo berries, and cottonwood, skirted the river banks, while

gray expanses intervening between the water course and uplands

were clad with an intermittent growth of pale green sage and

chico bush In the distance, clayey hills, cut through with

occasional sandstone strata, rear their yellow crests above a ragged

forest of black-green pifion cedar '^

'^ Kio de las Animas Ferxfidasor River of the Lost Souls, later shortened to Animas River starts

in the 1j Rata Mountains of Southwestern Colorado and then goes Southward about 4'i miles

among mountains to enter the San Juan River basin a tributary' which meanders through

the glacial moraines southwest ct1\' into Rio Cxilorado A^tec Rums on the Anfmas
Excavated. Preserved, and fnterprvtcd, Robert H Lister and Florence C Uster (Albuquerque,

New Mexico University of New Mexico I^ess) , 4

" Earl H Morris, "Tlie .Aztec Ruin," Anthropolagjcal f'apcrs of 7hc A/nerican Museum of

Natural Jiistory 26, no. 1 (New York American Museum Press, 1919) , 7.
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Prominent in the landscape are the remains of a complex of some

thirteen distinct constructions located approximately 400 yards to the

west of the river's northwestern bank now collectively known as the

Aztec Ruins (see photograph 1). This grouping is thought to have

functioned as an administrative, trade, and ceremonial center for

numerous other smaller satellite communities'* that were found

scattered about the gravelly uplands and valley floor, and may also have

represented them in the broader archaeological structure known to

archaeologists as the Chaco Phenomenon (Appendix A)" Lister has

described the site as:

... an astounding 353 rooms arranged in a basically rectangular

plan around an open central courtyard. These include 221

contiguous interconnected rooms on ground level, a tier of 119

rooms on a second story, and 12 units on a third elevation. Also

present were 29 ceremonial rooms or small kivas, presumably

used by individual social groups such as clans, constructed within

the domestic assemblage or less commonly t>eneath the surface of

the court, and a much large, isolated, semisubterranean Great

Kiva in the Plaza intended for use by the entire populace.'"

" These communities were referred to by the Spaniards as the pt/eb/os\N\\\ch was a temi

applied to their community houses, or tov\'ns, in the absence of any general aboriginal name, and

later adopted as a common name Histcyn^of Amona 3nd .\cu' Maxfcn 1530 /,«^ Facsimile of

the 1889 edition, Hubert Howe Bancroft (Albuquerque, New Mexico- Horn and Wallace, 1962) ,

2

"Robert H. Lister and Florence C Ustec Aztec Ruins National Monument Administrative

history o/ an .Arvhaeo/ogical heservc.Vxo{G^\ox\a\ Papers no24 (Santa Fe, New Mexico:

National Park Service, Southwest Cultural Resources Centei; Division of History, 1990) .
1

'* Robert Lister quoted in "Examination of .Mural Paintings and Plasters at Aztec Ruins and Fort

Davis," Haster Prvsen/ation Package if J21, (Santa F6^ Division of Conseivation, National

Park Service, 1990) , Z





The geographical location of the ruin is approximately 108° West

Longitude and 36" 45" North Latitude. It is about 5,700 feet above sea

level" The monument today is surrounded by private lands which

have been farmed since the late 19th century. To the northeast there are

pastures, to the west there are orchards, and to the south there are

residential areas.

As an outlier of the Chacoan system, it was constructed primarily during

the early 12th century with later modifications around the 13th century.

The Chacoan occupation is represented by ceramics, as well as

architectural features, in the lower excavation levels where the upper

levels show evidence of Mesa Verde cultural influence. It represents the

culmination of the Anazasi Prehistory in the San Juan Basin area for the

Pueblo III period.'* In general, the pueblo is thought to have consisted of

three main buildings joined in such a way as to enclose the three sides of

a rectangular court. The court is approximately on the southern part of

this complex It is enclosed by a curving wall which contains several

small rooms. Within the area here are other architectural ruins but

these are currently closed to the general public. From excavation.

" Earl Morris, "The Archer M Huntington Survey of the SouthYN-est: The Aztec

y(.\i\r\" Anthmpolagical Papers nflhe American Museum of \'3tural Histor}'lh (New York:

American Museum FVess, 1928) , 7; The actual attitude reported in 1 W1 by the Conservation

Division of the National Park Service, in Santa Fc, New Me)dco is 5,640 feet Hastcr

fYoscn'atian Package # 121 , [division of Conservation National Parte Service ( Santa Fe:

E>ivision of Conservation National Park Sennce, Southwest Regional Office, 1990) ,
1

"Division of Conservation, National Park Service, Southwest Regional Office, "Plaster

Preservation Package # 121 (Santa Fe ^vision of Consen/ation, National Park Service,

Southwest Regional Office, 1990) , 3
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evidence leads to believe the main complex contained appnaximately 350

rooms including several religious ceremonial units or Kivas (see figures

1 and 2, also map 21

TTie Aztec area is underlaid by the Nadmiento geologic formation which

is a massive, soft porous sandstone outcropping to the north and to the

Southeast of the monument. Most of its present structure represents

three cycles of Upper Cretaceous deposition and interlocking of marine

and non-marine units. Other physiographic features represent

subsequent Tertiary and Quaternary sedimentary actton that produced

shale and sandstone deposits, terrace gravels and alluvium. The

essentially flat-lying basin deposits have been modified by ongoing

geomorphic processes including tectonic forces and igneous intrusions,

together with erosion and deposition.

Four major structural features characterize the San juan Basin: the

Central Basin, a monocline surrounding the Central Basin, and uplifts

and platforms bordering the monocline. The Central Mesa is roughly

elliptical in shape and covers about 12,000 km^ with most drainages

flowing in a Northwesterly fashion following a tih in that direction.

The landscape consists mostly of broad plains and valleys dotted with

small mesas and buttes and some short canyons. The Basin is

surrounded by platforms and uplifts that were formed during the

Cretaceous, these include: the Carrizo, Ute, La Plata, Nacimiento, San

11





Pedro, and Zufii Mountains and Defiance Plateau. The San Juan Basin

has limited surface water. The availability of shallow ground water is

conditioned to some extent to the composition of the soils, though soil

composition in the region varies significantly from region to region. In

the northeast, soils are basically of marine origin, and towards the

Southwestern part, they are more terrestrial. The northern deposits tend

to be fine and medium grained and the southern more coarse grained

This determines the water retention in the area since finer grained soils

would tend to collect more water but also collect more minerals

contributing to salinization. While for agricultural purposes optimum

mixes in soil would be of 25% clay and 65% sand, these proportions are

not common in the area (see maps 3 and 4)."

Aztec lies in the San Juan Slope lowland subarea which constitutes part

of the outer rim of the Basin and its drainages flow south towards the

San Juan River Land forms change from more mountainous terrain in

the North to broken mesa and canyon topography in the South. Annual

precipitation in the higher elevation is 43 cm. Vegetation is quite dense,

characterized by woodlands dominated by juniper, pifion cedar, and

scrub oak. At elevations of 2100 m a coniferous forest of ponderosa pine,

Douglas fir, and white fir is found. In the southern sector of the slope,

valleys are replaced by deep and narrow sandstone canyons separated by

broad flay-topped mesas that rise in some areas to 200 to 2100 m above

" R Gwinn, X^vian, Tlie Chacaan Priehfston^ lyfthe San Juan Basin. 16 19

12





the canyon floors.

Land forms are dominated in the southwest by wide riverine

valleys flanked by gravel terraces with annual precipitation of

about 35 cm. The vegetation is predominately juniper, pifion, oak

woodland with grasslands in open valleys.^

Documents suggest that early Spanish explorers and missionaries had in

some way or another observed the ruins. As early as October 26, 1777 a

report to the king of Spain made by the military cartographer Miera y

Pacheco for the Dominguez-Escalante expedition wrote of a settlement of

families to be found near the junction with the San Juan and Animas

River, "where beautiful meadowlands was (sicj suitable for agriculture

and pasture." Miera y Pacheco also noted ancient buildings and

irrigation canals among the meadows. This reference belongs to an

expedition that crossed forty miles north and it is Kkely that what Miera

y Pacheco saw were the remnants of the Old Fort which was a

cobblestone village at the confluence of the Animas and the San Juan

Rivers (see map 5).''

" R Gwinn \4vian. The Chacoan Prvhjsfar}^ ofthe San fuan Basin, 7.

'' According to Earl Morris "it seems improbable that the chimerical El [dorado which lured

the Spanish conquerors into the most remote comers of the Southwest should have failed to

lead them past the ruined pueblos of the Animas Valley, and as they were tolerably diligent

recorders of what Ihey saw one would exj->ect to find some references to these ruins among the

works of early chroniclers However, in the translations now available, there is not mention of

the ancient habitations, and if the Spaniards were the first to discover them, the information

we so covetously desire is hidden away in some musty pile of manuscript" /^gcant in the

Wilderness The Story ofthe Escalante Expeditiim to the Interior BasinMo^^"!^ E Bolton In

Earl Morris, "The Aztec Ruin." Anthropiylogical Faper of the Museum of Natural Htstory,&.

13





However, in reading the Dominguez-Escalante Journal there is no direct

evidence that the entire expedition saw the ruins at all. It is likely that

the cartographers were the only witnesses, since according to Fray

Dominguez, the expedition crossed the Animas River to the Plata River

without noticing any habitation.^

Another reference to the Animas River was made by the Antonio

Armijo expedition of sixty Spaniards who crossed the lands between

Santa Fe to Upper California and on November 17, 1829 arrived at the

banks of the Animas River The incorrect attribution of the ruins on the

Animas to the Aztec Indians was made by American settlers in the early

nineteenth century. At the time the northern Hispanic frontier was

relatively unpatrolled and mountainmen working their way from

Rocky Mountain hunting grounds discovered the ruins. They referred

to earth mounds with some stone outcrops as Aztec houses and in fact

inspired William H. Prescott to write History ofthe Conquest ofMexico

published in 1844. According to Ftescott, the Aztecs were believed to

have originated in some northern land, possibly what is today the state

of New Mexico. It was not until John S. Newberry, a geologist for the

Corps of Topographical Engineers of the U.S. Army, however, who wrote

an eyewitness account of the abandoned settlement (map 6).^' On

"Ted
J
Wamer ,ecl , and Fray Angelico Chavez, trans, The Dominguez Fscalanle Journal:

Their t-jtpedrtfon Through Cnlarsdn, Utah, Arip-ona, and New Mexico in 1776 ( Provo

Hrigham Young Universrty Press, 1976) , 138 139

"Janet R Fireman, ed., The Spanish Royal Corps ofEngineers fn (he Western Borderlands

instrument oiBoudmn Reiomi 77691- 1815 (Qcndale The Arthur H Qark ixi, \^TJ) , 71

14





August 4, 1859 Newberry had visited the site to which the name of Aztec

Ruin was later applied and he was the first to leave written records of

them:

August 4th.- Left Camp early with Pfeifer, the Indian agent,

Messrs. Fisher and Dorsey, and several Indians to visit the ruins

reported to exist at a certain point on the banks of the Animas ...

Below this canyon the valley widens, and the declivities which
bound it become more gentle; the bottom-lands are from a mile to

two miles in width, and quite fertile; the river is bordered with

thickets of wollow and buffalo-berry with groups and sometimes
groves of Cottonwood. It is in this part of the valley that the ruins

are situated. The principal structures are pueblos handsomely
built of stone and in a pretty good state of preservation. The
external walls are composed of yellow Cretaceous sandstone,

dressed to a common smooth surface without hammer-marks; in

some places they are still twenty five feet in height. As usual in

buildings of this kind the walls were unbroken by door or window
to a height of 15 feet above foundation. The interior shows a great

number of small rooms, many of which are in a perfect state of

preservation, and are handsomely plastered. These structures are

surrounded by mounds and fragments of masonry marking the

sites of great numbers of subordinate buildings; the whole
affording conclusive evidence that a large population once had its

home here'"

.

" Earl H Moms, "The Aztec Ruin," 8.
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The site had already been mentioned by Charles Baker in a letter to the

Surveyor General of New Mexico in 1863 noting how the valleys of the

Rio de las Animas and San Juan contained towns of solid masonry.

Around 1875, a second group of geologists led by Frederic M. Endlich

noted the dwellings of "mud and cobblestones" (see map 7 and

photograph 2)"

The first settlers established themselves in the lower Animas around

1876. For a few years after then, these settlers utilized architectural

material found in the ruins to build the foundations to their own

establishments.^" Around 1878, the first analysis of the remains was

carried out by the archaeologist, Lewis H. Morgan." Morgan had

traveled through the Southwest and kept a scientific journal of

observations which included a plan of the site. The journal also tells of

the new settlers' appropriation of stones from the ruin for construction

purposes.^''

'* Endlich noted that the muJtistoried, multiroomed community at the center of the

settlement could very well be the place of refuge on case of an invasion for those living in

the outlytng houses The geologist also observed that the 500 room arrangement was laid

tn a squared horseshoe opening to the south The group also noted irrigation

ditches "Description of the Ruins near Aztec. New Mexico," L'S. ecologies!and

Geographical Surrey ofthe Tcmtohcs, Ninth Anuua/ KcportA^TS. Frederic M Endlich,

( Washington: Government Printing Office, 1877) , 176-191.

"Earl H Morns, The Aztec Ruin," 9.

" Lewis H. Morgan was mostly Interested in Eastern Woodland Tritjes, his published

description on the Animas ruin was published in 1880 "On the Ruins of a Stone Pueblo on

the Animas River in New Mexico." Reports ofthe PeatxxlyMuseum W^Wi), Lewis H.

Morgan, in Robert H Lister and Florence C Lister, Aztec Ruins f^iationaJ Monument b

" Robert H Lister and Florence C Lister Those Who Came Before SouthU'^stem

Archaeology' in the National Park Senice ( Tucson: The University of Arizona Press,

1983), 81
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One of the first settlers on the lower Aninr\as was John A Koontz.

Koontz owned the general store and also two parcels of land, one a 40

acre lot which was sold as a town site to replace the original post office

on private land a half mile up the valley. Because of proximity to the

ruins this piece of land became the dty of Aztec, replacing the name of

the older settlement of Wallace. The second piece of land was acquired

on November 28, 1890 under the Desert Land Act and was a 160 acre lot

which included the ruins. The deed to own this site continued until 1907

when it was transferred to H.D. Abrams."

Eharing Koontz' ownership, the ruins suffered significant vandalism.

Koontz had over the years realized the significance of the site and over

time tried to prevent the use of materials from the ruin for various

purposes. In the winter of 1881-82 a group of settlers' children are

thought to have entered one of the rooms within the earth covered

mounds, around the nortwest comer of the ruins allowing for further

looting by locals ( see photograph 3). Around the 1892 Warren K

Moorehead spent time with a group describing the ruins in preparation

of the Chicago World Fair in 1896 - the paper was finally published in

1908"

The same year the paper Abrams, a local shop owner was granted

ownership of the lands that lay to the West of the Animas including

" Farl H Morris, 'The Aztec Ruin,'9.

" Robert H. Lister and Horence C Listei; Aztec :\3tional Monument, '^
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water rights to a farmer ditch Much of the land was cleared for pasture

and planting grounds. " Nels C. Nelson of the Museum of Natural

History under the Archer M. Huntington Survey analyzed the potential

for an archaeological dig in 1915. By 1916, Mr H. D. Abrams granted the

Museum of Natural History the right to excavate.^

The site was excavated under the leadership of Earl Morris (b. Chama,

N.M in 1879 and brought up in the Animas Valley) during July of 1918.

Three long mounds marked the sites of the east, west and north wings

and enclosed three sides of a rectangular court which was bordered on

the soxrth by a low crescent-like embankment concealing the remains of

an arc-shaped row of rooms. Apparent dimensions of the ground plan

could be drawn and were roughly measured to be 350 feet by 280 feet

enclosing an interior court of approximately 180 feet by 200 feet.As the

excavation evolved, it was revealed that the inhabitants were related to

the Chacoan Indians by the presence of similar architectural features:

cellular rooms in multilevel arrangement erected on an open terrain

accessible only through a single portal, the use of tabular sandstone

blocks, and the presence of both clan and great Kivas in shapes and

'' Sherman Howe tells of the discoveries of human remains within the large compound in

the winter of 1881 82 in "My Story of the Aztec Ruins (Fanmington: Ttmes Hustler Press,

1947> 42 and V\'arren K Moorchead in a letter to Morris tells of a contingent of eleven

people vitio a decade after would put together an exhibit based on the Aztec complex for

the Chicago exposition but the report did not appear until 1908, Warren K. Moorehead to

Morris, March 25, 1919 Document file at Aztec Ruins National Monuments, Aztec New
Mexico A^ec .\'aUor)al Monument, Robert H Lister and Florence C Lister, 7 8

" Robert and Florence Lister have documented an extensive chronolog)' of events that took

place at Aztec, published in 1990
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dimensions similar to those structures in the Chaco Canyon (see

photographs 4 and 5; Appendix B and O"

The apparent disintegration of the Chacoan System began in the last

decades of the eleventh century and by 1200 the Chacoan culture was no

longer definable as an Eastern Anasazi^ tradition. ^^ Although it is

difficuh to establish how long the great Chacoan building functioned

within the Chacoan system in the period 1140-1240 -- between the last

Chacoan construction efforts and the MesaVerdean occupation -- there is

general consensus that the Chacoan control over the communities in

the San Juan Basin ended during the middle of the twelfth century (see

maps 8 and 9).'"

" Based upon Farl Morris' papers published by the Peabody Museum in 1926

Comparative studies were available since archaeological investigated in the Mesa
Verde Region of Colorado already in 187S with he discovery of Qiff Palace and Spruce

T^ec House Robert H Lister and Florence Lister Artec Ruins NationalMonumanl\^.
" For the Navajo, the Anasa?! were "the Ancient Ones" who roamed the lands of the

Four Comers Region. NewMexjco, Calvin A Roberts and Susan A Roberts (Albuquerque,

N.M.: University of new Mexico, Press, 19SS) , 8.

*^ R Gwtnn Vivian, The Chacoan Pnehistary of the San Juan Basin 331.

" Data from outlier communities also suggest that the most great houses were abandoned
or in the process of abandonment by their Chacoan occupants by 11 50 Also a gap in

dendrochronological dating at the Salmon Ruins t>etween 1116 and 1186 may represent an

early abandonment of this community though residence continued for several years in the

he surrounding communities of Aztec After 1186 to 1244 there is evidence that there

occurred reutilization of the buildings by Mesa Verdian people from modifications and

repairs to existing rooms The Chacoan Pnehisioty ofthe San Juan Basip R Gwinn
Vivian, 352 353
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We can be certain that the Mesa Verde Culture outlived the Chaco

in the north at least, and it seems probable that it survived

generally, for in certain of the rooms excavated by Pepper at

P\ieblo Bonito there were found Mesa Verde potsherds, and these

were in sufficient abundance to indicate that those rooms had

actxially been occupied for some time by Mesa Verde people at a

time subsequent to the abandonment of the pueblo by its original

builders. The reoccupation could not have been extensive or

prolonged. As Mesa Verde sherds are not found about Bonito or at

the site of the other Chaco ruins to the extent to which they occur

at Aztec."

Once into the excavation process, the American Museum of Natural

History realized that the ruins could suffer further damage from

vandalism and the National Park Service decided to appoint a full time

custodian who would reside permanently in the area. Repair of the

ruins was undertaken due to the environmental damage from

excavation.

For most part, the walls were in bad condition, hence, a considerable

proportion of the season's activities consisted of patching those that

threatened to collapse, and of rebuilding those that had fallen. As final

protection against the elements, the tops of the walls of the east wing

and those of north wing as far as they had been exposed, were capped

with one to three courses of stone laid in cement, the total area of wall

surface so treated amounting approximately to 7500 square feet. After

three years work (1916-1918), the walls of the east wing and one half of

" Alfred V Kidder, 'An Introduction to the Study of Southwestern Archaeology with a

Preitminars' Account of the Excavations at Pecos," f^pers ofthe Scnjtfuve^ ExpedftinrA

in R G\A'tnn. Vivian, The Ch^cain Prvhistivy^ of' the San Juan Bastu 388
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the north wing had undergone the final stages of repairs'* In 1920

Morris requested a sum to repair ten rooms and to lay concrete ceiling

slabs over nine roofs which the Museum did not provide until 1921 (see

photograph 6).'*

In 1923 Aztec was designated a National Monument and the National

Park Service assumed the role of a steward. Maintenance costs were

shared between the American Museum of Natural History and the

National Park Service. As a custodian of the monument, Morris

continued excavations until 1927, and several repairs are reported to

improve drainage and create concrete shelters for intact ceilings.

Maintenance continued by capping newly uncovered walls (see

photographs 7 and 8)

In 1933, James B. Hamilton, assistant engineer of the National Park

Service in San Francisco came to examine the conditions of the ruins

and found that previous repairs were not satisfactory, and that the

concrete cappings were deteriorating badly due to poor workmanship

and interior cement."

" Robert H. [jster and Rorence C Listei; .Aztec Rums NationalMcmumenl, 199

"Ibid

"Ibid, 203.
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"At Aztec Ruins National Monument much work should be done soon

to prevent deterioration which is progressing rapidly here," he wrote*'

Hamilton suggested that the source of damage be diverted in the form of

troughed wall cappings by way of forming rounded coverings laid in

reinforced cement provided with expansion joints. Also, tar bases with

water-tight connections to the walls topped with earthen fill were

suggested to be installed in order to eliminate fxirther rapid wall

deterioration.*'

Between the years 1934 and 1936 repairs continued, including clean-up

trail building and flood control. The major jobs occurred in the Great

Kiva, Kiva E, and the outer north and west walls which involved

resetting the stones in their original position using cement mortar The

restoration of the Great Kiva took most of the money and there was little

to allocate to other repairs which left some areas in great need (see

photographs 9, 10, 11, and 12). It was during the year 1937 that the

National Park Service recognized the need to maintain the ruins more

frequently and to assume cyclical responsibility for its repairs:

*'
J.B Hamilton, Report on the preservation of Ruins and Roofing of Ktva. February 11

,

19:?3 ( National Park Service A^tec Ruins National Monument files at the National

Archives. Washington) Hamilton obscn'od that a poorly consolidated sandstone used t^y

the settlement's builders was being destroyed by dampness Moisture attacked walls at

foundations, from where it was drawn into the lower courses of capillary action.

Precipitation soaking into wall tops rotted the stone, dissolved the mortar and when

froze, split the construction He suggested monitoring of the ruirts and diversion of

destructive forccs.Ibid.

"Robert H. Lister and Horence C Listei; Aztec Kuins MaUonal Monumenil^'^
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The word stabilization and the concept it represented of

strengthening aboriginal architectural remains as inconspicuously

as possible to endure the future -- but not reconstruct them --

became part of the Southwestern archaeological creed."'

The ruins have continually been treated, retreated, monitored and

repaired. Water remains the largest threat to the preservation of the site

Major drainage systems were installed within the area but that did not

really solve localized problems (see figure 3).

So far, most of the West Ruin has been excavated and stabilized while a

large portion of the the East Ruin has been left undisturbed. The

Hubbard mound, another part of the site at Aztec, consists of a tri-wall

structure, two Kivas, and several fragmentary rooms which have been

excavated, stabilized, and except for the central Kiva have been

backfilled. The inability to control the deterioration of the ruins is of

great concern to specialists since it not only poses interpretative

problems but preservation problems (see figure 4).

"Ibid, 205 21 a
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CHAPTER 2; MAIN CONSTITUENTS OF ADOBE PLASTERS

Tlie relationship between a wall piainting and architecture must be
considered in terms of iconography and liturgy on one hand and in

terms of aesthetics and form on the other Iconographically mural

painting contributes to the definition of architectural space visualizing

its function - be they sacred or profane - in the form of figurative

images"

Plasters

The practice of coating walls with clay renderings is a very ancient one

and Pueblo people were accustomed to decorating these surfaces by

placing designs on walls. These were sometimes incised by cutting or

pecking , or decorated by applying paint to the surface. Some of these

designs are believed to have had ceremonial significance and others

mere expressions with no particular religious meaning. The renderings

were executed with clay from river alluvium deposits with the addition

in varying proportions of sand, chopped straw and or other vegetable

and animal fibres, which be added to reduce contraction and cracking

during drying.

The customs of protecting walls with a rendering of clay are still practiced to

date. The development of clay renderings evolved parallel to the

development of sun-dried bricks. In the past, they were used in combination

for both small dwellings - like wooden huts -, and also for elaborate

"Panlo N4ora; Laura Mora; and Paul Philippot, Consefvatfon of' Wall P^intfngs (London:

Butterworths, 19K4)
, 2
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monumental structures decorated with pjaintings, reliefs, and mosaics.*^

The earliest wall renderings known to have been painted were day

based The methods for finishing the exterior and interior of structures

included both painted and unpainted surfaces. In many instances they

were smoothed, often covered with white coatings of a fine texture made

of kaolin**
,
gypsum or lime depending upon the period of execution.

These were usually applied in two coats The first coarse level would be

reinforced with small quantities of straw and fibrous materials. A

second layer or layers of finer materials used was used as a fine finish

coat. The earlier renderings were simply smoothed out and some times

covered with a wash of lime to provide with a uniform white ground

that also acted as a protective layer to the clay.

The clay materials used for plasters were gathered from allu'/ial clay

deposits. Top soil was not used. Once quarried, the soil would be freed of

all undesirable residue -- i.e., large stones, gravel, and organic material.

The consistency of the day for a plaster coat produced a fine textured

material with a different percentage, which was of clay particles,and high

compared to structural clay mixtures.

" Pamela French/The Problems of In Situ Conservation of Mud brick and Mud plaster
"

ffoceedfngs nfmeetings In Srtu Archaeok}giC3/ Conservation April6 13, }9f(6, Mexyccj

edited b)' Henry' Hodges (The Cictty Cx^nscrvation Institute, 1986) ,
7H

** Kaolin a variety of clay containing a higher percentage of kaolinilc, Ijnie Calcium

Oxide a general term for Ihc various chemical and physical forms of quicklime and

hydratcd lime. Gypsum Calcium Sulphate, plaster of Paris "ASTM D 653," Annual
Book oi'ASTMStanddnJs Consirudjon section 4 vol 4.D1, Association of Standard

Testing Malenals (Philadelphia ASTM, 1990) ,141.
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Adobe is a Spanish derived word derived from the Arabic atob, "sun dried

brick "*' Adobe and related materials are among the oldest building materials

on earth. Rammed earth construction for example can be traced to Neolithic

times (3,000 to 10,000 B.cr Evidence of early use of adobe is found in

portions of the Ziggurat of Agar Quf in Iran which is over 2,000 years old

The gigantic pyramids near Sian Fu in China were built of alternating layers

of earth and lime and are believed to be over 6,000 years old. The Indians in

South America also used adotse materials. In Peru adobe was used as eariy as

3,000 B.C in the Chicama Valley. The eariy American Indian groups in the

Southwest used this material not only in the form of sun-dried clay bncks

but in the construction of rammed earth walls and in conjuction to stone

masonry as bedding mortars and plaster coatings.

The treatment of architectural surfaces may involve decoration with finishes

which imitate a variety of materials. In Antiquity for example, imitation of

marble veneers was a widespread art. Likewise, later Romanesque and

Gothic churches were polychromed to produce imitative illusionistic

decorative patterns. Generally, courses of rougher plaster would underlay the

finish coat of a finer material, or a wash Different decorative techniques

show the use of pigments to give different effects and colors to the surfaces.

"James R atflon, "Adobe Buildtng Materials Properties, Problems, and Preservation,"

Technofogy and CnnservBtion (Spring 1977 ) , 3(1 j?4

"rammed earth a mixture of sandy clay soil and water o/ a slightly moist consistency

enabling it to be compacted for monolithic walls or in molds for making individual

blocks /hyserv^i/on of Histonc Adobe Struciurcs- A Status Report, Xat/ona/ Bureau of
Standards Technical Note 934, James R CHfton (Washington D.C: L.S Department of

Interior, 1977) , 2.
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CHAPTER 3: HISTORICAL CONTEXT FOR THE TECHNIQUE OF THE
MURAL AT AZTEC RUINS NATIONAL MONUMENT

The Pueblo Indians are considered to be of Neolithic culture and their mural

technology follows this classification. The technique uses natural pigments in

organic binders applied to mud or adobe plasters.*'

As already discussed, the ruin at Aztec has been dated to Pueblo III, built by

people of Chacoan affiliation, and later occupied by Mesa Verde immigrants.

It contains a number of examples of simple design executed in mud plaster

it includes not only the case study plaster of Room 117 but three other

instances of plaster remants.* The Chacoan occupation is largely evident

through the architectural features and archaeologically identified ceramics.

The Mesa Verde occupation is largely expressed in many of the found painted

plasters in geometric designs with incised pictographs.

At the time of excavation, Earl Morris had written extensive reports

documenting ten instances of dado design all in red with upper walls

executed in white (see photograph 13) One of the designs, found in the Great

Kiva, consists of a simple dado two feet, three inches high. All the other

" Constance Silver, f^f Report K.

" At Aztec, plaster survives in four rooms Room 41 is excavated and unroofed, there are

a few fragments of unpainted plaster on the walls, no more than two square feel poorly

adhered to the wal!;Room 158 which was excavated in 1984 and conditions arc similar to

Uiose present in Room 41; Room 1.% survived virtually as originally found, murals retain

bichromes murals, a red lower dado on a white upper field, roofing is failmg to pnotect

the mural properly, Room 117 will be decribed properly in Chapter 7. flaslcr

/YescrviiUon f^ck^gq 4 9.
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designs were in rooms that were not of religious nature. Of the nine reported

designs, six were simple dados without any embellishment and their height

varied between two feet, three inches to three feet nine inches and three have

the additional decoration of triangles along the upper border, described in one

instance as follows:

Room 194: A small chamber was partitioned off from the original area

of Room 194 by the Mesa Verde re-occupants. The southern of the two

large pine supports of the first story ceiling, although broken, did not

collapse completely and partially held up the floor between itself on

the south wall. The partition bounding the chamber of reduced size

on the north was constructed as follows: a trench was dug through 11

inches of earthen floor directly above the pine honzontal timber

mentioned above. In the trench a row of closely spaced alder poles was

set upright and held in place by earth tramped in around their butts

and also by flexible twigs laced horizontally woven in strands. Mud
was daubed on to both sides to produce a total thickness of six to ei^t

inches completely hiding the woven wattling and giving to the wall

the appearance of being constructed of adobe. In the settling permitted

by the sagging of the beam beneath, this wattle wall was badly broken

down, but from the length of the sticks it was apparent that it had been

more than six feet high. At some point it contained a doorway as

evidenced by portions of the smoothly plastered, rounded jambs found

among the debris. It is probable that excavations of the area northward

would reveal that the northern two-thirds of the original Room 194

was also used at the same time as the portion here described. The floor

of the small room, five feet-two inches (north-south) by ten feet (east -

west) was tinted red, as were the walls to a height of two feet two

inches. Upward the plaster was white, except for a series of red

triangles pointing upward from the basal zone of the same color These

occurred in groups of three. On the south wall were two series, of

triangles one beginning one foot three inches, the other six feet-two

and a half inches from the west. Each triangle was two-and-a- half

wide at the base and two and a half inches high. The north wall was

fallen, and most of the plaster was gone from the east. In the west wall

was a doorway of secondary construction, one-foot-five-tnches across

and two-feet-five-inches high, its still five inches from the floor;

beginning two-feet-nine-inches from the southwest comer The lintels

were of poles about one-and-a-half inches in diameter, closely placed.
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One series of red triangles remained on the west wall, beginning 10 3/4

inches from the south end. These were larger than those on the south,

being 4 inches broad and 3 1/4 high^'

Among Southwest Pueblo structures one finds those made of stone masonry

blocks set in mud mortar and sometimes of adobe bricks. There was always

an attempt to produce an even surface achieved either by aligning the

coursing of the masonry or by applying plasters. These plasters were not

uniform in character and consisted mostly of clay with different quantities of

sand, sometimes with inclusions of charcoal, vegetable matter, bits of bone, or

other materials The first layer was usually gray. A second finer coat was then

applied on top of the first and finished with a third and finer coating. It was

on this layer that any painting and incisions would be placed Murals were

repainted in a cyclical manner by creating a new smooth surface upon which a

new painting could be made. Successive layers of finish plasters are of fine-

texture and reddish brown in color This stratum was applied carefully and

spread and smoothed with bare hands and sometimes with a flat instrument

such as a stone, a wooden stick, or part of the shell of a gourd -- the dried

hollowed-out shell of a bulb-shaped fruit belonging to the pumpkin family"

This reddish finish plaster was sometimes found to be directly applied to bare

masonry as well. According to Watson Smith, in Kivas of earlier periods, the

"Eari H Morris, The Aztec Ruin," Anthmpologtcal Papem ofthe .American Museum of

Natural Hrston^lb, no 1, 376 378

"'After Ihe house is cxjnstructed. the exterior and interior walls are covered with a

reddish brown plaster made of earth and water It is applied with the hand, which is

swept over the wall in semicircles. In working the plaster, the woman keeps her mouth

filled with watei; which is skillfully applied lot he wall, when necessary in the

manner in which a CJhinese laundryman sprinkles clothes," from "The Zuni liidians,"

Bureau ot American tVinolog),' 23rd Annual Report, 351)
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undercoats cxxurred less frequently As Watson Smith notes, the number of

layers could add to a great many (Appendix D). It was common practice of

replaster in the ancient Pueblo villages (see figure 5). In the Jeddito ruins for

example, on the walls of every Kiva and in most dwelling rooms, plaster was

used as a finish coat and was renewed at certain intervals. The reason for

such renewals is thought to be due to partial deterioration of the surface of the

wall for renovation of soiled surfaces due to fire soot and from seasonal

ceremonial practices, as for example the Hopi at time of the Powamu

ceremony or bean dance."

According to Watson Smith, Kiva masonry walls were covered with

numerous layers of reddish brown finish plaster Individual coats varied in

thickness from one mm to five mm. Smith's analyses of Kiva wall plasters

reveal that the finish plasters contained about 10 % of clay and/ or calcareous

material and 90 % of quartz sand.^

"Watson Smith,"Kiva Mural Decorations at Aivatovi and Kawalka a" Papers of the

Fb^tKxJy Museinn ofAmerKi^ri An:^3eotng\'arnJ Rhnolog}' VI {^^v(\ht\<i%G, MA Har\'ard

L'nK'crsity Press, 1952) , 19 20

" Watson Smith, Papers o/(hc Pcabody Museum 1 9 20
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The earliest murals found are found within the San Juan area during the

Pueblo II period which Douglass in 1919 determined through tree dating to be

approximately the eleventh century AD. and continuing to the present day"

Watson Smith has provided an extensive report on the mural paintings in

the Jeddito valley specially those at Awatovi and Kawaika-a (Appendic C and

D). Constance Silver has also provided an extensive report of murals and

pictographs within the Mesa Vferde Region in her 1987 documentary report of

Architectural Finishes of the flvhistonc Southwest. Her studies together

with those of Watson Smith provide with the strongest frame of reference for

comparative studies within the Southwest region (Appendix D).

From Silver's study, it is thought that clay plasters in the Southwest Pueblo

Sites occurred as early as the Basket Maker period within the earthem slab-

walls of the pit-houses.^ By Pueblo II the interior of the Kivas are found to t)e

either carefully finished with undecorated plaster or decorated with painted

and incised designs:

These incisions take the form of at least seven different groups of

figures„.The figures were done in a casual yet systematic manner.

" TVee ring dating pays an hnportant role in the dating of architecture in the Southwest

Region Around the time Aztec Ruins National Monument was byeing excavated .A F

Douglass was analyzing the influence of cHmatic occurrences on the growth of ptne and fir

grov.'th rtngs By overlapping and comparing tree ring patterns from kno\\Ti and dated

timber pieces he was able to predict and work back in chronological order dates for sites

and ruins . Analyses at Artec were performed by him around 1919 from small plug boring

constituting the first prehistoric dodrochronological study site. A2lcc on the Animus
Excavated, P^vscn^ and Inlerpretcd, Robert H Lister and Florence C Lislei; 80 81.

"Silver, Constance,"Architectural Finishes of the Southwest A study of the cultural

Resource and Prospects for its Conservation," 7
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Among those which may be tentatively identified are a seeming house

design, a maze, a fish, and a possible vegetable or tree design Jn

addition to the figures incised into the surface of the plaster, there are

traces of paint of two colors, black and white, on the north wall. No

shapes seem to be represented in the paint traces discernible at

present.^

The custom of mural decoration was widely practiced up to Pueblo III both in

Kivas and in rooms which were not specially dedicated to ceremonial

purposes. Their creation continued and the practice were widespread in the

region since Pueblo II. Their appearance also indicates that the development

was not reflected in an improved technique or artistic features and imagery.

Contrary to Watson's belief and likely due to lack of further research at the

time (1930s); Silver has proposed Pueblo III as the height of the prehistoric

Pueblo culture. Kiva mural paintings are often complex and colorful;

geometric zoomorphic and anthropomorphic figures in obvious

iconographic placement are not uncommon. It is also evident from (the

author's) research at Mesa Verde National Park that plaster, both plain or

polychromed and decorated, was utilized on secular structures to create

distinctive modes of architectural decoration.^

The larger number of reported instances from Pueblo III sites may be due to

the relatively better preservation of those sites and also the larger number of

Pueblo III sites that have been excavated. Toward the beginning of the Pueblo

IV period a new impetus in plaster decoration takes place especially in the

discovered Kivas or so-called ceremonial rooms. The development occurs

" Brand, Hawley and Hibb>en, in Watson Smith, Fapersof'the P\s3bodyMuseum^
" Constance Silver, "Architectural Finishes of the Southwest," 7.
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simultaneously in the Rio Grande Region and in the Jeddito Valley. The

earliest known sites for the muralists' expression of this period are thought to

be located in the Pajarito Plateau in the Rito de los Frijoles - Rites of the

Beans - where it was reported in 1882 that.'^he lower part of the walls was

sometimes plastered in one color, the upper part of the roof in another, a

broad dark brown stripe being the Hne of demarcation/^

In 1900 another cliff house in the same area was described as containing

painted representations of ceremonial masks, and also a few of the larger

caves, once used as Kivas, contained remnants of mural painting in many

colors.

The fragmentary remains of large painted designs done in many colors were

found in a number of caves, serpents, birds, and other motives being

recognizable (figures 6 and 7).
'^ There is much evidence that the paintings of

this period were found mostly within the realm of Kivas thus serving

liturgical purposes. It is believed that the development of the intricate

pictorial patterns from comparatively simple geometric and abstract

beginnings to detailed representational compositions portraying personages,

animals, and paraphernalia was due to an increased use of the paintings for

ritualistic purposes. Later compositions possess more fluidity and imitate

living scenes such as village dances or Kiva rituals."

" Watson Smith, Papem cyfthe PleabodyMuseurrf 68

"Ibid, 69.

" Walson Smith, When is a Kiva7andother QuestionsAbout Soulhi^'esiem

Archaeology {Ikizsqx^ Arizona Lniversity of Arizona Press, 1990) . 47 53.
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Pueblo mural paintings techniques evolved into Period V The Spanish

colonizers would use the craftsmanship for the decoration of their churches.

Watson Smith has discovered that similar plasters that were used in the

Awatovi and Kawaika-a sites were also used in the Mission church of San

Bernardo de Aquatubi, which was built on top of the Kiva around the 1620s.

Among the best preserved mural paintings at Awatovi as evidence of Spanish

occupation were those from a Kiva which was designated Room 788 This

Kiva was found directly beneath the sanctuary of the Franciscan Church, as

the Spanish custom was to subjugate the colonized by building their Christian

shrines on top of the Indians most sacred structures.*^

Since Watson's reports not many studies have been done regarding the

condition and assessment of mural painting in the Southwest. Watson's

documentation of the plaster sites includes the uses of plasters, paint and

decorative forms. Continuing with this work, Constance Silver has

contributed with analyses within the Mesa Verde National Park region

starting in 1978 and 1979 (see photographs 14 and 15).°' The six-site survey

revealed a consistent pattern of decorated and undecorated patterns that had

been used prior to the abandonment of the sites aroxuid 12(K) AD. for about

100 years. Among the most systematically used finishes are:

= Ibid, 95 112

' Constance Silver, Architectural Finishes of the Soi/thn'es( 1 4.
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Plain plasters, plaster coatings in both interior and exterior walls

without any applied colored washes, paints or incisions

De facto plaster, defined by Silver as the plaster which is of the same

composition as the mortar but which does not serve structural

purposes. Mortar in these cases has been extended to the wall surface

and may in some instances reveal hand prints or other types of tool

marks.

Colored washes: washes of varying shades of pink, white and buff to cover

architectural surfaces.

Bichrcmne designs Two color washes used for interior finishes The two

colors used in bands running horizontally along a wall.

Auras: borders of plain plaster, painted pleistei; or color wash plaster around

door or window openings. Colors used are often warm ocher, white and buff

tones.

Wainscots: plaster finish on the lower three or four feet that is often washed

in pink. This form of plaster finish is different than the rest of the wall and

protrudes in the from of a band from the wall.
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Floor bands: Floor plaster finish extending to the surface of the walls to about

4 to 8 inches from the ground. Sometimes painted buff or white.

Fainted designs: independent elements painted on the plaster finish taking

forms such as animals, geometric designs, hand prints, dots and daubs.

Incised designs: incisions of the plaster surface with an instrument, often

found in Kivas. Incised designs may be also use in combination with painted

patterns.
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CHAPTER 4: PIGMENT CHEMISTRY AND MURAL PAINTING
TECHNIQUES

Pigments

Pigments are fine particles of chemical compounds which, because of their

physical properties, are useful for coloring These particles are suspended in

a vehicle in which it applied to a surface as a paint film. Pigments may be

classified according to color, chemical composition or source Inorganic

pigments are prepared from minerals, ores, sedimentary deposits of the

earth's crust, or those synthectically prepared from metals. Among the

inorganic group there are the oxides, sulphides, carbonates, chromates,

sulphates, and silicates of the heavy metals, including earths such as ochres

and raw umber, calcined earths such as burnt umber and burnt sienna and

other mineral pigments which are artificially prepared such as cadmium

yellow and zinc oxide (see Table 1). Organic pigments include vegetable,

animal and synthetic organic pigments formed by resinous or polymer

molecules, they are compounds of carbon with hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen,

sulphur and other elements. The color characteristics, the hue, purity, and

brightness of the light reflected by the particles within a medium depend

upon the color absorption capacity, size, shape, and texture of the pigment

grains. These characteristics will determine the pigments' use and mode of

application."

" Rutherford J Gettens and George L Stout Fstnttng Materials A Short Fnc\^ckjjecf/a

(New York: I^over Publications. 1966) , 112 149
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lABLE 1. Common Natural Mineral Pigments Found in Early Mural Peunting

WHITES composition

China Qay

Calcium Sulphate

Calaum Carbonate

Lime

Rarlum White

Lead Carbonate

Lead Sulphate

Ochre *Uow
Raw Sienna

Al20j2Si02 2H2O

CaS0^2Hp
CaCOj

C«0
Ca(OH)2

CaCOj
BaSO^

2PbC03 Pb(0H)2

BLACK





Mural Painting Techniques

Coloring materials from animal, vegetable, and mineral sources, to be used

for personal adornment, decorating tools, weapons and utensils, and for

making pictures have existed since prehistory. Most available were those

colors derivative of vegetables, flowers, seeds, beries, nuts, bark, wood, and

roots of plants. Most of these were unstable when exposed to light and did

not last long under unfavorable conditions."

The first mural paintings are thought to have appeared in the Aurignacian

period, at the beginning of Upper Paleolithic about 30,000 years B.C. They

occur as imprints of hands applied to the walls of caves. The materials that

api»ar to have been used are red earths or in some cases blood. This

technique was found at a more developed stage in the caves of Altamira and

Lascair< where the paleolithic artists used natural oxides of iron and

manganese such as oxides of haematite and oxides of limonite which

provided them with a wide range of brown and yellow ochres which were

used together with black - of vegetable or animal origin. These pigments

would be applied together with proteinaceous or greasy mediums such as

blood, urine, egg, or milk that would act as binders. These would then be

applied with implements such as feathers or sticks.*

The cave paintings of France and Spain were applied on the actual surface of

the limestone rocks causing a naturally occurring calcification process -

Rutherford, ]. Gettens and George L Stout, Fainting Materials, 140

'Paolo Mora, Laura Mora, and Paul Phffippol, Conservation of Wafl Paintings , 71.
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creating the same effect as the fresco method where the pigments would

crystallize in the interstices of the calcium carbonate lattices and remain in

pretty stable condition for many years. The binding system in certain

occurrences was found to be animal fat, indicating that a additional binder

was used. Plant sap, milK balsams and blood serum were widely used as

mediums.'^

Gradually, the naturally occurring rock surfaces in caves were modified by

the process of applying clay layers in order to smooth the nock surface for the

purpose of painting. The rise of clay technology was one of the characteristics

of the Neolithic and was the beginning of a new era. The first uses of

unbaked clay were also given to raw brick making. Fired clay was then used

for pottery. The Ancient Sumerians used day-derived pigments. In 6000 B.C

in Catal Huyuk, AnatoHa, Turicey clay layers were found to have served as a

ground for painting. The day not only served as a ground, but as mortar , as

it also had the structural purpose, of holding the brick together The medium

of the paintings at Catal Huyuk has not been longer identified and the

paintings, extremely friable, were found to use ochre, haematite, azurite and

charcoal. Most of these paintings were related to liturgical purposes and even

involved a subsequent covering of the old painting with a layer of white

day"

xV1ar>' Hamilton Swindler Ancient Fafnfing Fmm Ihe Eartiesi Tfmes to the PIsriodof
Christian /ITfNew Haven: Yale University' Press, 1929) , 421

" Paolo Mora, I.aura Mora, and Paul Philippot, Conscn-ation of Wall Paintngs , 71 73
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Neolithic period painting techniques were developed further and the clay and

silt from river alluvial beds was mixed with vegetable fibers to provide more

cohesion. In Pre-dynastic Egypt sand and clay were also mixed with what was

found to be traces of natural calcium carbonates and gypsum - a hydrated

sulfate of calcium. In Egypt, the wall coatings varied according to substrates.

Sometimes if the wall was too irregular it was smoothed with a layer of silt

and straw and then a layer of gypsum. Egyptians used water-based tempera

techniques with a vegetable gum, egg, or gelatine binding medium. In some

cases, wax was utilized to protect the pigmented surface and even mixed into

the paint by heating the wax with the pigments. The pigments generally used

in Egyptan paintings are found to be ochres, lamp black, lime, white (of

calcium carbonate) and copper based Egyptian blue. Egyptian paintings were

often applied to a ground of Nile alluvial mud especially in the earliest

period In the Old Kingdom, unbumed gypsum was used as a ground and the

upper surface was smoothed. In the New Kingdom the substrate is often

found to have been made of lime but the type of painting method, as

explained previously, was not done in fresco technique but rather in a

tempera technique. The Greeks utilized heated wax as a painting medium

already by the Fifth Century B.C. They named the process "encaustic" and

applied it on wooden, ivory, marble, and linen sxn^aces. The Greeks also

applied tempera paint directly on stone, as did the Egyptians, to polychrome

architecture."

Paolo Mora; Laura Mora; and Paul Phflippot, Com^ervation of Waff Paintwgs. 71 73.
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A basic technique of painting on aprepared ground was also found until the

tenth century A.D. in the Coptic patntings in Nutria which were executed a

secco on a dried surface made of mud and sand, often with straw added, and

on thin layers of kaoHn clay/" The Mesopotamians also frequently used clay as

well as limes. It was discovered in Chafadje, near Baghdad, that already ca.

2500 B.C paintings were executed directly on mud plaster renderings which

were first covered with a very thin layer of plaster whitewash, using pigments

in varying mediums applied on top. Likewise, in Assyria, the lime-wash was

applied to the earthen surface. Indian Sanskrit texts describe a clay based

rendering technique in which chopped stravy vegetable fibres and animal

hair would be mixed. The mixture's contents would vary with different

contents of earth, sand, brick dust, or shells as well as lime. A superficial layer

preparatory for the painting layer would be made of kaolin, or white clay

gypsum or lime. Natural resins were added to pigments as agglutinants.

Among these were; gums, wax, licorice, molasses, sugar, sap, vegetable broth,

oil, and cow skin glue. Clay continued to be used along with lime as shown

by the paintings of the Rangmahal at Chamba - late 18th century A.D. In this

area of the world, clay and lime renderings were covered with a layer of

/T?^/-*?/which consisted of a type of stereatitic clay containing particles of

mica, the painting being executed in tempera. Pigments for these paintings

were found to be; red ochre, red cinnabar, red lead, yellow ochre, lapiz lazuli,

indigo, green earth, malachite, lime, chalk, and kaolin, lamp black, charcoal

black, and metallic gold."

"Paolo Mora; Laura Mora; and Paul Philippol, Conservation of Wall Patntings. 71 73

" Ibid
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In central Asia, China, Thailand and Japan the techniques used a lime-based

surface rendering with a gum tempera medium. In Korea of the Koguryo

period, ca. fifth to seventh centuries the paintings are frescoes, the pigments

being calcified with the lime layer Qazed tiles appear to have played a

greater part in the field of Oriental decoration than actual wall-paintings/^

Fresco method on a wet ground was current at Pompeii Many times details

were added asecxx>ox on dry ground, with the aid of a binding medium.

After the Pompeian and Roman paintings the next frescoes found are those

in the Christian catacombs. In this case it was found that only a layer of

plaster was applied instead the six mortar layers and marble stucco used with

Vitruvian principles.'^

In Pre-Columbian American architecture the surfaces were generally covered

with a reddish ground and decorated in the interiors with paintings. In the

region of Pachacamac in Peru, for example, a type of Neolithic secx:o clay-

based mural rendering survived. This technique was similariy used at

Awatovi and Kawaika-a in Arizona

' Vlar>' Hamilton Swindler, Andent P^ntrng 423.

Mbid
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By the nineteenth century, fresco painting is in tempera in an asecco

technique using glue or casein on a dry rendering By the turn of the

twentieth century the Mexican school revived the true fresco painting

technique/*

Today polymer colors based on synthetic resins have been slowly replacing

the oil and tempera based techniques. These paint systems are made by the

dispersion of pigments in an acrylic emulsion which are thinned with water

creating, upon drying a flexible and a relatively porous layer of color that can

be easily soiled.

'" Diego Rivera and his followers triedto revive true fresco techniques after Cermino

Cennini, conceiving the pnocef;s of making as being part of the art of painting Howe\'eT; a

younger generation of muralists abandoned this technique in favor of synthetic resins on a

wide varirty of supports including masonitc, aluminum and even metal Cnnserv^tfon of

Wan P^tnlmg}^. Paolo Mora, Laura Mora, and Paul Philippol, 161.
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Pueblo Murals

As for most prehistoric paintings, the system utilized by Pueblo painters is of

pigment particles suspended in medium which allows the pigment to be

worked on the surface. In Pueblo murals most of the colors are applied to a

solid and homogeneous surface. In most instances, the surface is of even

texture, hard and smooth, with a tendency to reflect light, but in other

occasions the surface is powdery and dull without the sheen of the harder

surfaces.

The methods of applying the paints was by means of finger tips, yucca fiber,

and in some cases there is evidence oi utilization of some implement similar

to the yucca. Fingers as tools are evidenced in areas where there are isolated

dots and where the fingerprints remain on the surface of the paint. In most

cases the area of color are very defined with sharp boundaries and blending or

shading from one area to the other is hardly ever found.^

The Pueblo pigments were ground on a slab or by a mano used on a metate

(see photograph 16)7* The media is assumed to t>e derived from vegetable

matter Smith's research revealed that the preparation of paints within the

Hopis and the Zunis for the decoration of masks and pottery involved the

'^Watson Smtth/Kiva Mural Decorations at Awatovi and Kawaika a,'113.

" Morris describes three types of metates These are relatively thin rectangular slabs of

rather fine grained greenish sandstone The nearest sandstone outcrop he mentions only

several miles from thr ruin Manos for this kind of mill were shorter thant he width of

the mclatc so that in time the grinding surface was worn down Other kind involved

river bolders, mottled pink, white granite and silicious sandstone were the most

commonly used. "Aztec Ruin," AnihropologJc^ilPapers ofthe .A/nnnc^n Museum of

.Natural Jiistory: Earl Moms, 29 3G
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chewing of vegetable sutetance, in the process the saliva was collected

together with the vegetable juices and then utilized as a medium. However,

Smith's discoveries might hold completely true to the original technique

since it has never been observed first hand and much of the organic media no

longer exists."

In the 1930's Watson Smith's Awatovi expedition research also involved the

investigation of mural paintings and 125 paint samples were analyzed at

Harvard Universit/s Fogg Museum. For the most part except for black, the

pigments were found to be inorganic in nature. They were all natural

minerals or mineralized bits of sandstone and clay, such as yellow and red

ochres, malachite, azurite and the like:"" The descriptions below were the

ones given by Watson Smith when accounting for the pigments observed

during his studies:

"Contance SiVer "Architectural Finishes of the Southwest," .S8 59

'"Watson Smith's research on the expedition at Aivatovi and the posterior pigment

research done at the Fogg Museum Fcdtxx}} Papery Watson Smith, 22 30 Other books

consulted Charles L IJcbele, F)3int Making and Colnr Gnnding A Praciica! Treatise for

PainI Manut'aclurors and Faclnry- Managers VSi^-^ycixY: Tlic Painters Magazine and

London The Trade Papers Publishing Company, 1913); J
Gauld Beam . The Chemistry of

Faints, Figments, and te/?;/^-/;^.^-! London Lmest Benn Pigitients, 1923). F W Weber

Artist's Foments: '/heir Chemical and Physical Fri^jertiex, (New York: D Van

Nostrand, Co Inc. 1923).
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Yellow: This color occurred in a variety of shades and intensities, the

variations in which were doubtless fortuitous and due to character of the

particular bit of mineral available for use. It derived from goethite (Fe2 03

.

H2OI or limonite [ Fe2 O3. n ( H2O )i yellow haematite (xanthosiderite --

Fe202 . H2OI or from clay or sandstone stained with these minerals.

Individual samples gave positive tests for Iron. The lumps of pigments

recovered from the ruins showed a considerable range of color and contained

a variety of impurities. Yellow ochres are natural earth pigments with little

variation in compositioa They occur as soft rock or hard earths and once

mined are grounded and sieved.

Red: Like the yellows the reds occur in several shades but all seem to be

derived from a red ferric oxide of the minerals of hematite [Fe203l or from

clay or sandstone containing it. Fine grades contain 80% iron oxide.

Pink this was the result of a probable mixture of red iron oxide and white

clay. It may have been from a stone containing the mixture or was mixed

artlficiall. In other instances the technique would recfuire that large areas of

wall surface be covered with a base coat, generally white then building layers

upon the white If the outer layers were rendered in red, at time of

excavation the color would appear pink and the pigment would indicate

presence of red ochre and white clay or silica.
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Vermilion: This color occurred rarely and was probably an accidental

variationof red, due to the mixture of red ochre with day or silicious matter

In color it resembles the appearance of cinnabar (HgS - mercuric sulfide).

Research however indicates prescence only of iron oxides.

Salmon: Several areas of a color which occurred in areas of orange and was

pink and tested for iron content.

Brown: Two types of brown are utilized. One contained hydrous iron oxide

(¥efi7,.Hfi) which also appears in burned form {¥e20^ the other appears to

be obtained from the mixture of iron oxide and carbon particles. Also among

other pigments found are those of a manganese dioxide with iron impurities

Maroon or Purple: Some were iron oxides but some contain traces of

manganese dioxide in combination with red iron oxide. Others show

mixtures of cait>on and clay Ferric oxide, iron ore, spathic iron ore, limonite,

may occur sometimes as purpjle oxides.

Blue: There were two identifiable blue pigments. One is copper carbonate or

naturally occurring azurite which is a type of copper carbonate compound

2CuCOj Cu (OH)2 but this is a historically rarely used pigment. The second

type of blue showed presence of carbon black and white clay or silicious

material. Other samples appearing as blue-gray pigments may have been

formed from beidellite or from chlorttes of a dull green color
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Green: The pigments giving this color are copper carbonates of malachite

CUCO3 . Cu (OH)2 Another green pigment tested positive for the prescence of

iron and a mixture of yellov^ iron oxide with carbon black particles.

Black: These pigments tested positive for the prescence of burnt bone from

the phosphorous and the presence of cartxin from wood fibers.

White: These pigments derive from a wide variety of sources. The majority

of the pigments indicated presence of silicate and of kaoHn and in some case

both together There is a strong presence of white sandy clay that occurs in the

Creatceous beds underlying the Antelope Mesa region. There is prescence of

silica and gypsum as well as caldum and carbonate which could be evidence

of chalk. Pigments found also showed presence of kaolin, varying

proportions of fine silica with sand; chalk and calcium carbonate and gypsum

Gray: These areas appear as a result of mixtures of white and carbon black

particles.
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CHAPTER 5: CHEMISTRY OF CLAYS

The principal component of adobe earth plasters that gives these materials

their characteristic behaviour is clay In the preparation of the plasters,

naturally occuring soils would be sieved and mixed with fibers or other

organic materials in order to improve cohesion or to add plasticity to the clay

mixture. Qay acts as a natural binder to the mixes tn combination with sand

and sih in different percentages. The composition and properties of clay soils

and building materials directly influences the durability. Several

investigations have suggested that the particle content of an adobe is

important to the understanding of its physical properties. Soil particles are

classified as sand, silt, or clay based on their size. A good building soil would

contain a small amount of gravel.

The method of application of the plasters has already been explained, but in

order to understand the plasters further, it is necessary to t)ecome aware of

how the chemical and physical composition of soils affects their behaviour

and deterioration, and influences possible conservation intervention

measures. Smith's analyses of Kiva masonry walls revealed that the finish

plasters contained about 10 % a of clay and or calcareous material and 90 % of

quartz sand."

'•Watson Smith, FealxKly Papery, 18
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It is thought that as eariy as the year 6000 B C, adobe was recognized as a

workable material for building® The mud and the straw bricks of the

pyramid of Sesostris II (ca 2370 B.C) at El- Lahun in Egypt represent an early

use of the material for structural purposes. Marcus Wruvius Polio in 27 B C

also mentioned the specific technique of making sun-dried brick which he

recommended to be made in the spring or the autumn - the thermal

extremes are not as harmful to the material - noting that the brick once made

had to stand and cure at least two years.*'

Early writings on clay technology refer to clay in the form of common clay for

pottery. The hebrew words chomer anA tit - denoting clay - are used

interchangeably in the Bible. Latin, clay is referred to as Judum and argi/Ja

Theophrastus Qni-1%1 B.C) in his treatise On Stones, ca. 315 B.C. described

many earths - fine grained deposits including clays - and studied their

behavioural properties under heat Pliny the Elder (23-79 A.D) ca. 50 also

wrote about the detailed differences between types of earths. Most of the

nomenclature corresponds to the place of origin of each respective earth
^

Both Theophrastus and Hin/s studies were probably based on the early

classification that Aristotle (384-322 B.C) gave to minerals Later on, their

studies were revised by Avicenna (980-1036) and Albertus Magnus ( 1200-

1280). In the mid-sixteenth century Agricola (1494-1555) devised a more

'" In the Cfty nf Catal Huyuk. Tlirkey

" Mortland M M and Framer, V. C. fimceedfngs ofthe 6th Internationa! Oay
Cijnfcrvncc. OxTonJ, /f7<9(New York; Elsevier Publishing Co 1979) , 6 8

''Ibid.
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comprehensive classification method concentrating especially in the clay

minerals. In his studies earths are defines in terms of their porosity

hardness, smoothness, color, taste, smell, and in term of their tabular - flat --

or non-tabular appearance. By 1596 Andreas Caesalpinus attempted to

attribute the possible origins of clays.

One is from a cooled dry e)d\alation that descends from the air in

powder or when dissolved in rain water is converted into loam on

drying: of this sort is fertile soil because it can contribute to the

atmosphere a naturally rarefied juice for nurturing plants...The other

mode of formation is from mixtures formed by humble decay and from

rocks decoposed by sun or fire and then dissolved into earth by showers

of rain."

In 1687 Emanuel Konig of Basel compiled an encyclopedia of minerals and

their sources called Regnum Mneraie, sind AE Cronstedt of Sweden (1722-

1765) prepared the first chemical classification of minerals. Such

classifications were investigated, and many of the original names linked to

place of origin were replaced by their mineral names Most of the

characterization properties were studied only on the basis of their heating

curves. X-ray Spectroscopy significally aided in the study of day properties.

By the turn of the century x-ray diffraction became the manner of establishing

the crystalline nature of clay minerals, which otherwise, because of their

properties would have been difficult to analyze.*^

' MM Mortland and VC Farmer International Clay Conference 197f>, 6

Mbid, 6 8
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Clay Formation

The term clay is applied to a fine grained unconsolidated natural material

which possesses the property of plasticity when wet and and hardens upon

being heated or dehydrated.

The fine grained sediments include clays, shales, mudstones, marls and loess.

Although for argillaceous deposits the particles are of less than 0.004 mm in

size, it is common to find silt-size particles as well. The rocks oi origin

contain mixtures of siliciclastic silt, sand and clay Qay perse is used

commonly to describe those mudrocks containing siliciclastic materials but

that have suffered less compaction and cementation than shales and

mudstones.

sand = 2 to 0.02 mm

silt = 0.02 mm to 0.002 mm

clay = 0002 mm and smaller"^

Qay is rock material which results from the decay of parent rocks being

carried away by water to another location and deposited along river channels,

lakes, coast or sea bottom'' The origin of clays is due to the physical and/ or

chemical disintegration of stones.*" Qay minerals occur in all types of

"Jamc<: C:iifton \3tionaI Burvau ofStandards Technrc^J Note 996 Mechanical

Phtperties ofAdotx'i Washington. DC: US Government Printing Office, 1979)
,

"^

"EdNNin Eckel, Building Stones, and Oays Weir Origins CJiaraderistics and

Examination (New York John \Mley and Sons. 1912) ,
218

°' Ihere arc residual clays, sedimentary clays, glacial clays, and eolian clays
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sediments and sedimentary rocks and are a common constituent of

hydrothermal deposits. They are the most abundant minerals in rocks,

perhaps comprising about 40 % of all rocks® Sedimentary clays may have

various origins. The most common is that of erosion transportation and

deposition of geological and petrol ogical formations that are exposed to

weathering The process of interaction between the atmosphere, lithosphere,

biosphere, hydrosphere result in deterioration processes affecting superficial

land masses is called weathering - physical and chemical. Of the four types

of chemical weathering namely addolysis, salinolysis, alcalinolysis, and

hydrolysis, the latter is the most understood During hydrolysis, a chemical

reaction occurs during which aqueous an acid and a base are formed. In the

case of aluminosilicate parent rocks, such as feldspars, pyroxenes, amphiboles

and micas for example, they react with water to form silicic acids and bases

together with minerals like clay*'

Through various cycles geologic formations, fragment are reduced to particles

of transportable size through dissolution of ions. Climate and morpohology

of rocks determine the dominant physical and chemical character of any

formation (see Table 2).*

"Charles E Weaver and I.in D Pollard. The CJiemiatry of Clay Mfner:afs{^(^s York:

Elsevier Scientific Publishing Company 1973), 1.

"Hcrve Chamley, Clay Sodimcntalogyi^cw yox\:i. Springer Verla^ 1989) ,
22.

'"Ibid, 21.
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TABLE 2. pH of Soik according to environment of formation

Ionic anvironemnt pH>5 5<pH<9 6 pH>9.6

Attack solution

depleted in saline elen^ents

(Na, K. Ca Mg)

Actdolysis

water rich dissolved

organic adds

Hydrolysis

pure water or

CO2 rich watw

Attack solution

concentrated with saline

compounds

Salinotysis

water charged will, salts erf strong

adds (chlorides sulphates)

Alcalinolysis

water d~.arged with

saH? of weak adds
(carbonates,

blcarbonates)

The large majority of the day minerals that are found in water covered

environments as previously explained derive from different types of terrains

of exposed rock. The parent rock then determines the type of clay mineral

produced." Therefore, although clays and clastic particles orginate from a

parent rock such as marl, shale, or mudstone, of proterozoic to Cenozoic Age,

they can also be found in sedimentary form. However, even when most

clastic clay materials reflect the nature of the rock of origin they are prone to

alteration during deep burial and then, the original source may not be traced

any longer

"
1 T Greensmilh, f^tro/og}' ofSedfmentar}^ Rocks [\sm^on Unv^in Hyman, 19R9) 92
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structural composition

Qay minerals consist of hydrous layer silicates that consitute a large part of

the family of phyllosilicates (Al203,2Si0^nH20] (seeTable 3). These

phyllosilicates are usually in combination with chemical components such as

Si02 AI2O3 Fe203 FeO, MnO, MgO, CaO, K2O, Na20 and H2O. Clay minerals

are abundant in clayey oozes, claystones, mud, mudstones, shales, and

argillites, a group of fine-grained rocks called physil rocks. Qay minerals also

occur in many soft type rocks and hard type sedimentary rocks which include

coarse silicoastites and saline evaporites.'^

TABLE 3. General clas' classifkation

Layer Type Group Subgroup Sf>ecies

2:1:1

2:1

kaolin /serpent in e

FyrophyilitB-talc

Smectite

Vfermiculue

Mica

Brittle mica

Chlorite

Palygorsldte-sepiolite

serpentines





Secondary minerals formed as a consequence of hydrolysis during chemical

weathering are often associated with oxides from the degradation of primary

minerals. According to the intensity of the reaction, more or less ions will

break up in solution to form secondary minerals in combination with silicon

These will form with two tetrahedral silicon sheets (Si, Al, Fe^^, one (Al^,

Fe3+ Fe2+, Mg2+) or none at all (see figures 8 and 9).

Half or more of the clay minerals in the earth's crust are ilHtes, followed by

montmorillonite and mixed layer illite-montmorillonite chlorite and mixed

layer chlorite-montmorillonite kaolinite, and septachlorite, attapulgite and

sepiolite."

Qay crystals consist mainly of silicon, aluminum, or magnesium, oxygen,

and hydroxyl (OH), with various associate cations according to the species

These ion are organized into two dimensional structures called sheets. These

sheets can be tetrahedral of composition T2O5 (with T being the tetrahedral

cation Si with a varying content of Al^or Fe^).*^

"" Many minerals can be associated wth clay minerals in sediments and soils For the

major part they occur on both clay and nonclay granulometric fractions Some of them arc

difficult to identify on X diffract ograms based on oriented preparations of clay minerals

In addition, some amorphous components exist in many forms bc<;idc the crystalli7cd

species They include silico aluminous (ex alophanc, tmogoHtc), silico ferric (ex

hisingerite) and siliceous minerals like opal for example" Dc\^lopments in

SccHmcntology 15 The Chemistry of Clay Mfneral^cAvcx and Pollard (New York:

Elsevier, 1973) ,1.

•' Herve Chamley, Oay Scdimcntolag}^, 3
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The silicon cation is located at the center of the tetrahedron and has oxygen

anions at the four comers of the arrangement. Each individual tetrahedra

shares three comers (three basal oxygens) and forms hexagonal networks.

The fourth tetrahedral comer points in a direction normal to the sheet. Its

oxygen (called apical oxygen) forms part of the octahedral sheet which are

comprised of medium sized cations at their center (generally being: Al^,

\4g2+ pe2+ or Fe^), and with oxygens at the eight comers. Each individual

octahedra is linked laterally with neighbouring octahedra and vertically with

tetrahedra by sharing oxygens.**

The smallest structural unit of octahedral sheet contains three octahedra. If

all three octahedra have octahedral cations at their center (bivalent ions like

Mg^^, Fe^"^), the sheet is called trioctahedral. If two octahedra only are

occupied and one octahedron is vacant (trivalent ions like Al^, Fe^) the

sheet is called dioctahedral. The plane junction between tetrahedral and

octahedral sheets is formed by the apical oxygens shared by the tetrahedra and

the octahedra, plus unshared hydroxyls. The OH' groups are located at the

center of each tetrahedral sixfold ring (hexagonal arrangement), at the same

level of of the apical oxygens. The resulting structure is called a layer (from

superpositions of tetrahedral and octahedral sheets). From this type of

assemblage two types of layers are recognized and that is the 1:1 tetrahedral

sheet with one octahedral sheets. A typical day from this group is kaolinite

which results from an unshared plane of anions in the octahedral sheet

'Herv^ Champley Oay Sedimentokygy'i.
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consisting of OH" gnaups.

The second type of assemblage is the 2:1 layenng where two tetrahedral sheets

arrange in an external position with an octahedral sheet. The relative

positioning of the tetrahedral sheets is inverted so that all the apical oxygens

point towards the octahedral sheet and can be shared. Most day species such

as smectite belong to this category.

The spaces between two succesive 1:1 layers are called "interlayers" and these

are devoid of any chemical elements if the layers are electrostatically neutral -

- in the case that all structural cations are compensated by oxygens or

hydroxyls. Many clay minerals have an excess layer of negative charges

which are is neutralized by interlayer cations such as K*, Na"^, Mg^*, Ca^*, by

hydrated cations, or hydroxide octahedral groups. The hydroxide interlayer

may join laterally to form an additional octahedral sheet which is also

referred to as larucitic sheet: forming a 2:1 pattern. Chlorites are known to

have this sort of configuration.

A layer and an interlayer form a structure unit and form a chemical formula

unit as well. The piling of many structure units forms what are known as

day particles which are usually ranging between 2-4 microns in wafer-like

plates. The clay fraction of sedimentary rocks vary in the way in which they

occur as individuals or as aggregates of various sizes and shapes. The
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structural order of day minerals is diminished by both crystallographicai and

chemical constraints as compared to other mineral groups since the lateral

dimensions of the octahedral and the tetrahedral sheets are not similar The

result is a varying alteration in the size, shape and structure of the crystals

Many of the day minerals are present in partial substitution patterns Isecause

of excesses in negative charges within the interlayer This phenomenon

contributes to the difficulty in the identification of the clay and the changes of

physical behaviour : adsorption-desorption, expandability-retraction, and

formation of organo-mineral complexes.'*'

Herv6 Chamley Oay Sedrmentiykigyb.
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CHAPTER 6. PROPERTIES AND PHYSICAL ALTERATION PROCESSES
AFFECTING EARTHEN RENDERINGS AND
PAINTED MURALS

Deterioration processes affect materials by weakening their internal forces

that hold them as a xinit. Agents of deterioration vary and many times act in

combination exacerbating the rate of decay. In assessing the damage of

building materials it is important to understand fully the pathologies of all of

the components. The components of a building, function in the context of

large environmental factors which ultimately affect the materials at a

microscopic level Before proceeding with treatments that aim to relieve

symptoms of internal stresses directly altering the internal components, it is

important to study and isolate the external variables. This way, a long term

preservation program can be implemented in a more controlled way.

Inherent vice

Earthen building materials depend on their composition for pertormance.

Depending on use, adobe, rammed earth, and earthen plasters each have

different percentages of components.'' Inherent vice occurs in the making of

adobe mixes. A high content of clay, for example, causes excessive shrinkage;

however, this behaviour is counteracted by the addition of sand and fibers

which act as fillers and shrinkage compensators. Another source of inherent

vice is the actual mineral component of the day. Some days tend to be more

hygroscopic than others and yield higher dimensional changes and swelling

"'An ideal adobe soil is thought to consist of alxiut 10% 15%clay and silt and 7D7c 80% sand
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Another inherent vice that affects the performance of an adobe is that of the

amount of water added to the mix during the fabrication process. During

dehydration, the volume of water able to form a plastic material is lost; water

starts to evaporate at temperatures higher than 60^?.

The aggregation, or packing pattern, of an adobe mix is a factor that influences

directly upon its mechanical behavior. The packing of the components

depends on the particle distribution and particle shape within each sample.

When optimum packing occurs there is more surface contact from particle to

particle which provides for more mechanical strength in the material. The

strength of an adol^e is significantly diminished along fissures since there is

no surrounding material to provide for lateral support. This can also be

explained by the characteristic activity index of each day (as explained later in

this chapter).

In clayey soil mixtures, individual clay particles do not form a single grain

structure, but are aggregated or flocculated together in sutmiicroscopic units

that are only visible through the scanning electron microscope. These

aggregates are called domains vckA these form otot^/y which in turn form

peds

If over 50% of the mix consists of particles of 0.002 mm and smaller, the mix is

considered to be argillaceous. Howevei; depending on the general particle

distribution even up to 10-15% of clayey components may produce a cohesive
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mixture. All materials posses intermolecular and intramolecular forces.

There are three types that can be identified but not measured:

a. Dipole-dipole - in molecules with significant dipole moment the positive

end of one dipole is attracted to the negative end of a neighboring dipole

b. Hydrogen bonding - a very strong case of dipole-dipole interaction in

which a hydrogen on one dipole is attracted to a very electronegative oxygen,

nitrogen, or fluorine on a neighboring dipole.

c Dispersion forces - electrons in non-polar molecules can shift in an instant

in time to create spontaneous dipoles which then cause neighboring

molecule's electrons to shift thereby creating "induced dipoles". Shifts are

temporary but can be significant especially in molecules with a large number

of bonds.

Cohesionless mixtures tend to be formed by single grained particles that do

not bind together, as opposed to flocculated. Single grained mixtures are not

affected by intermolecular forces that keep particles together in a cohesive

mixture.

In the case of water, a liquid, the intermolecular forces that bind its molecules

together can be measured in terms of its surface tension. The shape of a drop

water is determined by the forces that hold the molecules together When it

comes in contact with another substance, the surface tension can be

overcome, and the molecules can be extended as a film over the surface of the
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other substance. Hence, the water is said to have wetted the surface of the

other substance.

Aherations due to the presence of moisture

Moisture is the principal cause of alteration. In its various forms it affects

masonry and all its components. Water triggers chemical reactions in

constituents of building materials such as soluble salt transportation and

deposition, dissolution of airborne particles, cycles of drying and wetting and

freeze-thaw. These cycles of deterioration do not stop and end from one

material to the next, in fact, they may combine and exaggerate the process.

Therefore, if a decorative layer exists, the deterioration patterns should be

studied in a compounded way, analyzing the substrate as well as the surface

materials.

Water, which is a very polar substance, will tend to be attracted to clay

particles. That is why adobe building materials are thought to behave

optimally in areas of the world where there is extreme dryness.**

•* The permanence of the material in dry areas of the work) is evidenced in the long standmg

Ziggurats of Agar Qui in Iran, Chan Chan Peru, and Sian Fu China all of which are over two

thousand years old fiTeservation ofHistcTricAdobe Structvrvs A Status Report, ]zmo.s, R

Clifton (Washington, DC National Bureau of Standards. 1977) . 13
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Plasticity of days* and penetration of moisture

Qay plasticity is achieved when an amount of water present in a system

causes the sliding of sheet -like particles past each other (see figure 10). As the

octahedral sheets expand, bjecoming more plastic, and slide past each othei;

water molecules which contain positive dipoles from the hydrogen ions are

drawn towards the negative dipoles of the clay particles within the plates to

attach to the negative ions of the hydroxyl group (OH). The attractive forces

between the clay molecules at this point are overcome by the hydrogen bonds

that the water molecules create. Qay minerals in hydration have an

attractive potential to H^ so that a layer of up to about 400 A in thickness can

surround the particles (see figure 11).'°°

TTne facility of water to flow through a porous material is termed permeability.

A large ratio of voids per amount of material determines porosity values.

The form and the total amount of pore volume is variable, depending on the

nature of the building material, as far as the density and particle distribution,

and the degree of exposure.'"' Pore size can range in size from micropores

with radius < 0.01 /m, to those around radius between 0.01 /m and 0.1 /m.

For most porous bodies, moisture content is expressed as a percentage:

" Plasticity in clays is measured in terms of the pnoperty of the clay to be deformed beyond the

point of recovery without cracking or suffering further volume change

"" L'pon drying day molecules tend to orient themselves according tolhcir inherent anisotropic

character forming parallel orientation of plates or lattices

"" Porosity is the ratio of the aggregate volume of voids or interstices in a rock or soil to its *.olal

volume Moisture content is directly proportional to the ponDSity of the material "ASTM

Designation D 653 : Annua! Ikxik odASTMStandards. Section 4 Canstructjon
.
Volume 4J)S

:

SotlandRock amension Stone; (Jeosynthebcs, American Society for Testing Matrials (

Philadlephia, FA ASTM, 1990) ,

145'
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m dry + m H2O

Physically these voids are connecte by microscopic tunnels called capillaries.

As the diameter of the capillary tubes diminishes, water squeezes out of the

pores resulting in the reduction of pore size. Soil that is not nearly dry will

contain air in the capillaries - such is the case where water content is t)elow

the shrinkage limit"". When water reaches the soil, surface tension pulls

water into the capillary tubes, compressing the air and confining it to the

small existing pores. This causes inter-particle tension stresses to increase;

indeed, volume change is a problem in shrinkage-susceptible adobes. These

types of soils tend to be dense and very hard in the dry state. Even at small

water levels these soils are quite dense and hard and exhibit shrinkage cracks

(see figure 12).

Mineralogy

The mineralogy of clays plays an important role in the durability of adobe.

For example, a montmorillonite clay can absorb large amounts of water and

can swell several times its dry volume. Therefore, it is not a dimensionally

stable clay. Soils that contain day types such as kaolin, chlorite, illite are

generally more dimensionally stable. Clay minerals have net negative

charges at the edges. Each particle naturally tries to achieve a lower state of

'" Ibid, ASTM D 653, 149 Water content below which no further volume change occurs

Maximum water content at which a reduction in water content wiH not cause a decrease in

volume of the soil mass
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energy by balancing charges by cation attracticm. The attraction will be

proportional to the net charge deficiency and may be related to the activity of

the clay which is defined as:

Activity = Plasticity index

% clay

Also, activity is related to the potential of a clay to absorb water. Plasticity

numbers will be closely similar from day type to clay type since the numbers

depend on the amount of water present and on the attraction of the water to

the clay particles. For a given clay, the reduction of the particle size will also

increase the plasticity number (see Table 4).

TABLE 4. Hasticity index for selected clays

Clay type Activity index

Kadinite 04^05
Ilhte 05-1.0
Montmorillonite 1.0 - 7.0

Source Joseph E. Bowies, Physical and Geotechnical Properties of Soils

(New "^wk. McGraw-Hill Book Company 1986) , 168

The variation physical properties ultimately Hes in the disposition of the clay

particles to exchange cations to balance their electric charges. In the series

with cations H^ Na"", K"'. Mg^"-, Qj3?-^, Al^, the lower plastic Hmit is changed

little but the upper plastic limit changes greatly type of soil, with sodium

containing soils showing the highest plastic index Potassium is the lowest
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due to considerable fixation upon drying. ."°

In terms of their plasticity characteristics which are altered by the substitution

of metallic ions of higher order, day can be ordered according to the type of

ions contained. The higher the exchange, the more cations will be required to

affect the change in activity:

Li < Na < NH4< K < Mg < Rb < Ca < Co < Al'"*

The mechanical properties of the clays in the lower moisture range have been

studied in relation to the clay mineral and water with different amounts of

sand to clay. The physical state of the mixture corresponds to the production

of the immobile areas of water on clay surfaces It may be affected by the

interstitial position of the solvent molecules between particles or between the

lattice units which comprise the particles themselves.

The shrinkage limit will indicate the threshold of water content needed to

initiate volume change This is measured in terms of the cation exchange per

the amount of day measured in terms of milli -equivalents per 100 g (see

Table 5).

'" Marshall, Edmund C, CoUcvd Chemistry of Sfficste Mtneral^ (New York Academic Press,

Inc, 1949) , 160

""Joseph E Bowles, Physicaland Gcotechnical ffopcrtics ofSoils ('Hew ^ox^. New York;

.McGraw Hill Book Cornpany, 19861 , 168
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lABLE 5 . Cation exchange capacity for seiected clays

Clay Exchange cpacity, meq/-

Kaolinite





the relative humidity is high.

As stated before, the porosity of a building material will determine the rate of

penetration of hquid water and water vapor in a wall. Water vapor in the

atmosphere penetrates into the pores and a specific amount may be held

within the porous material according to the atmospheric humidity and

temperature of the wall's surface. A wall that contains over 20% of water is

considered to be saturated. At this point, the building blocks and mortar

moisture content is the same; however, a rendered wall can pose different

condensation points according to the nature and porosity of each material

along the path of water Once in contact with the surface of the wall,

depending upon the temperature and humidity, it turns into a liquid.

Transport of the water through the porous material is encouraged by the

attraction of water toward the walls creating a suction pressure. This capillary

suction increases as the diameter of the pores decreases and is very large for

pores that have a diameter smaller than \\ijn. Another source of moisture is

through rising dampness from the ground with the help of capillary suction.

The reason for the attraction of water towards the walls of the pores is that the

composition of the walls of the pores of materials containing carbonates,

silicates, aluminates or oxides contain oxygen atoms with negative electrical

charges as well as hydroxyl anions. Water will tend to expand its surface, as a

film, on the surface of the pore walls since the attraction forces can overcome

Its own intermolecular forces. The suction of moisture fnam the ground will
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also depend on the evaporation of the moisture at the surface of the material,

the low surface temperatures, and high relative humidities of the nearby air

Moisture evaporation takes place initially at the surface at a rate directly

linked to the adjacent environmental conditions. Upon evaporation,

moisture will tend to descend towards the ground and start to evaporate at

the top. Generally, during rising damp the faster the evaporation rate the

greater the loss of water to the ground and the lower the level of dampness

around the base of a wall, but when the rate of evaporation is slow, the

dampness would probably rise higher In mudbrick structures, the clay

mixtures contain relatively large pores, but rising damp is limited to about 40-

60 cm above the ground since water stops at about that height within the

material.'" When a wall is a composite of stone rendered with mudplaster,

for example, water penetration will be affected by the type of porosity of the

stone and the porosity of the day render, and how water will flow through

each material.

When water enters a wall, cycles of drying and wetting are started, as well as

cycles of freeze-thawing. Upon each change, interstitial spaces suffer

compression and tension stresses. These cause loss of mechanical strength

which show as exfoliation, scaling, and deep fissures. Selective decay may

take place for heterogeneous materials when they are placed in contact. The

'"'Alejandro .Alva Balderrama and Giaoamo Chiari, 'Protection and Conservation of Excavated

Structures of Mudbrick, " Consen'stion on Arvheolog?ail Exc3\^tions, edited \f)i N.P Stanley

Price (Rome, Italy ICCROM, 1984) ,110
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amount of damage resulting from the rythmic contraction and pressure of the

walls of the pores within the materials is dependent on the pressure of

hydration as well. When it surpasses the resistance of the wall of the pores,

the latter are broken up.

Deterioration Due to Salt Deposition

Water, unlike other liquids, dissolves soluble salts upon contact. As water

moves through a material it transports the salts in solution and deposits

them when the amount of water decreases and the higher concentrations of

salts causes them to precipitate. Water rises from the ground and brings

soluble salts solutions to the interstices of a wall. But soluble salts may also he

in solution in the air and reach the surface of walls, by direct action or by

being inherent in the original building material.

There is a critical zone of evaporation which lies immediately below the

surface. At this level there are, as mentioned above, two factors that affect the

rate of evaporation. One factor is the climatic nature of the immediate

surroundings - the temperature, the relative humidity and the rate of

movement of air near the surface. Then, there are the properties of the

structxire of the material which have an effect upon the movement of the

water towards the surface. The porosity of each material and the density will

determine the nature of the evaporation process.

If moisture contains dissolved salts, evaporation will increase concentration
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and crystallization. The deposition will begin at the surface of the wall. But

when evaporation occurs below the surface tsecause the supply of moisture is

not sufficient to transport the salts to the surface, evaporation under the

surface of the wall causes the deposition of salts in the interstices below the

surface. When the interstices are supplied with more of the water-salt

solution, the crystals already within hydrate and expand in volume creating

internal stresses ( see Tables 6 and 7).

Incrustations on the surface occur when the amount of water present is

sufficient enough to allow the salts to migrate to the surface. Low rate of

ventilation and evaporation help salts to leach out from the material and

deposit on the surface as efflorescence. When they are deposited under the

surface they cause subflorescences. The salts under the paint layer of a wall

causes flaking and mechanical detachment of the paint layer Disintegration

pattems will follow according to each material, fragmenting the paint layer

and render as well as masonry substrate.
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lABLE 6. Saline Minerals in Walls

Carbonates Calcite

Dolomite

Magnesite

Nesquehonite

Hydromagnesi te

Natron

Thermonatrite

tona

Kalcinite

CaCOj

CaMg (COj)

MgCO^
MgCC^.3H,0
M^OH(c6p,^.4H20
NapOj.Hp"
Na^O.-Hp
NajHCCOpj . 2H,0
KHCO,

Sulfates Gypsum
Bzissanite

Epsom ite

Hexahysrite

Kieserite

Mirabilite

Thenardite

Arcanite

Astracanite

Picromerite

Syngenite

Glaserite

CaC0^.2H20
CaS04.1/2Hp
MgSO, 7Hp
MgSO^.eHp
MgS04. HP
Na^4. lOHp
Na^O^

Na;^^SO^)2 4HD
KjMgC504)2- 6H2O
Kpa(S04)2. Hp
KjNaCSO,),

Chlorides Bischofife

Antarticife

lachhydrile

HaUte
Sylvite

MgCl2.6H,0
CaCij^ 6H,b
CaMgpij'. 12 HP
NaCl

"

KCl

Nitrates Nitrocalite

Nitromagnesite

Nitronatrite

Nitrokalite

Ammoniumni trate

MgfNOp; . 6Hp
NaNa^
KNOu

NH4NO3

Source Bc^gna Con/erence, Conseivabcai ofStone \\,Vii>\, \h
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TABLE 7. Salts and Mechanisms of Deterioration

Comfxisition of salts Alteration process

Sulphates of Sodium, potassium,

magnesium and calcium

When they ci>i5talli2e they alter the cohesion of

the materials

Nitrates of sodium, potassium, calcium Form thick efflorescences which are not difficult to

remove. The>' provoke less disintegration than the

sulphate salts

Calcium carbonates Form ver^' hard incrustations upon deposition and

crystallization

Sodium chlorides The\' are deposited on the surface by air Through

hydration and dehydration cycles they trigger

disintegration of surfaces

Silica These salts are contained in cracks, and clays and

transported very slowl>' and then form white

incrustatiorjs of silicon dioxide and silicates

Sou/re: Paolo Mora, Laura Mora, and Paul Philippot, Ccmservation of WaJJPamtings (London, United

Kingdom: Butterworths, 1964) , 1&2

Other forms of weathering

EMrect rain on a rendered wall softens and swells it, washing away the

particles. Running water on the surface can create channels that get bigger

with time and can hold larger amounts of water Eolic action is a source of

direct weathering as well Wind can cause detachment of loose parts or may

transport hygroscopic salts in suspension of air particles. Ventilation can also

increase the rate of surface evaporation of water around the surface of the

material.
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Heat will cause thermal changes in expansion and contraction of materials. If

there is binding media the U.V light will affect the pigments by causing

discoloration and crosslinking of binding materials -- which may crystallize

and break. Natural and artificial light are catalysts of some chemical

reactions. U.V rays discolor pigments that do not have the ability to reflect

light at this wavelength so that energy is absorbed and breaks-up chemical

bonds. In the absence of binders, pigments cannot hold as a film but lose

internal cohesion and adhesion to their substrate. Contracting and shrinking

clays will cause cracks and form crusts of the paint layer which fragment away

from a wall. Heat affects thermal expansion and contraction differentials

between surfaces, internal layers of a render and the substrate. This will

cause crust detachment and buckling.

Soot and insect dropppings caught on the surface of a rendering change the

surface color Organic growth and biodegradation can also lead to changes in

color as well as the leaching out of chemical components.'* Organic fillers

such as hay or grasses may also be a source of deterioration.

There is also the human component in the deterioration process not only as

vandalism goes but aspreservation methods. Defective methods of

conservation can include mistreatment of walls during ecavation. According

to Nardi and Constanzi Cobau:

'" Microorganisms, funghi, lichens with oxN'gen and a relative humidity of 65% will thrive
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For the excavation of a wall with surviving plaster on it, conservation

experience suggested that, rather than exposing the plaster as the

excavation proceeded, a thin layer of earth should be left unexcavated

against the plaster This represents the sacrificial surface at which
evaporation can take place and soluble salts can crystallize without

damage to the plaster The risks of differential adjustment by the

plaster to its environment are reduced ""

Structures when buried in the ground or submerged in water or ice may be

preserved unaltered for long periods of time as long as they remain in

equilibrium conditions of humidity and mild changes of temperature. Built

structures that have been buried for long periods of time dry out immediately

following their exposure. This favours the process of deterioration mainly

due to salt concentration towards the surface. This mechanism of

deterioration occurs especially on decorated surfaces (paintings, stuccoes,

mosaics), since they are in direct contact with the external environment and

are the most vulnerable part of the artifact. It is possible to prevent this

sudden process by slowing down the speed of evaporation of water in the

drying phase."^

'°'N P Stanley Price, "Preventive Measures During Excavation and Site Protection A Review

of the ICCROM/ Univ of CThent Conference," /n Srtu Archaeologrcal CcfnservatHin:

Pmceecftngs of Mcetfngs Apn'1 6 1.3. 1986, Mexfcqcd Henry WM Hodges (San Francisco. C.A.:

The Getty Conservation Institute, 1986) , 13

"" Paolo Mora, "Cxjnscrvation of Exca\'alcd Inlonaco, Stucco and Mosaias," Conservation on
.Archaoc^ogical Excavations, ed N.P Stanley Price (Rome, Italy; ICCROM, 1984) ,97 98
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CHAPTER 7: HISTORY OF PREVIOUS INTERVENTIONS AND
CONDITION OF ROOM 117

Excavation at Aztec Ruins National Monument started in 1916 with the team

led by Earl Morris (see photographs 17 and 18). Since that time, it has been a

site for testing different preservation treatments and materials (see Appendix

E). The architectural features have endured almost a century of instability

marred iDy attempts to preserve their integrity. Although maintenance has

been carried ou over the years, the presence of water has tjeen a continuous

detriment. This leads one to believe that what is seen today is a result of the

unprecedented action of water on the exqaosed materials, a problem that has

not yet been solved.

The predominant architecture of the Aztec Ruins National Monument is one

of multiple, flat roofed, rectangular units of sandstone masonry set side by

side in contiguous rows. TTne north wing was once composed of five and six

rows of nDoms from south to north. The sandstone blocks have been neatly

set in courses, alternating in shape and sometimes color and embedded in

large quantities of mud mortar There are also intemittent rows of flat river

pebbles every other or every two courses of blocks - this is called banded

masonry (see photographs 1 9 and 20)."^

'°* Feligonin VelaTtjuez, matntenance person on the Aztec Ruins National Monument grounds

(whose family origins he holds meet when Spanish settlers in the area marrried Native

ancestry of his around the 18.50's) holds that there is a six mile walk to a sandstone quarry from

Aztec, and a five mile walk to a clay and shale deposit
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Ceilings were fabricated of elaborate assemblages of pine or juniper

supporting beams of large diameter that would span the dimensions of the

rooms. Over these closely spaced pine, juniper, or cottonwood poles were

placed in the opposite direction. These poles sometimes were topped by a

matting made of willow held together with yucca leaves. Above them, a layer

of juniper splints covered with a thick deposit of rammed earth that would

later be used as the floor of a future room or left exposed as the roof and

ceiling of the room beneath (see photographs 21 and 22). Door openings to

room units were rectangular or T-shaped, a foot or so above the floor level

and several feet wide and about 3 to four feet high. Many rooms were

connected by one or more openings with no windows (see photograph 23)."°

After Chacoan occupation, much of Aztec was reused by the later Mesa

Verdean occupants. From stratigraphic evidence, it is possible to deduce that

much was built over remnants of the earlier town. Some rooms were altered

to the new inhabitants by the erection of partitions and dosing of openings.

Wall platforms and shelves were built and more kivas were added or

modified. The later alterations were built by using cobblestones instead of

sandstone blocks and the difference in the masonry technique is evident at

first glance (see photographs 24, 25, 26, 27, and 28)."'

""Lister and Listei; Aztec Ruins on the Animas, \^T^

'"Ibid, 19 20
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The masonry was originally covered with a thick layer of mudplaster that was

used to give the walls a softer contour The interior rooms were also covered

usually by uncolored clay mixed with sand, many times colored with iron

oxide pigment to give it a red tint. "^ By the time the ruin was excavated, the

masonry had virtually no plaster left on the stone surface.

Room 117 is located in the northern part of the courtyard and all that remains

is part of the north, east and west walls (see map 10). The south wall is at

present a one foot high partition not part of the original room. The current

space represents part of a room that resulted from the partition of Room 120.

At the time of excavation it measured 21 ft x 15 ft and measiired 33 inches in

height. A jacal wall was then extended from the western edge of the pilaster

to the north wall. This jacal wall stood upto 5 ' 6" and at time of excavation

was 6 inches thick. As previously described, the walls were made of courses

of sandstone with intermittent layer of thinly cut river stones and mortar

The north wall which contains parts of the rapidly decaying adobe plaster is

one of the last remaining of its type and unique within the confines of the

site. On the surface of the east appear fragments of the preparation layer or

rough coat. The west wall is a reconstruction of an earlier wall and is

backfilled on the opposite side to retain a set of stairs that curve up to a higher

level along the course of the visitor's trail. The south wall is non-existant. A

roof structure made of wood and tar paper is currently resting on the

"^ Some examples were found to be tinted red at the base of the walls to create a contrast to a

white upper field with some incised or painted patterns Acconiing to Feligonin Velarque?,

when he was young they used to play in the hills and collect colored crystallised dumps
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sandstone walls. The intention is to keep direct water from reaching the

surface of the mural or reaching the wall (see photographs 29-45).

The plaster on the north wall is composed of several layers, beginning with a

preparatory coat applied to the sandstone wall. Then, two finish coats appear

to have been applied to the preparatory layer These are finer in texture. As

discussed before, several layers in Pueblo plasters are not uncommoa The

thicknesses range from 1 l/2cmtol/2cmin some areas. The last coat is the

painted layer of a white and red wainscot bichrome design. There are

incisions made on the white field and some finger prints pushed into the

plaster The incisions penetrate all the way down to the first preparatory layer

At the time of discovery, Morris described this mural in a manner which

indicates that since its discovery, the decorated plaster has undergone severe

physical changes. Also, rapid decay is evident from comparing photographs

of the plaster from as recent as 1990 .

A dado of red plaster 2 feet 7 inches wide extends the entire length of

the north wall. Above it the wall is white, the maximum t3readth of

the white band being 1 foot 8 inches. Above it all plaster has fallen

from the masonry. This white plaster was applied in two coats over an

initial layer of adobe. Numerous pictographs were incised into and

often through, the first layer of white. These were completely covered

and hidden by the second thicker coat. After the latter had been
carefully flaked off, the designs showed as in the photograph."^

'" Earl H Morris, Anthrcpoli->gk:3l f^pers of the American Musuem ofNatural History lb

333 335
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According to Silver, about 80% the finish plaster of the red field is detached

from the brown coat - otherwise referred to as preparatory layer The

separation has occurred as large rigid and distorted flakes (see photograph 46).

Where loss has occurred darker areas of preparatory plaster are visible.

Around the red field a white substance can be observed on the mural's

surface. This residue may be the remnants of earlier plaster layers, salts,

deteriorated coating, and even deposition of mud from the presence of

moisture. By comparison the red plaster area has deteriorated significantly

more than the white area.

Upon visiting the site on October 1991 many of these observation were

confirmed. The east wall of Room 117 still holds fragments of mudplaster

The decorated mural on the north wall continues to deteriorate, and the west

wall adjacent to a backfill on the opposite side shows evidence of salt

migration on the upper portion and the seam between itself and the north

wall.

Structural condition and loss of design elements

The mural appears to be unstable and it is accurate to say that in comparing

photographs from 1990, some fragments have since become detached. There

is a significant loss of about 2" x 3" on the upper proper right hand comer

near part of a pictograph. This could pose further problems extending to the

complete loss of other pictographs in the vicinity. Delamination of the clay

has occurred around the highly unstable edges. This delamination is
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occurring in-between layers of mud in the form of sheets as well as in-

between the mural and the sandstone surface. The sandstone is also

exfoliating.

There are cracks starting at the top of the mural fragment that continuing

downward to the bottom - the plaster does not reach to the base of the wall or

to the top. Qeavage is present around areas of losses possibly caused by

differential shrinkage as well as loss of mechanical strength around failure

areas. Buckling around the central part of the proper right of the mural is a

futher indication of mechanical problems h)etween undercoats, surface coat,

and masonry. Mechanical loss of the plaster layers is likely to have been

exacerbated by cyclical growth of salt crystals, freeze-thaw and wet-dry cycles.

Penetration is likely to take place through leakage of holes in the masonry

and poor redirection of water drainage by the temporary roof structure and

general drainage system underiying the site. Reorientation and differential

movement of particles may cause the mural layers to rearrange themselves

according to how these cycles affect the layers. The lower red field appears

more friable.

The surrounding masonry structure also shows evidence of a highly irregular

substrate for the mural. There are gaps between the stone and the mural

layers, and loss of mudmortar is evident. Gaps can create higher particle

failure from exposure as well as varying differentials in temperature,

ventilation and humidity.
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Surface condition

Blemishes and discoloration are apparent. Detachment of fragments has led

to an irregular surface and revealing of patches of red undercoat and even

exposure of green masonry. This irregular surface contributes to the

deposition of grime and dirt in microholes or suspended from projections of

the surface. Rearrangement of day particles parallel to the wall surface can

also cause discoloration by influencing the way in which light hits the surface.

There is a widespread presence of a crystalline accretion on the surface of the

mural, with the upper portion showing a significantly more relative to the

rest of the mural. Salts that migrate through capillary action from the porous

sandstone substrate to the porous clay mixture of the mural are present

These accretions are also apparent on the surface of the surrounding masonry.

In some areas, it is present as a white substance but in others it appears to

have accumulated as a yellowish and even reddish deposit. Upper parts of

the mural seem to have critical levels of salt deposits likely to have occured if

rates of evaporation allow the salts to migrate to the surface more than at the

bottom of the wall.

The mural looks generally yellowish, typical of the effect of the cross-linking

of a resinous substance undergoing aging. As recorded by the 1990 National

Park Service Inspection, about 70% of the preparatory plaster has detached

from the masonry, especially along the edges The white area appears to have

been coated with a resin-like material. It is bkely that the red area has tseen
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covered as well but it is not apparent. When lacquer thinner was applied to

the surface for possible dissolution of the resin stickiness was oberved This

behaviour is characteristic of cellulose nitrate based coatings which were

widely available in the 1920s It is known to have been applied at Awatovi

and Kawai-ku in the 1930s and 1940s by Watson Smith. Cellulose nitrate

tends to yellow and become brittle during aging and its prescence may justify

the yellowish color throughout the white area and localized deterioration of

the red field.

Former treatment of repair

Upon discovery, the plaster was found to have a layer which was removed

mechanically to reveal an earlier layer - the one which today exhibits a

bichrome design of white clay and red iron oxide with incisions in the upper

portion.

The west wall according to Morris had fallen and was later built again. After

the reconstruction a cedar log was laid on top of the fallen wall material and

masonry built around it. At the time of excavation, Morris observed that this

latter wall stood about V 2" high. In the north wall there was a sealed

doorway which extended eastward behind the jacal wall into Room 120 and

westward where it was concealed beneath colored plaster The dimension of

the width was 3' 4 1/2". This doorway must have been closed upon turning

the adjacent room into Kiva K.
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At present the wall is exposed as part of a visitor's trail. There is a protective

roof over it which was installed during the 1953 Stabilization Report. The

author of this stabilization report explained that there was a red plaster band

measuring 2' 6", about 1" less that what Morris had reported in 1928. This

1953 Report by Richert mentioned that the plaster covered the sealed doorway

in this north wall. The roof was later reinforced in 1956 but did not help in

keeping the elements from reaching the plaster mural. In 1959 Richert, in

order to counteract the effects of moisture that penetrated through the north

wail, which is adjacent to Kiva K, excavated this room to floor level; then

plaster and cement were mixed and fortified with Hydropel. Once applied,

the mortar was given a final coat of tar to repel water

The fill on the opposite side of the west wall contributes to the rising damp

and horizontal capillarity of moisture through the wall and the introduction

of salts which can be currently be seen attached to the surface of the plaster

About 50% of the plaster has been weathered and the result has been that of

loss of surface and interstitial and structural instability.
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Treatment requirements

In 1990 after Constance Silver reviewed the site with members of the

Conservation Division of the National Park Service in Santa Fe. Three

cations were suggested for the preservation of the plaster.

1. Detachment and appropriate exhibition /interpretation of the plaster

remnants.

2. Backfilling of the mural remnants.

3. Redesign of drainage and jt? 37/^ protective shelter

After further study, recommendations for emergency stabilization were

suggested:

1

.

Emergency stabilization of critical plaster to regain cohesive strength of the

plaster layers.

2. Consolidation and cleaning of plaster

3 Redesign of the roof structure protecting the mural and drainage system for

long-term preservation of the plaster m situ Options for this included:

a. re-design visitors path to the wall: this could be obstrusive to the

general layout of the ruins and expensive.

b. Back-filling: it is a difficult task to control.

c Detachment: not recommended but should be last resort to a

presevation plan, the mural damages significantly during the

process, especially if it is made with argillaceous materials. The
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architecture and mural are no longer part of each other as a unit.
"*

Recent Treatments

The recommendations suggested by Silver were partly carried out during the

week of October 20-28, 1990. As reported by Kathy Dowdy, archaeologist with

the National Park Service, the mural was carefully documented and treated

following the inspection."^

Surface dirt was removed before any intervention proceeded. At first this was

attempted with tape which would pick-up dirt upon contact, but it did not

work. A brush was used instead.

The red field was treated first. Wet-strength tissue was applied with spring

water A mixture of 1:1 isopropyl alcohol and spring water was sprayed

through the tissue for purposes of rehydrating the plaster and to re-establish

the cohesive strength of the finish layers and preparatory layers.

The red area of the plaster presented a significantly higher degree of

'" Michael Romero Taylor to Supervisory Archaeologist, Trip Report June 2.S 27, 1991)

(Memorandum included in the ATtec Ruins Preservation Packet #f 121 Draftl'Based on the

above mentioned conditions, Ms Silver will recommend that the plaster panel be removed from

the wall and curatcd in a controlled environment, possibly as an exhibit in the museum on site

The removal of this plaster panel will be very tedious since the thickness of the plaster varies,

and in some instances the inscription design have been carved through the plaster thickness

Notwithstanding, Ms. Silver feels this detachment can be acaomplished effectively and with

minimal destruction to the panel She intends to contrucl a mock up of the wall and plaster

panel in order to experiment with the situation before attempting it on the resource After

experimentation with the mock up, Ms Silver recommends detachment of a small isolated

piece of plaster on the east end to fine tunc her technique pnor to removal of the large plaster

remnant

"

'" A documentary movie was made for the process and is presently stored in the Conservation

Office of the Nahonal Park Service in Santa F6
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deterioration. The loosened flakes were separating from the preparatory

layers and after a first attempt to flatten them it was thought that this lack of

adhesion was due to the prescence of an old brittle resinous coating.

After the initial dampening of the surface to break the surface tension the

detached preparatory layer was readhered to the masonry A 1:1 solution of

spring water and isopropyl alcohol was injected as a wetting agent and this

was followed by an injection of a 50% mixture of Rhoplex AC 33 in water

After the application of the acrylic emulsion adhesive, the plaster received an

application of uniform pressure around the injected areas to push it back to

the masonry wall.

The edges were stabilized by gathering mud collected from fallen preparatory

layer and accumulated at the base of the wall which was mixed and ground

with water to create an adobe filler

The mud drops attached to the surface of the plaster were removed

mechanically.
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Major Problems

Salt migration has not been halted, this is evident in the presence of salt

deposits throughout the entire wall-mural structure. The roof has not been

replaced by a structure that will help prevent direct water from reaching the

wall. The cement foundations and the backfilled area to the west wall pose

serious problems by contributing differentials in temperature and

evaporation rates. Salts have not yet been removed from the sandstone itself,

at least on the opposite side of the wall in Kiva K. There are grasses growing

in the vicinity of the base of the wall, creating the possibility of organic and

mechanical decay. The color of the mural has changed dramatically over time

and further treatments will continue to change its appearance.

Recommendations for detachment sound very attractive, but such a friable

material as clay will suffer Facings, mechanical detachment, transport, and

future maintenace will all remain damaging and expensive variables.

In situ conservation such desalination, grouting and consolidation as well as

isolating the wall from external climatic changes remain an open door for on-

site treatments. Backfilling also remains a viable option assuming it is done

in a sound manner
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CHAPTER 8 CHARACTERIZATION OF AZTEC HARDWARE SOIL AND
AZTEC RUIN NATIONAL MONUMENT PLASTER SAMPLE

So far, I have dealt with the cultural context of the plaster its condition
,
its

previous treament history, and its possible chemistry. However, as part of the

history of the plaster, further documentation of materials is necessary. These

tests are aimed to closely examine the composition of the original plaster and

the soil that is to be used for further testing. The original aim of the study was

to recreate an adobe plaster and study possible treatments on site. An exact

recreation of the situation at Aztec is impossible but by studying the

characteristics of the soil components of the mock plaster it is possible to draw

similarities or differences in a more controlled or reproducible way.

A suggested list of standard tests are listed below for puposes of

characterization of soil (see Table 8) For practical reasons some of the tests

could not be done on the samples. The sample obtained from the Aztec Ruin

National Monument plaster was too small for many of the tests, so that some

could not be performed.'" Prior documentation as to the history of the

plaster's environment was useful, but the laboratory tests were also

important contribution.

"• Funding for a more detailed crystallographic study was not available
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X\BLE 6. Buunintations for characterizing soil samples

DESIGNATION

VISUAL MANUAL PROCEDURE

MICROSCOFi' - Particle analysis

reflertive 3D view

polartzed bght microscope - reflecttve and transmitted of thin section

EDAX - Energy Dispersive X-ray AoalysiE

SEM - Scanrdng Electron Microscop)'

x-ray crystallography

MICROCHEMICAL TESTING - For identification of pigments and salts

COLOR DETERMlNAnON - MunseD Chart

MOISTURE CONTENT

pH FOR SOILS

SIEVE ANAIYSIS particle distribution by sieving

HYDROMETER CAUBRjSlON FOR SMALL P ARTICLE PERCENTAGE COMPOSmON

ATTERBERG-S UMIT TESTS
Plastic

Lk)uid

Shrinkage

*POR TRANSMISSION

TENSILE STRENGTH/ COHESIVE AND ADHESIVE

ASTM D 2488

From standard ptocedures

followed at the Uni? of

Pannsylvama Architectural

Conaervatior. Laboratory

Laboratory for Rcsearcli of

the Structure of Matter

Uni7 Pennsylvania

From standard procedures

followed at the Univ of

F^ennsylvariia Architectural

Conservation Laboratory

NBS 977

Soil Mechanics Lab Maual

ASTM D 4972 - 85

NBS 977

ASTM D 422 - 63

ASTM 152 H

ASTM 4318 64

ASTM D 431 8 -84

ASTM D 4943 - 89

APTVfalXXI No 3/4 1989 p 62-70

ASTM E90-SD
ASTM C 307 -83

'" Das, Braja M.SoU Mechanics laboratory Manual (CfK- Engtneering Press, 1982) , 5
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Visual Manual Procedure

Aztec Hardware Soil : Sandy sllty clay

This soil appears to be well -graded containing about 70% medium to fine size

particles and about 30% fine silt and clay particles The shape of the particles

in the sample mixture vary from rounded to angular and subangular The

clay particles appear grouped in tiny round lumps. The clay content seems to

provide the soil with its reddish-brown color In addition to the evident

presence of quartz, some micaceous particles are present. There is organic

matter present in the form of vegetable fibres.

Moisture is not visible, but by feeling the soil with the hand moisture can be

said to be present. The soil appears to be cohesionless without the addition of

water but, when it is added, it turns into a sandy paste and cohesiveness can

be recovered.

Aztec Ruins National Monument Mural Sample :

fine sand and clay for preparatory layer

clay and silt for finish layer

pigment

Sample is almost negligible in size - 3 mm x 3 mm. Under the microscope

there appear to be flat and elongated particles. Some parts also appear to be

delaminating This sample has low dry strength and breaks down to powder

when pressure is applied. There is no apparent organic content. The pigment

layer is very bnght red.
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Microscopy

The sample from the Aztec Ruins National Monument mural was so small,

that microscopy became a significant addition to the study. Individual clay

particles in general are difficult to see through a standard microscope. By

nature, clay particles stick together in lumps "^^ The electron microscope and

scanner and the x-ray diffractiometer helped in determining rough

approximations on the quantity of each material present in the samples with

a margin of error of +/- 2%. Reflected and transmitted light microscopy

helped with a very general description of the sample. Cross section

examinations were performed under reflected light. Thin sections were also

made to analyze the actual particles under transmitted and polarized light

(see photographs 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, and 53).

It was observed that there is a preparatory layer, two finish layers and then,

the pigmented layer The preparatory layer exhibits fine quartz particles of

subrounded and subangular shape closely packed in a cementitious paste

There is a red -brown region around some of the particles which could be iron

oxide. There is also presence of yellow insterstitial material which could be

evidence of calcium carbonate which often acts as a cement between particles,

but this could also be a biotite. There are also small regions of a green color

that could be glauconite.

'""Crystal structure analysis have indicated that disordered features are commonly rex/ealed

to various extents in crystalline clay mineral structures, so that completely oniered structures

really represent no more than ideal images," in Toshio Sudo, Susumu Shtmoda; Haruo Yotumoto;

Saburo Aita, eds Dc\'cIopmcnt<; fn Sedimcntolog}' 31 fTcctmn Micmgraphs ofOsy Mfncmls

(New York; Elsexncr Scientific Publishing Co, 1981) , 2
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Directly beneath the pigment layer there is an area of fine needle-Hke particles

that could be sulphates, but they may also be clay particles since they have

Kttle to no evidence of birefringent activity, they are very fine grained, and are

equant and rod shaped. Colorless kinds of clays found under the microscope

could be montmorillonites, muscovites, or kaolin.

Energy Dispersive X-Ray Analyas

This test was done at the Laboratory for Reserach of the Structure of Matter at

the University of Pennslvania. The technique involved the use of an

electron microscope with an x ray machine and an electron dipersive analysis

attachment Edax Philips P500K From this test it was possible to determine

relative amounts of elements within each sample. For the Aztec Hardware

soil the average emprircal percent of elements present was: 2.1% Mg, 17.1%

Al, 72.40% Si, 4.27% K, 2.08% Ca, 0.60% Ti, and 0.90% Fe. For the Preparatory

layer the average empirical percentage composition of each element is: 0.32%

Na, 2.90% Mg, 17.57% Al, 53.69%Si, 0.75% S, 0.89% Q, 4.40% K, 7.38% Ca,

0.76% 11, and 11.34% Fe. The pigment layer of the Red Field contains

empirically: 1.83% Na, 2.89% Mg, 19.8% Al, 53.56% Si, 4.52% S, 0.83% K, 6.56%

K, 10.12% Ca, 031% Ti, and 3.747o Fe (see Tables 9-17 ). According to each soil

type, ions of different kinds will replace each other in the octahedral sheets.
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lABLE 9 . EDAX (Energy Dispersive X ray Analysis)

Sample name: Aztec Hardware Soil * 1

Date. 12/26/90 Time 12:18i)6

200i»2 Live Seconds KV= 50*

ZAK CORRECTION
Tin = 16'' TKOFF = Xf

ELEM





TABLE 11 . EDAX (Energy Dispersive X-ray Analysis)

Sample name: Aztec Hardware ScmI # 3

Date: 12/26/90 Time 13:19:48

2£0Sm Live Seconds KV= 50

ZAK CORRECTION
TIIT = 16 TKOFF = 30

ELEM





lABLE 13 . EDAX (Ener^gy Dispersive X-ray Analysis)

Sample name: Preparatc«>' Layer (Aztec Ruins National Monument, plaster Room 117) # 2

Date. 12/26/90 Time 14:4424

200 D03 Uve Seconds KV= 18 TIU = 20 TKOFF = 33

ZAK CORRECTION

ELEM





TABLE 15 . EOAX (Energy Dispersive X-ray Analysis)

Sample name: Pigment Layer - Red Field (Aztec Ruins National Monument, plaster Room 117) # 1

Date: 12/26/90 Time 13M21
200.002 Live Seconds KV= 18 Till = 20 TKOFF = 33

ZAK CORRECTION

ELEM





lABLE 17 EDAX (Energy Dispeisive X-ray Analysis)

Sample name; Pigment Layer - Red Field (Aztec Ruins National Monument, plaster Room 117) # 3

Dale: 12/26/90 Time 14:1332

200.002 Live Seconds KV= 18 Till = 20 TKOFF = 33

ZAK CORRECTION

ELEM





phenomenon is explained by Bragg's Equation.'

lABLE 16 SEM - Peak finding program {iPDSM Report

Date: 1/7/91 at 10:32:59

Start 2-Theta: 5i»0 Stop 2-Theta:

Step Size: 0.100 Scan Speed:

KV: 45« MA 30
Threshold \Wues: 5.0, 5.0

Typica] Full Width-Hal Maxumun: 0.00

Peak Span: 15

140iX»
lOOCO

Relative cutoff intenaty: 4X)

Minimum Full Width- Hal Maximum:
Aipha 2 removal using code: 1

ODl

Sample Name: Aztec Hardware Soil #1

14.24 4.7

4.480 i\
3.348

3264

I

100

59

d I d
24507 7,4 1.9837

4 267

3,763

2.1253 58

4,1

11

4 1

11

7.5

d
1.3740

Identified Phases:

JCPDS *'^

20-04521

38-1450

SI

156

lerr: 50, 150

'

41

lerr. SO, 150

ML/X Ar%« ld«itity. . .

14/7 78 Calcium Aluminum Silicate Hydrate: Gismondine
CaA]2Si20^.2H2

derr 2i)« Bground: 4.1*' dmax/min: 14j66/ 1370

'

7/5 1

1

Barium Aliuninum Silicate: Celsian

BaAl^SijO^

derr: 20 Bground: 4.1 dmax/min: 14j66/1370

a. \bltage, total amount of energy before hitting target

b.Intensity of the Wavelength
c.Distance between planes of two atoms determines by the angle of deflection of the electrons :

from Bragg's Law: 2d sine = n . wavelength

d. international Center for Diffraction Data
e. Intensity rabon
f.Error ranges for the observed specimen
g.Minimum allowed error for d-sp>acings

h.Measures off the noise level

i. D-spacing boundaries for searching data

"•Steven S Zumdahl, Chemistr^^.Tv^A edition (i£xington [).C Heath and Company, 1989)

42,5 427.
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lABLE 19 SEM - Peak finding program |d>DSM Report

Date: 1/7/91 at 103259
Start 2-Theta: 5.000 Stc^ 2-Theta:

Step Size: 0.100 Scan Speed:
KV: 45 MA 30

Threshold XWues: 5.0, 5.0

Typical Full Width-Hal Maximum: 0.00

Peak Span: 1

5

140D00
lODOO

Relative cutoff intensity: iO
Minimum Full Width- Hal Maximum:
Alp>ha 2 removal using code: 1

0.01

Sample name: Aztec HanJware Soil # 2





lABLE 20 SEM Peak fincling program ^DSM Report

Date: 1/7/91 at 10:4553

Start 2-Theta; 10,000 Stop2-Theta: 100.000

Step Size: 0.100 Scan Speed: 10.000

KV: 45 MA- 30

Threshold \Wues: 5D, 5D
Typical Full Width-Hal Maximum: 0.00

Peak Span: 15

Relative cutoff intensity: 4j0

Minimum Full Width- Hal Maximum: ODl
Alpha 2 removal using code: 1

Sample Name: Aztec Ruins National Monument Mural Room 117 Sample
Pigment Layer Red Field * 1

d 1





TABLE 21 SEM Peak finding program |iPDSM Report

Stop2Theta: 100.000

Scan Speed: lOiHO

Date: 1/7/91 at 14:05-34

Start 2-Theta: 5jOOO

Step Size: 0.100

KV: 45 MA; 30

Threshold \&lues:

Typical Full Width-Hal Maximum: 0.00

Peak Spian: 15

5.0, 5.0 Relative cutoff intensity; 4.0

Minimum Full Width-Hal Maiximum: ODl
Alpha 2 removal using code: 1

Sample Name: Aztec Ruins National Mcmument Mural Room 117 Sample
Pigment Layec Red field # 2

4.288 S3

3 767 21

3 361 100





TABLE 22. SEM Peak finding program pPDSM Report

Stop2-Theta: lOOiXK)

Scan Speed: lODOO

Date: 1/7/91 at 14:0534

Start 2-Theta: 5J0O0

Step Size: 0.100

KV; 45 MA: 30

Threshold ^ues:
Typical FuU Width-Hal Maximum: 0.00

Peak Span: 15

5D, SO Relative cutoff intensity: 4.0

Minimum Full Width- Hal Maximum: 0.01

Alpha 2 removal using code: 1

Sample Name: Aztec Ruins National Monument Mural Room 117 Sample

Preparatoiy Layer # 1





TABLE 23 SEM Peak finding program |»PDSM Report

Date: 1/7/91 a» 14:0534

Start 2-Theta: 5.000 Stop 2-Theta: 100.000

Step Sue: 0.100 Scan Speed: 10.000

KV: 45 MA 30

Threshold Values: 50. 5D
Typical Full Width-Hal Maximum: 0.00

Peak Span: 15

Relative cutoff intensity: 4.0

Minimum Full Width- Hal Maximum: ODl
AJp»ha 2 r»TK>val using code: 1

Sample Name: Aztec Ruins National Monument Mural Room 117 Sample
Preparatory Layer # 2

d 1





Microc^emical Testing

The presence of salts will affect the mechanical strength of a clay. Their

presence also affects the approach the conservator must take towards the

planning of a treatment system. The determination of the pH will also

influence treatment decisions as to the kinds of substances that could be

utilized. The characteristic pH has to do with the possible presence of H+

cations in a solution for that soil and the capacity of the soil to exchange

cations with any treatment substance ''" Any conservation chemical should

have a pH that lies within two units of the pH of the original adobe ''" The

concentration of ions of hydrogen was not possible to measure for the Aztec

Plaster

TABLES 24 . Salt Identification 1^ microchemistiy

PUSTERTYPE





1ABLE25. pHforsoUs

Sample Name: Aztec Haitlware Soil

1





Test for red pigment

Iron oxide appears to be present. TVaditionally, earth colors were used so that

a red ochre would not be an uncommon matenal used around the red field.

The SEM exam of the red field detected a lead sulfite (PbS03) which could be a

result of lead oxide in combination with sulfides and sulfites. Vermilion is a

sulfite of mercury. However, microscopically, small particles of iron oxides

tend to be ruby-red by trasmitted light, similar to vermilion, very opaque and

dense.

Moisture Content

Moisture content is defined as the percentage of weight of water present ina

given soil sample with respect to its dry weight. It is expressed in percent

The Aztec Ruins National Monument Plaster Sample was not sufficient for

the completion of this test. For best results in caculating this percentage, the

sizes of the soil samples should he as indicated in Table 26.

lABLE 26. Soil samples in grams according to particles size content

MAXIMUM P\RTICLESIZE MAXIMUM SOIL SAMPLE IN GRAMS
IN SOIL SAMPLE

2 in (50,S mm) 1000 - 2000

1/2 in (12.7 mm) 300-500

4.75 mm 100-130

.42 mm 10-40

Most natural soils are sandy or gravelly in nature and may have a moisture

content up to 15% to 20 %. In natural fine grained siKy or clayey soils
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moisture contents up to about 80% to 100% can be found. Organic soils with

moisture contents of up to 500% are not uncommon.

X^LE 27. Determination of moisture content*

Description of Soil





lABLE 28. Munsell Chart Color Detennination

AZTEC PIASTER = 10 YR. PALE BROWN. 6/3-5/3 DRY

AZTEC SOIL- lOYR. PU.E BROWN. 6/3 - 5/3 DRY

MOCK PLASTER =73YR. LIGHT BROWN. 6/4 - 5/4 DRY

Grain Size Analysis - Mechanical Sieving and Hydrometer

This test is performed to determine the grain size distribution of soils It is

applicable to those soils which are most granular with some or no fines. The

purpose is to find the particular type and relative proportion of granules of

various shapes and sizes that are found in a soil sample The method will

involve separation of particles by sieving into different groups and then

determine their relative proportion by dry weight of each size range (see TaWe

29).

X\BLE 29. Particle type with equivalent particle diameter

GR.MN TYPE GR.\1N SIZE

gravel 60 mm to 2mm

sand 2mm to 60(im

silt 60 um to 2)im

clay smaller than 2 um

Source Jean Marie Teutonico and Alejandro AKa Balderrama, Ltbomtary- Methods and

Techniques (Rome: ICCROM, 1984) , 15
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A good adobe is generally considered to contain about 60% to 80 % sand, 20 %

to 40% silt and clay with negligible amounts of or no gravel. In a soil mixture

for adobe, the clay acts as the binder for its natural cementing properties,

forming a matrix that holds the sand particles together If the presence of clay

is in excess in proportion to the aggregate content (sand or gravel) then the

mixture could swell and shrink excessively in the presence or absence of

moisture or water On average, the Aztec Harware soil exhibited 60-70% fine

sand and 30-40% silt-clay The Aztec Ruins National Monument Plaster

sample was too small for testing(see figures 13, 14, and 15; Tables 30-35). The

hydrometer method helps in determining the size of the particles that pass

the 200 sieve.

TABLE 30. Sieve Analysis and Grain Shape

Sample* 1: Aztec HandwareSoil
Wt. of original diy sample: 263 g
Wt. of washed sample for Sieving: 203. 2g

Sieve no.





TABLE 31 . Sieve Analysis and Grain Shape

Sample # 2: Aztec Quarrv' Soil

Wt. of original diy sample: 282.6 g
Wt. of washed samf>le for Sieving: 211.1g

Sieve no.





TABLE 33. Hydrometer CaUbraUon

Hydrometer no, : ASTM 152H
Gj of solids: 2 . 7D

a: 0.99

Zero Correction: 2

Meniscus Correction: 1

Description of Soil: Aztec Quany Soil sandy-clayey, reddish brown.

Sample #: 1 Wt.: 85i) g (79.5 *«ished irom original sample + 6Jg from mechanical sieving)

Date





lABLE 34. Hydrometer Calibration

Hydrometer no. : .ASTM 152H
Gg o( sdids: 2 . 70

a: 0.99

Zero Qjrrection: 2

Meniscus CcMrection: 1

DescrifJtion of Soil: Aztec Quarry Soil, sandv-davey reddish brown.

Sample #: 2 Wt.: 97i g (713 g washed + 263 g from mechanical sieving)

Date





TABLE 35. Hydrometer Calibration

Hydrometer no. : ASTM 152H
Gg of solids: 2 . 7D

^ 0.99

Zero Correction: 2

Meniscus Correction; 1

Description of Sod: Aztec Quarry Soil, sandy-clayey, reddish twown.

Sample #: 3 Wt.: 97.7 g (842 g washed * 135 g from mechaitical sieving)

Date





CHAPTER 9: SIMULATION OF MURAU GROUTS, AND DETACHMENT

Description Mural Simulation

During the study prepared by the National Park Service Conservation Center

in Santa Fe conducted, it was suggested that Room 117 which contains the

mural was unlikely to be altered in order to provide the mural plaster with a

stable environment that would not encourage further damage. Two options

were considered for long-term preservation; backfilling or detachment.

A simulation of the plaster mural became a tool for studying the behaviour of

the problem and possibilities for its treatment. The idea was that by

observing the simulated scenario, conclusions could be drawn and

extrapolated to the real site. The aim was narrowed down to study the

possibility of a long term treatment that would help the plaster both for on-

site or off-site preservation. This involved a system that could strengthen the

plaster as a cohesive unit and would help the plaster mechanically. The

alternative, then, was to study the use of grouts designed for mudplaster both

as a filling material between larger gaps, or as a bracing system to provide

internal support during detachment. By injecting the grouts m sitv , a

"backbone" can be created providing mechanical strength and even possibly

re-establishing some cohesiveness between the larger gaps. During the

experiment there were numerous variables that had to be accounted for in

the results, as for example the harsh weather of Philadelphia. The wall was

built outside the Architectural Conservation Laboratory at the University of
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Pennsylvania.

The soil was mailed from the Aztec Hardware located in the town of Aztec,

New Mexico. After the soil arrived, it was tested according to standard tests

for characterization of soils where appropriate - see chapter 8. The second

step was to plan for the making of a plaster mural. In order to create the

plaster, it was necessary to design a wall and a platform that would elevate the

wall from the ground - a Hkely source of moisture.

After deliberating it was decided to construct the brick wall. Ideally, the wall

would have been of sandstone blocks embedded in mortar This was a

difficult option to consider since brick was more manageable and the laying of

bricks could somewhat imitate surface irregularities of the sandstone wall in

Room 117.

The wall was then designed as a 4 feet by 2 feet structural dutch-bond with

receding planes recreating the irregular surface of the defaced sandstone. The

bricks were laid with mortar made of the unsieved Aztec soil mixed with

water to a workable consistency - when the mortar did not fall from the

trowel when held at a certain height from the mixture's container Prior to

laying the bricks were soaked overnight for about 24 hours (see photographs

54-57). This way the bricks would not absorb the water from the mortar and

cause rapid shrinkage of the mortar joints.
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In the fashion of the technique used at the Aztec Ruin the plaster was made

in several layers, from coarser to finer, with a final pigment design layer The

bulk of the soil was sieved to achieve different textures and granular

composition The first layer was sieved through a # 200 screen, the second

layer through a # 100 screen, and the final layer was sieved through a # 50

screen. The first attempts for the application of the mudplaster failed
'"

Using trowels helped somewhat, but in order to work the plaster's surface

better, hands dipped in water were superior tools (see photographs 58, 59, and

60).

In order to recreate large gaps between plaster layers it was necessary to create

a system that would allow for the formation of gaps in a controlled way. For

this part, the wall was divided in four sections which would eventually serve

as four testing sections for four different grouts. Pieces of 1 /8"x 4" x 30
"

balsa wood were coated with silicon spray to prevent adhesion of clay to the

wood during the curing process (photographs 61 and 62).'^

These pieces were positioned for each of the four sections respectively so as to

make a gap between the wall and the first layer of plaster and between the

second and final layer of 2' x 2''x 1/8" in size. It was necessary to remove the

wood when the consistency of the plaster on the wall was of sufficient

'"
11 was the first time that I had ever built a wall and tested the feel of mud plaster

'" The release coating for the wcxmj was very crucial During a first attempt at building the

plaster, the wood was not coated and upon drying the mud attached to the pores of the woixis

mechanically Vaseline, WD 40. Silicon cream, and Silicon Spray were used, the latter proving

to spray homogeneously and serving as best releasing agent for the wood
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strength so as not to break the layers when removing the wood In two

occasions the plaster had to be reapplied. Finally, the plaster and gaps were

left to cure for at least one month.

The deterioration of the mock mural plaster started to be evident only a few

weeks after the application. There were no fillers mixed in to prevent

excessive shrinkage and large cracks started to develop all throughout the

mural as soon at it b>ecame slightly dry . The cracks continued to increase in

size until the plaster was completely dry. Even after drying, cracks continued

to develop, as a consequence of the freeze-thaw cycles acting on the mural.

Rain water found its way directly to the wall through leaks and rising of water

through the wooden platform causing undercutting in the plaster and

inducing leaching of salts from the bricks (photographs 63 and 64).

Once the plaster was cured and the plaster appeared clearly "deteriorated", a

selection of four grout mixtures had to be selected for injection through the

cracks (see Appendix G for all manufacturer's safety data sheets). There was

also the issue of facing the plaster before injection to protect the surface (see

photographs 65 and 66).
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The facing was difficult to select '^''
In working with earth plasters and adobe,

water is definitely a danger, since the clay is readily soluble in water or water

based materials in liquid state. Also, there is a danger of inducing the

rearragement of particles on the surface and causing a severe change of color -

- definitely a problem if the plaster has a pigmented or decorative surface. It

was considered acceptable by conservators that some color change would

occur and that loss of plaster through soh/ation at this stage was to be a more

significant problem. In previous case studies it had proven useful to apply a

facing with a slight spraying of water and the application of slight pressure to

recover the plasticity of the plaster In this case the gaps were large enough

that this was not a realistic option. Plus, if there had been a pigment layer, a

water based system would b>e very damaging (see Table 36). A 5% PVA in 11

isopropanol alcohol to water, removable with acetone, proved useful for a

facing adhesive.

'" Requfrements for a gcx>d facing are: reversibility ease of application, no staining good

adhesion and low surface penetration
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lABLE 36. Fadng adhesives tested''

ADHESIVE MIXTURE OBSERVMIONS

2% B 72 in diethylbenzene Was not useful as a fadng adhesive. It took a veiy long time

to dry and if caused color change. It was also not tacky

enough and penetrated too much into the pJaster layer

7% of B 72 in ethyl acetate This mixture behav-ed better but was not acceptable either as

it was not sticky enough for the Japanese paper to cidhere to

the surface of the plaster

30% and 1 5 % B 72 in xylenes Very iacky mixture Xylene dries very slowly and in order to

remove excessive residiie large amounts of acetone were

necessary. Color change was evident.

5% PV\ in 1 :1 isopropanol to water This mixture worked well although it contained water

Howevec the alcohol helped in the fast evaporation of the

water and avoided deep penetration of the adhesive . It

adhered to the surface strongly enough but it was easily

removed with acetone

Ever, thoujli the literature abounds with adhesive rmxtuj-e tests, spedflc adhesives for unbaiad day are uncommon Without a

background iii chemistry or field experience it was difficult to find a rationale for an adhesive The last mixture proved better than the

others but further expanmentatlon Is recommended

Before applying the fadng layer to protect the pieces that were in danger of

completely separating cotton was rolled along all the cracks. Then, according

to the amount of materials that were available, the facing was applied in

selected areas. Ideally, the facing would have been applied as shown figure 1

6
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Formulating Grouts

This part of the test consisted of choosing a grout that would serve as a

compatible material strong enough to act as a brace for the plaster if detached

from the site as well as a gap filler that would join different fragments to

recover the plaster's unity.

The injection of a grout to re-attach plaster is not new to the conservation

field. An ICCROM research group has examined the properties of various

grouts, with the intention of designing an alternative treatment to the

transfer of a painting or mosaic from its wall. The group studied traditional

materials such as: Hme-casein, lime-synthetic resin emulsion, Hme-synthetic

resin emulsion with fluid coke, synthetic resin emulsion alone, cement, and

thermosetting resins (see Table 37).
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X^BLE 37. Suggested tests to standarize grouts

TEST TYPE DESCRIPTION

Viscosity and injectability injec liability of the grout depends on the viscosity of the

disj>ersion, the dimension of the dispersed particles, wetting

of the injected materials, water loss ujxsn curing. Can be

measured bvASTM D 4016 -81 Viscosity fet, or as

suggested K- the ICCROM teambase on the test devised b,'

the Laboratoire des Fonts et Chaussfees

Setting time The length of curing time and wori<ability during mixing

V^por permeability and porosity grouts should exhibit similar vap>or transmission as the

plaster in which it is to be injected This can be measured b\'

ASTM E%-80test.

Adhesion Based on ASTM C 307-83 "fensile strength test, it is

possible to measure the degree of adhesion and perfomance

erf adhesive joint under stress.

^rinkage Dimensional movement during curing can be measured bs

ASTM D 4943-89 or ASTM C 474-67

Forty-one grout mixtures were selected based upon reviewing relevant

literature (Table 38 and Appendix F). From these, seven grouts were selected

after cure based on a visual assessment. From there, four were finally chosen

for testing in the wall (see photographs 67, 68, 69, and 70).
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X\BLE 38. Initial grout formulations for comparison

day





X\BLE 39 Descripition of grouts upon drying

GROUT MIXTURE OBSERVATIONS

Clay + >^0
2: 1-1/3

Drias fast while mixing Tliar* arc aads around the bordei It exhibits a very

smooth surface 40% of shrinkage A aack through center of about 2 an
Mhere to plate. Brittle

aay*P\ftml^O
2: 1/10:1-1/3 water





TABLE 39 . Continued

GROUT MIXTURE OBSERV\TIONS

Lime * Clay + WA in 2-Prop«nnl

1:1:1/10: oneparl 50 50 2-Fropanci] alcohol to water
Smooth mixture. Siruikage lOH aackaround bordar 0.2-0, Son and • »er>-

fine crack of about 2 cm circular about 2citi form border Did not adhere to

plate \fery light and brittle

Ume + Oay + MB 1- AC 33

1:1:1.1/10,1-1/2 water





TABLE 39 . continued

GROUT MIXTURE





Observations and Condusions

It was concluded that clay alone as an aggregate for a grout is not

recommendable since it induces high shrinkage When lime was added,

shrinkage diminished but the grcmt becomes brittle. In engineering terms,

hme has been used as a soil stabilizer to change properties of certain soils so

that it is able to support a given stress without suffering significant

deformation. The addition of lime causes flocculation of the soil particles

which champ together into cohesive aggregates as well as changing the

characterisctic ion exchange capacity of the particular soil. This allows the

silicic soils to form tetracalcium aluminate hydrate cementing agents, and

also changes the plasticity and shrinkage properties of the soil. As the test

shows, the addition of hme to a kaolin clay induced brittleness in the

resulting material.

Fumed silica as a thickener and as an additive, induced fluidity during

preparation but caused serious shrinkage compared to all the other samples

For fillers that compensate for dimensional change, fluid coke, microspheres

and microt>alloons behaved the best, respectively in decreasing order for

hardness. Microballoons as fillers make the samples very Hght and also very

spongy. Microspheres, although a httle heavier, make better fillers. Fluid

Coke seemed very coarse but as far as hardness and dimensional change, it

behaved better than any of the other fillers.
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P VA in alcohol was a good plasticizing additive and helped to compensate for

shrinking. Rhoplex AC 33 was much better overall.

From these observations, seven grouts were chosen for further comparison:

Section 1: 1 part clay

1 part microballoons

1/10 part AC 33

60 ml distilled Hfi

Section 2: 1 part clay

2 parts microballoons

1/10 part AC 33

60 ml distilled Hp

Section 3: 1 part clay

1 part microspheres

1/10 part AC 33

60 ml distilled Hp

Section 4: 1 part clay

2 parts microspheres

1/10 part AC 33

120 ml distilled Hp

Section 5: 1 part clay

1 part lime

2 parts microspheres

1/5 part AC 33

180 - 200 ml distilled Hp

Grout 6: 1 part clay

1 part microspheres

1 part fluid coke

1/10 part AC 33

180 ml distilled Hp
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Grout 7; 1 part clay

1 part lime

2 parts microspheres

1 part fluid coke

1/10 part AC 33

200-220 mL distilled Up

Upon drying, Grouts 6 and 4 revealed the best properties. Dimensional

change was very small lime and clay combinations again exhibited poor

dimensional properties and pronoxmced shrinkage.

Grout 2, a mixture of clay and microballoons seemed to be a good

combination. Its sponge-like consistency appears to come from the crushing

of the glass bubbles within the material when stressed.

Overall, Grout 6 mixture proved to be the most successful. Qay behaved h>est

with two parts fillers, with microspheres behaving better than microballoons.

The next best grout was 4 followed by 3 and 2.

InjecticHi of Grouts

After the grouts were chosen, each grout mixture was assigned to each of the

four test sections of the wall Section 1 was assigned Grout 2, Section 2 was

assigned Grout 4, Section 3 was assigned Grout 6, and Section 4 was assigned

Grout 3.
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After gathering the necessary implements for injection, mixtures were

prepared. The consistency had to be homogeneous, so each was mixed first in

powder form and then for at least five minutes with the appropriate amount

of water Once this was done and the surface was faced, injection of each

grout followed (see photograph 71 ) and allowed to cure for one month.

Surface Condition

By now, the plaster had undergone initial deterioration . Changes in surface

appearance occurred from the injection procedure, which was highly

dangerous from the need to wet the surface and the difficulty in drying and

removing excess material.

It was decided that since the e>qDeriment involved the detachment of the

decorated surface, assuming that the grouting process had not damaged the

surface at all, the surface should be painted with earth colors to examine the

effects of the next few steps on a colored surface. Kaolin clay was used in a

suspension with water and applied directly to the surface Similarly, red oxide

of iron, yellow oxide of iron, and carbon black were applied to the surface in a

typical pueblo pattern. The decoration efforts included several pictographs,

engraved with a pointed tool, through the kaolin, to reveal the finish layer

t>eneath (see photograph 72).
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This was allowed to stand for another month before anything else was done

to the mural. The plaster layers had since undergone further cracking, and

even more after the injection of the grout mixtures. Variations in weather

patterns also affected the paint layer which started to peel-off (see photograph

73).

Consolidation

The surface damage was sufficient to require consolidation, both of paint

flakes detaching as well as the clay plaster Consolidation pnavides an artificial

means to reestablish cohesiveness within a material by providing a

cementing substance that replaces that one which was lost through

deterioration. From concurrent studies at the laboratory a suggested

consolidant was Conservare OH, (Wacker-Chemie/ ProSoco) which is

essentially an ethyl silicate of the siloxane system (Si-O-Si) which forms very

strong bonds.

The consolidant was applied by spraying following instructions of the

manufacturer of up to six cycles of three applications every five minutes.

After the sixth cycle, the plaster did not accept any more liquid. Initial

Darkening of the surface occurred to a slight extent, yellowing the pigments

Penetration only reached 1/4" from the surface (see photographs 74-77).
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Despite the consolidant, paint and plaster continued to detach so that

injections of 50:50 Rhoplex AC 33 in distilled water became useful. Even

though this was water soluble, the clay received it well, and it acted quickly

as an adhesive both for small and large fragments It is pertinent to say that as

a stabilizer, the grout also provided for added strength to the material since

the consolidant does not perform the function of recovering cohesion

between fragments but the grout acts as an adhesive, a filler of gaps and as a

stabilizer, adding extra reinforcement within the material so that it can

recover some if its mechanical strength.

Detadwnent

When the detachment of a mural painting is necessary, the most suitable

method for the case must be chosen. Basically there are three methods,

which differ according to the depth at which the separation between the

painting and its original support takes place. The three methods are those of

strappo, stacco, and stacco a maseJJo. The first process requires that the paint

layer only is removed leaving the finish and preparatory layers, as well as the

piece of wall behind the mural or mosaic The second process requires that

the paint layer is removed together with the finish and preparatory layers and

that the supporting wall is left behind. The third process involves taking all

layers from wall including a piece of supporting wall together with the plaster

(see figure 17).
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From the state of the plaster in Aztec would be inappropriate to consider the

detachment of the paint layer alone - strappo. At this point, the layers are so

overlapped by the deterioration patterns that removing all the plaster layers is

the best option if detachment is the only alternative. The stacco a masello

can also become an alternative for consideration, If detachment has to be

considered as an alternative, then this means defacing, once more, the site at

Aztec From the history of the site, reconstruction of the excavated parts is

common and many attempts to preseve have failed. In such a context, stacco

a masello does not seem that farfetched as it could also involve taking the

entire original wall and transporting it to a different place within the site and

in its place reconstruct a new wall of like soft light-green sandstone. This

indeed would require extensive engineering planning.

SiqDport

For the purpose of this experiment, the stacco process was chosen as most

realistic at this point. The 5/^c«7 technique requires that the plaster layers are

able to be carried from the site by some sort of supportive structure that could

carry the load.

A wooden structure of roughly 24" by 36" was built. The bottom was made

with a piece of 10/1000 inch shimstock 6" galvanized steel and allowed for a

strong support to the plaster and the ground. This was measured to fit snug

to the wall with a space for a foam filling of about 2" to support the mural

facings. The top was left open for pouring support foam (see photograph 78-
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79).

Facing

The facing was contnicted of layers of Japanese paper and surgical gauze

reinforced with one or two layers of silk cloth glued over it in strips from the

base upwards The edges of the gauze were folded back onto themselves

around the taorders of the picture so as to form a hem about 5cm wide. The

upper edge of the canvas on the other hand extended 30 cm from the top edge

of the painting. This flap was tacked to a piece of wood fixed firmly in place

for this purpose. At this stage, the hems of the facing canvas were turned over

the edges of the panel and nailed to the back. It was important to make sure

that the top was tighlty secured.

Facing adhesives

This was the most difficult part of the experiment. Studying from cases, the

conditions the adhesive had to fulfill were as follows:

1) sensitivity of the paint layer to water or to the solvents used for the

solution and removal of the adhesive

2)the percentage of the humidity of the ambient atmosphere in which the

work must take place

3) the strength of the bond of the adhesive

4) the drying properties of the adhesive.
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If the plaster and paint layer systems are sensitive to water or are very

crumbly, resins dissolved in solvents should be used instead of water-based

adhesives. The choice depends on which can be redissolved at the end of the

procedure and on the strength of its adherence to the paint layer

Before applying the resin several succesive layers of resin should be applied

in very low concentration (2-8%) to the plaster to ensure consolidation at a

certain depth. It should be applied in increasing concentration until a

superficial layer of a certain consistency is formed, after which the gauze and

the facing canvas can be adhered with a fairly concentrated solution (10-50%).

The first facing layers of Japanese paper were applied with Blair Spray Fix,

which had proven in the past to be a good isolating layer adhesive.'" The

next layer was surgical gauze applied with a non-water soluble material. The

material chosenwas Soluvar Matte, an n-butyl methacrylate used as a surface

varnish, whose molecular weigth is large enough so that it does not penetrate

the surface as much."* The next layer was a silk using the same adhesive with

non-aqueous components and soluble in mineral spirits or turpentine which

would not alter the prior consolidants and adhesives used in the prior steps

(see photographs 80-95).

"^Constance Silver. "Archttectural Finishes of the Southwest," 186

'"Soluvar Matte appears matt upon drying and as a vamish it is likely that it penetrated the

surface
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After the facing was applied and stuck to the surface, a polyurethane foam

was used to fill the gap between the panel and the facing The foam was cured

in place (see photographs 86).

The facing system failed (see photograph 87). The foam suffered creep and

with its irregular bulging surface, it removed part of the facing from the wall.

Removing the facing and the support was necessary before anything else was

done next. The removal was done successfully by mechanical means without

damaging the pigment or plaster layer (see photograph 88). This was proof

that the isolating consolidants and adhesives that were applied to the plaster

prevented it from losing cohesiveness.

Removal

This part of the experiment consisted in removing the plaster with the grouts

completely from the substrate. Since the facing system failed I decided to

concentrate on the grout system but before detaching the plaster sections I

decided to apply a new PVA in 2-Propanol Alcohol (50% in a 1:1 solution of

water to alcohol) and Japanese paper (photograph 89). This allowed me to

support the pigment layer and keep each section as integral as possible

After dividing the wall in the four grout sections, each section subsequently

divided in four for easy handling upon removal (see photograph 90).

Pounding the plaster pulverized it into a powder, and a drill proved to be a
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better mechanism. The drill was specifically for masonry and was long

enough go beyond the wall surface to about 8" vertically. The detachments

went quite quickly, and it was possible to draw some conclusions from the

apparent evidence (Table 40 and photographs 91, 92, and 93).

The facing on all sections appeared satisfactory. The lack of backing support

during the detachment is a variable that adds to further the stress of the

surface, however, the facing appears to have kept the surface together It was

easily removed with toluene.

lABLE 40 . Behaviour of the final injected grouts

SECTION OBSERWriONS

Section 1 This section was characterized l^ crumbling and
the detachement occurred in various fragments. The facing

worked pierfectK' so that the surface remained intact. fTwm
analyzing the back, the grout had poor pienetration

Section 2 This section appeared to be agnificcinti)' more cohesive in

every sense. Penetration of the grout was good, the injection

mixture was quite fluid. The kaolin seems to have adhere

dwell to the clay plaster!.

Section 3 This section appears to ha\^ crumbled, but no* to the degree

of Section 1 . The interface between the gn>ut and the adobe
plaster shows haHine fissures, which indicate poor adhesion,

or differential shrinkage upon drying.

Section 4 This section exhibited pioor p>enetration. The interface

between the grout and the mural shows fissures, less

p>rorK>unced than in Section 3. It is quite strong as a grout,

almost as strong as Section 2, less friable than Section 1 and

with better pierformance than Section 3.

Empirically Grout 2 produced the best results with best flexibility low

shrinkage, and relative cohesivenes upon drying as well as great fluid

properties and homogeneity upon injecting. It suggests that further testing
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the of standard physical properties be perfomed on this grout mixture for clay

based plasters and adobe.
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CHAPTER Ift RECOMMENDATIONS

This paper has touched upon different areas of preservation. It has examined

aspects of philosophical approaches to non-renewable material culture

resources, the importance of cultural and geographical context as the

backbone to the meaning of an artifact, the significance of material

components as an anthropological and biological expression, the analysis of

the physical and chemical properties that affect an artifact -h)oth internally

and externally - a consequence of its make and modes of fabrication, as well

as natural processes and environmental conditions. Finally, a theme

discussed in the paper examined an aspect of possibilities and alternatives of

treatment, compatible to the object's integrity and unity m situ

The archaeological and anthropological literature has been a source of factual

information as related to the history of the area of the site of Aztec. It is

evident that documentation efforts have been numerous. However, it is

important to point out that future decisions on the preservation of the mural

should only be reviewed in the context of the true meanings of the mrual

within its original site of creation. Questions must be asked about the impact

on the integrity of the mural, implications of detachment versus in situ

maintenance. It is apparent that efforts have been made to secure cultural

legacies within the confines of archaeological sites but often, remain badly

interpreted or hidden in dark store-rooms or in frigid basements and isolated

from any relationship with past, present and future history and true
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meanings.

The mural in Room 117 at the Aztec Ruins National Monument tells

visitors, curators, historians, archaeologists, preservationists, a story. A story

that lies in its original site; that if altered, changes intrinsically. The extent of

a decision of preservation has numerous implications, its interpretations as

well. The museum on site poses a better alternative to housing for

interpretation purposes.

Upon following the testing of grouts, a clay mix with a 2 part microsphere

filler, 1/10 Rhoplex AC 33 with 1 part distilled water appeared to be the best

formula. However, as suggested earlier further tests should be implemented.

Also, the conditions of the mural in Room 117 are so poor that working with

grouts might be a dangerous endavour The edges are very fragile and clay

obviously dissolves very quickly.

No treatment is succesfull if the source of deterioration is not isolated. Room

117 has already undergone numerous changes and reconstruction Further

efforts should be seriously geared in an appropriate direction. An improved

water insulation system must considered above all. This should aim to

eliminate the primary problems on site. Re-routing of direct water access can

be redesigned. This should be done by consulting with a specialized engineer

An example could be an insulating layer inserted within the structure.

On site stabilization can be recommended after cleaning the mural properly,
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then fixing fragments with Rhoplex AC 33. Adhesives for larger fragments

can be replaced by the use of grout formulations which should be tested for

compatibility of shrinkage, adhesion, and permeability. Consolidation with

ethyl silicate -- Conservare OH, should be considered as well.

Backfilling as an option appears to pose future problems. If not properly done

it may be difficult to control It is not necessary to backfill the entire room

again. A sacrificial new mud plaster layer of a studied thickness, could serve

as a depository of salts. The rate of evaporation and average amount of

mositure in the walls should be controlled. Future cleaning cycles after

backfilling might not be feasible.

As a last resort, detachment is an option ecpjated with traditionally practiced

defacement of archaeological sites. This process if carried out should be

documented as part of interpretation techniques. Further planning for mode

of transfer; exhibit conditions should be a major priority

The in 5'//z/ treatments and reinterpret ation of approach and on site

explanations might be a better long term option for the preservation of the

intergrity of the mural as well as the history of the site of Aztec.
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APPENDIX A Aztec Ruins National Monument in the Southwest

United States History"*

Archaeological





izi

The Anasazi are one of the third major components of prehistory in the

Southwest. They have emerged from the same events than other regional

groups. At the opening of the Christian erathey had already moved away
from hunting and gathering to small subsistence farming by domesticating

the com, squash, and beans. Unlike the Mogoll6n and Hohokam, they were

reluctant to full sedentary customs. Once Mesoamerican influences reached

them about 500 A.D. their culture evolved rapidly. Systmes of irrigation by
means of funneling water into canals and ditches that led into planted field

helped them with dry framing techniques.

A very significant contribution to Southwestern culture was their

architectural mode for building their communities.They employed stone

masonry structures of cellular, contiguous flat-roofed rooms which ranged in

size from several small units sufficient to shelter hunderds Subterranean or

semi-subterranean ceremonial rooms called kivas, were family or clan

religious social centers. Great Kivas were likely to have been adopted from

the Mogollbn, Anasazi developed painted ware made in distinctive shapes

and painted on v^dth black decorations. A white slip would be applied to pots

overdrawn with geometric motifs. Some Anasazi also learned how to paint

with black, red, orange, and several combinations. Tools involved the use of

axes, milling stone, and implements for cutting, scraping,
,
piecing pounding

and cultivating Burial of the dead took place in abandoned sorage pits,

beneath floor of houses in outside graves, or the village refuse ground after

being flexed.

They had road systems connecting with commercial centers to trade their

utilitarian and luxury goods. After 1000 AD. the Anasazi culture began to

peaked, but changes of climate and European contact brought reveral.

Remaining enclaves continued around the Hopi meas in Arizona around

Zuni, Acoma. and Laguna to the southeast and along the upper Rio Grande of

northern New Mexico.
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Basket Maker II (100 B.C. to AD. 400)

Period of shifting from nomadic to sedentary life. Known sites are

sparsely scattered in caves and rock shelters throughout the four comers area.

Camps or villages were located where water and soil were adequate for

farming. Com and squash were cultivated, but wild plants, grass seeds, and

pinyon nuts remained imortant. Meat was also eaten from rabbits, rodents,

elk, deer, mountain sheep and turkey. Storage took place in pits in the floors

of shelters. Crude dwellings in the open were built of a domelike covering of

short logs, poles, brsh and mus over a circular pit. Milling stones prove

crucial to their vegetarian diets, ornaments were crafted from bone, juniper

berries and shell. Several types of baskets were made to fulfill different duties

(large conical, globular, trays, bags). Woven articles included sandals, bikini-

size aprons, made of yucca. Blankets were prepared with rabbit fur or

deerskins.

Characterized by numerous villages with abundant storage facilities

Settlements contained several pithouses generally deep and ircular to

rectangular in plan with pole, brush, and mud above ground structure. Many
had outdoor work areas and great Kivas. Bow and and arrow is prevalent as

evidenced in the abundance f small projectile points, Tlirquoise for jewelry

increases and locally made pottery replaces baskets.

Few known ruins of this period indicate settlements containing over one

hundred individual dwellings. Rectangular surface structures built in a

linear plan were separate and attached. Made of jacal or mud plaster over a

pole framework the units might have evolved from the earlier storage pit. In

some areas masonry was substituted for mud and brush. Another invention

of this period was the Kiva in the form of subterranean pithouses used for

religious and social gatherings. These exhibited an encircling bench, roof

support posts, a central firepit, a ventilator shaft, and a sipapu - a small

opening in the floor simbolizing the entrance to the spint world below. A
roof opening with a ladder acted as a means of entry. Ceramics included

brown, gray black-on-white, black-on-red, black-on-orangewares.

Pueblo II (900 to 1100 AD. )

The essence of Anasazi has practically been introduced in the previous

periods. Maximum geographic ditribution is reached. Refinement in water

and irrigation systems favors agriculture. Small compact masonry pueblos of

twelve to twenty living storage rooms and several kivas became common.
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sometimes clustered into larger villages. In Chaco Canyon along the San

Juan h>asin, northwestern New Mexico, the anasazi appear to have advances

beyond other contemporary Anasazi, establishing better communication
routes and irrigation methods. Contact with Mexicans brought new ideas and
materials.

The Chaco phenomenon prospered during the first half of this period but

declined rapidly by about 1200 A.D. Adverse climate, overpopulation,

breakdown of organized agriculture, commercial, social and religious patterns

and severe competition for lands and resources caused shifting to the south

and southeast. Architectural achievement was characterized by large, well

planned multistoried pueblos embracing many plazas. Masonry construction

predominated but varied regionally. Kivas were similar in all provinces, both

circular ans square great Kivas were common.

Most localities were settled around the Hopi Mesas, Zuni, and Upper Rio

Grande. Cliff dwelling became rare. Large settlements with more than a

thousean rooms were more characteristic. By 1450A.D. most of the sites on
the Colorado Plateau and in the Mogollon highlands had been deserted

Newly arrived nomadic Indians such as the Ute, Paiute, Apache, and Navajo

settle in the vacated lands. Colorful pottery continues. Mural paintings on

Kiva walls depict deitites, mythical creatures, masked dancers, and

ceremonial objects.

Pueblo V (1600 A.D. to present )

Following the conquest of the Coronado Expedition in 1541 and arrival of

Spanish settlers soldiers and priests, the Pueblo Indians of this perios are

subject to successive thwarting, demoralizing and subjugating influences by

Christianism and Eurocentrism. In 1680 Pueblo Indian revolt expelled

colonists, only to be reconquered under the leadereshiop of Diego de Vargas

Aftei; hold on Pueblo lands and reduced power of the Catholic Church was

forced by laws of the early American era. Dramatic changes ocurred to the

Pueblos during the initial contact. Some groups became extinct, scattered and

disorganized.
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Early cultures in New Mexico. (Roberts and Roberts, 1988)

Overlapping prehistoric cultures of western New Mexico and Arizona

(Lister and Lister 1983)
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APPENDIX B: Excerpts of field notes by Earl Morris ujxjn excavating the

ruins''"

Considering the various ruins as symbols of complexes of which they

are, it must t>e admitted, but a partial expression, the main desideratum

is to determine the cultural relationship of the Aztec Ruin to those of

the neighboring areas, and to establish its relative chronological position

in the life cycle of Pueblo civilization as a whole.

In as much as the exploration is only partially completed, ultimate

conclusions cannot be drawn at the present time, but a few definite

statements may t» made without too great a risk of error

Architecturally the Aztec Ruin must be classed with Pueblo Bonito and
other members of the Chaco Canyon group. The similarity is close

throughout. To be sure, there is a marked difference between the outline

of the ground plan of the Aztec Ruin and that of Pueblo Bonito, but this

difference is no greater than that observable between Pueblo Bonito and

Pueblo Chettrokettle, a component and integral member of the Chaco

Group. If the preservation of Pueblo Chettrokettle had been such that it

merited exploitation as the outstanding member of the such, the

similarity between it and the Aztec Ruin would have t>een readily

apparent to the most casual observer, for the ground plans of the two are

practically identical, except that Chettrokettle covers a somewhat more
extended area.

Although the main building of Pueblo Bonito is arc-shaped, while that

at Aztec forms three sides of the rectangle, the basic concept is the same.

Each rises Vkfith sheer outer walls enclosing an open court which was

protected from invasion on south or sunward side tiy a low one-stoned

tier of rooms. The details of construction are the same throughout.

'""Cultural and chronological position of the Aztec

Ruin," in The Archer M. Huntington Survey of the Southwest: The

Aztec Ruin, AnthropoJogJcaJ Papers ofthe American Museum of

Natural History vol. 26. (New York American Museum Press) ,
104-108
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The walls are very thick at the bottom, and become progressively

thinner with each succeeding story Joints were seldom broken, and
headers that is, stones laid with their longer axis at a right angles to the

faces of a wall, were not used to bind the veneer to the core of the

masonry. Where walls intersect, usually one merely butts against the

other, and is seldom tied to it in any fashion. Where exceptions to this

rule occur, the ties are seldom of stone and mortar, but consist of rows of

sticks or slender poles which cross the line of junction, and have their

ends embedded in the masonry on either side.

A better quality of sandstone was available at Bonito than at Aztec;

hence, the first hand impression that Pueblo Bonito is the more
skillfully built of the two ruins.

The ceilings of both are high - 9.5 to 11 feet - and are constructed in the

same manner Large timbers support a transverse layer of smaller poles

covered with a thatching of strips of split cedar which in turn is

surmounted by a coating of adobe that formed the floor of the room
above.

Doorways are rectangular and T-shaped, with the former in

predominance. Both types are relatively large, and normally transverse

the center of the side and end walls Occasionally, however, in the

second stoiy, rectangular doorways pierce intersecting walls at their point

of junction, connecting the comers of diagonally adjacent chambers.

These diagonal doors are distinctive of Pueblo Bonito architecture, and

their presence at Aztec affords one of the strongest justifications for

classing the two ruins under discussion.

There is also a structural similarity between the great ruin at Aztec, and

certain of the aboriginal monuments in the Mesa Verde, notably Far

View House and Sun Temple. However, these examples may be

regarded as peripheral, for whatever the ultimate point of origin, the

hub of this architectural wheel Hes in the Chaco Canyon.
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(Morris) has established a tentative chronological series for the upper
San Juan Drainage which may be expected to stand in the light of future

research. In this series, three distinct ceramic periods are recognized.

1. Formative (pre- Pueblo).

2. Eariy TWo Color Painted Ware ( black on white )

3. Late TWo-color painted Ware ( black-on-white )

For the Rio Grande Valley the chronological ceramic series, worked out

with pleasing definiteness and finality by Mr. Nelson and Dr Kidder, is

composed of the following divisions:

1. Two and Three-Color Painted Ware
2. Two-Color Qazed Ware.

3. Three-Color Glazed and Painted Ware.

4. Historic Two-Color Qazed Ware.

5. Modem Painted Ware.

These two series overiap, the first Rio Grande period embracing the

third period of the upper San Juan series. The significance of this is that

Pueblo culture seems to have begun in the canyons north of the San

Juan a considerable length of time before it was introduced into the Rio

Grande Valley. Inasmuch as the earliest Rio Grande ware are indubitably

related to, and apparently derived from, the latest wares from the region

to the north west, these two series may be thrown together to represent

the entire table of ceramic sequence for the northern and eastern Pueblo

areas. The complete table with the seven periods then would be:

1. Formative

2. Early TWo Color Painted Ware ( Black-on- White )

3. Late Two Color Painted Ware ( Black-on-White )

4. TWo Color Qazed Wares.

5. Three Color Qazed and Painted Ware.

6. Historic TWo Color Qazed Ware.

7. Modem Painted Ware.
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That phase of pueblo culture of which the Aztec Ruin is the architectural

component flourished and passed into extinction, so far as the Animas
Valley is concerned, during the third period, that is, very late in black

on-white ceramic time. It is presumable that extended research will

determine that the two hundred or more ruins in the Animas Valley

mark an aboriginal occupation which began early in the formative

period, and continued practically without break until the abandonment
of the great pueblo at Aztec. However, no more definite statement than

the he above can be made at the present time.

DISTRIBUTION OF THE TYPE

It is to be expected that the building to which these pages are devoted

will prove to be an example of a distinct type with a definite and more or

less extensive area of distribxrtion. Obviously that area cannot be
circumscribes with any degree of finality at the present time. However,

in various localities there are ruins that bear close superficial similarity

to the type example. On the basis of this similarly, which, to be sure,

night not in all cases be confirmed by exploration, a few remarks may be

ventured with moderate assurance that they will not be inopportune.

There is a very large Kiva just beyond the south end of Pefiasco Blanco,

at least one near Pueblo del Arroyo, one at the west side of the south

court of Pueblo Bonito, two in the court of Pueblo Chettrokettle, one in

the court of Hugo Pavie, one in Wijegi, and one or more in Pueblo

Pintado. Casa Rinconada across the Canon from P\ieblo Bonito is an

unusually well-preserved great kiva occurring at a considerable distance

from the nearest contemporary pueblo. There is also a detached example

near Pueblo Viejo, and there may well be others in the Chaco Canon and

vicinity that have escaped the observation and inquiry of the author

Surrounding chambers, in each case including a shrine room of

relatively large size and approximately rectangular form situated at the

north side, are discernible in Pefiasco Blanco, Pueblo Chettirikettle, Casa

Rinconada, and Pueblo Bonito. In the Latter instance the peripheral

rooms are not concentric, nor are they continuous along the eastern

side. However, the shrine room is in the normal position, and the altai;

uncovered by excavations made more than twenty years ago, is still

partially standing.
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There is a large circular chamber south of the smaller of the two
principal pueblos at Aztec. The Mummy Lake ruin on the Mesa Verde is

another and at>out it the walls of surrounding rooms are traceable at the

surface. At least one probable similar structure is present at Aztec

Springs (Yucca House National Monument).

The great Kivas enumerated above occur without proved exception in

association with Chaco Canyon architecture, Aztec Springs and Mummy
Lake are far tot he northwest of the recognized limits of the Chaco area,

but fact alone is of no particular significance, because until these ruins

are excavated the identity of their builders will remain unknown.

Therefore upon the basis of evidence, which, it must t>e admitted, is

neither complete nor conclusive, the hypothesis is advanced that he

buildings of the type of the Great Kiva at the Aztec Ruin will be found to

have an area of distnlDution practically coextensive with that of the

Chaco Canon type of community dwellings.
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APPENDIX C: Watson Smith Awatovi expedition papers'"

It has not ahvays been recognized by observers of antiquities in the

northern or plateau region of the Southwest that the differing material

remains found there archaeologically represent a process of continuous
though gradual development in the culture of the area's inhabitants.

There was at first a tendency to regard the prehistoric ruins and artifacts

essentially unrelated either to each other or to the culture of modem
Pueblo Indians. In the 1890's, however, it became apparent to

professional archaeologist and ethnologists that the anaent and modem
history of what are now called the Pueblo Indians was in fact a cultural

continuum that had evolved without interruption from some
unknown beginning down to the present day, and since then most
archaeological work in the region has been directed tovk^rd a clarification

of the outlines of the whole picture and the filling in of specific details.

For some years no satisfactory chronology, either absolute or relative,

was worked out, but various attempts were made to create a useful

sequence of the identifiable culture periods that would fit the data and
provide a framework on which to reconstruct the story. A complete

resume of these pioneer efforts, valuable as they were, is not a requisite

here but he culmination of their implications as eventually formulated

and accepted deserves some discussion.In 1927 at a meeting of the

archaeologists then active in the Southwest, held at Pecos New Mexico, a

chronological formula was adopted;

Basket Maker I. A postulated stage of the earliest but as yet

unknown horizon.

Basket Maker II: The beginnings of agriculture, coiled h>asketry, use

of atlatl, slab-lined shallow pit houses with brush super-structures,

absence of pottery.

Basket Maker III: An evolution of the last, v^rith bigger and better

houses, introduction of the bow and arrow and of pottery.

Pueblo I: Introduction of loom-woven cotton cloth, houses above

ground, with the beginnings of true masonry; development of well

made pottery; domestication of the turkey

Pueblo II: Masonry houses in small village clusters; extensive

development of painted pottery; beginnings of the specialized

ceremonial room or kiva

'" Smith, V\^tsnn "Ktva Mural necorations at Awatovi and KawafVa a- \Mth a Sun't?y of

Other Wall Paintngs in th Pueblo Southwest' In Papers of'the f\>3tx.->d}' Museum ofAmerican

Archaeofogyand EihnologyVI (Cambridge: Harvard Lnivcrsity 1952) , 54 55
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Pueblo III: Large communities of masonry buildings, sometimes
over 100 rooms High development of all the arts, with intensive

local specialization.

Pueblo IV: Even larger communities, up to several

hundred rooms , accompanied by a geographical contraction of

the area occupied; some decline in the technical excellence of the

pottery and other arts.

Pueblo V: The historic period, from the mid-sixteenth century to

the present

Obviously, any such inflexible classificatory system must prove

inadequate to the needs of a growing body of knowledge, and it soon

became apparent that exactly the same sequence of events had not

obtained in all parts of the area. Moreover, it was objected by some that

the very numerical nature of the scheme was inflexible and lacking in

descriptive character In response to this criticism, Dr. Frank H.H.

Roberts, Jr Proposed the following list:

.Basket Maker for Basket Maker II ( since Basket Maker I was

entirely hypothetical it was ignored.)

.Modified Basket Maker for Basket Maker III

.Developmental Pueblo for Pueblo I and Pueblo II.

.Great Pueblo for Pueblo III

.Regressive Pueblo for Pueblo IV

.Historic Pueblo for Pueblo V

...but about 1929 a method of tree-dating was evolved by Dr A E.

Douglass of the University of Arizona, and it thus became possible to

date the beams in prehistoric ruins and inferentially the pottery types

associated with them. As work progressed, dates were assigned to the

already accepted cultural periods, approximately as follows:

.Basket Maker prior to A.D. 700

.Pueblo I: AD. 700-900

.Pueblo II: AD.900-1100

.Pueblo III: AD. 1100- 1300

.Pueblo IV AD 1300-1550

.Pueblo V AD. 1550-^
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APPENDIX D: Occurrences of Prehistonc Paintings and Plasters in the

Southwest.""

PUEBLO II

Alkali Ridge, Utah

Montezuma Countj', Southwest of CorXez, Colorado

Jcrfinson Canyon at the Eagle Nest House

Mancos Canyon, Colorado

Chaco Canyon, New Mexico

Ruin of feeh So

PUEBLO III

Western San Juan Area

LowT\ Ruin, Monteczuma Count\', Colorado (occupancy starting in Pueblo U).

Montezuma Canyon, Utah

McQmo Canyon, Colorado

Hagoe Canyon, Northeastan Arizona

Tsegi Carryon

Kanab Creek, Southern U tah

Mesa Verde

Cliff Palace

Spruce "free House

Painted Kiva House

New Fire House

Mug House

Square Ijwer House

Sandal Cliff House, Aztec Springs, Colorado

Aztec Ruin, New Mexico

Chaco Canyon, New Mexico

Zuni Region, New Mexico

Upper Gila and 'Etlarosa Region

Galiina Region, New Mexico

Watson SmHh, f^pers ofthe Psabod}^ Museum "^1 "^^
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Canyon De Chelly Arizona

Beautiful Valley Arizona

PUEBLO IV

Pajarito Bateau. New- Mexico

Galisteo Basin, Nen- Mesdco

Chama valley New Mexico

Sierra Ancha, Arizona

Rio Grande Valley

Puarai or Kuaua

Paako

Pecos

Paquime, Casas Grande

s

C3iichilticaUi

Cibola

Acoma

Tusayan

PUEBLO Vi

Janez

Keresan Villages

Santo Domingo

San Felipe

Santa Ana

Laguna

The 'bnoan Villages

Islata

Sandia

Tesuque

San Idelfonso

Zuni

Hopi
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SELECTED LIST OF PREHISTORIC KIVAS WITH NUMBER OF PLASTER LAYERS IN EACH

Site and locality





APPENDIX E: Summary of stabilization inteiventions and materials

used at the Aztec Ruins National Monument (AZRNM)

As soon as excavation started and layers of deposition were removed the

ruins started to deteriorate and remedial intervention was needed.
Below is a chronological account of the types of stabilization campaigns
at (AZRNM) documented by Robert and Florence Lister

1916 - 1922 &(cavation begins. Measures against vandals are taken by fencing the site.

Removal of debris, fallenstone, nx>ts of dense vegetation overgrowth. With the

removal of deposits and growth, walls fell over and some of the roofs crashed.

Top of walls allow moisture to find its way through. Excavation workers

dismantled and relaid portions of the sandstone block veneer of many of the

unstable walls, for this, Portland cement was used for mortar
According to Morris this would differentiate the new structural repairs fromthe
original fabric. Iroughed cappnngs of cement were also designed to

charmel water out away from the wall towards the plaza. The masons also spread
cement over other exposed portions of the ruin. They also layed concrete ceiling

slabs over some roofs. Tinted cment, soil cement, ar»d bitumen mortars were
widely used mixtures with additions of hydrated lime and Wilhold or Hydropel.

1923 -1933 By the time the Natinal Park Service became the protector of Aztec Ruin, the

site was designated a National Monument. Further cement repairs were
performed. Heavy summer rains and winter snows reachd the walls to cause
undercutting at the base of much of the sandstone masonry'. First two full time

custodians George Boundey and Johnwili Fans proceeded to counteract the

water damage and tried different presevation measures. They continued the

use of natural cement, improved drainage around the bases of some walls. In

some cement covered kivas, they removed the cement and filled the spaces

with crudied rock to absorb the moisture. The cement roof cracks were seailed

«nth tar

In 1933 James B. Hamilton an engineer for the Park Service was sent to review

the conditions of the ruins and suggested testing of the underground drainage

to see how the nearby ditches and grading of the land help>ed water to reach

wall from the underground as well He su^ested that troughed wall cappings

be replaced by more ap>p>ropriate rounded coverings, tar papier bases with

water-tight connections to walls topped with earthem fill were suggested for

installment to eliminate undermining of the walls. Restorabon of the Great

Kiva was to start.

1934 -1936 Qean-up, refurbishment trail building atKd flood-control activities. A
schematic plan was made for major drains. In 1934 a five inch rainstorm

destroys walls, and roofs and promoted stagnant water and organic growth.
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1937 1942 Mending of unstable walls, rerouting of drainage arcrund Kiva E and
waterpnxjfing of roofs containing aboriginal ceilings. Under the Civilian

Conservation Corps, the National Paark Service axKi the Bureau of Indian

Affairs emergeiK and routine maintenance stabilization is undertaken. Use of

natural cement is discontinued. Instead bitumen is used as a waterproofing

additive to mortar for wall cap>ping.

1943 1947 Leakage in the Great Kiva called for filiing of large cracks with a cotton

membrane and painting of small cracks with a heavy-duty coating calle Zone.
Asbestos roofing was laid over the entire Great Kiva roof and covered with a

hot aslphah Layer. [Drainage problems continue and salts deposit on roof

timbers. In 1944 studies by the National Park Service and the Soil

Conservation Service in Albuquerque it was confirmed that the source of the

subsurface water was from the north and northeast of the ruin where major
unlined canal and irrigated field existed; top>ograp>hy and soil conditions

contributed to difficulties. BackHllingof exposed structures that contained

intact roofs was started. Installation of a deep north drainage started.

1949 - 1956 Stabilization smd backfilling was performed on the East Ruin, ¥«x)d-and-tar

paper roos above some aborigiruil ceilings. More recapping and filling cracks

continued.. By the 1950's the South Wing would improve the ap>pearance of the

ruin and allow visitors to understand the entire ground plan. W>rkmem reset

loose cobbles in mud mortar with another product his time. This was soil

cement, a mixture of clay limestone, and earth. Mason refaced mud-and-stck

walls with fresh plaster made from a mixture of same components. Removal of

froughed, or gutter-type, concrete cappings were removed and replaced with

crowned waterproofed caps. Junctures between walls and roofs were sealed

with asphalt impregntaed fabric coated with tar, they also rolled fine-grained

gravel over the final tar applicabon. Wherever possible, they set large,

galvanized metal tough dtains in walls flush with r»ew naofing. Roofs were

sloped propjeriy to drain into them. W>rkcrs resurfaced and repointed a

partial roof of tar paper and wood over Room 1 1 7. Reroofing of Great Kiva is

finished. Replacement of decayed stones and bases and rebuilt eroded mud
waH for the stabilization of the Hubbanl Mound.

1956 - 1969 Sealing leaks of several rooks including Room 117. Stone masons usd tinted

cement mortar sometimes corKealed on eall faces by mud grouting . Drairvage

systems are repaired. Repairs were done on several rooks of the East Ruin

which included recontruction of masonry walk using colored cement mortar

Because the modem shed roof covering Room 117 which contained some
designs scratched int he plaster, was daimtged b^- seepage from higher

construction in the North Wing, laborers dug along the exterior of the north

room wall. They plastered the *vall surface with a cement and Hydropei

mixture. When diy, then the surface was coated with tar before they graded

the ground around to drain away from the room. Bitumens and soil=cement

mixtures are ruled unsatisfactory
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1970 - 1980 Despite Sequent stabilization work, at Aztec and investment of large amounts
of monc^ the conditions of the ruins were becoming worse. The Resources

Management Plan of 1973 proposed a five-year plan for preventive

stabilization. Additional intensive stabilization and refurbishrrtent of earlier

repair took place, including chemical waterproofing of floors, fill, and wall

bases and chemical presevation of masonry stone. Drainage system was

cleaned of roots and vegetation and silt. Soil mortar with a latex-based

concrete adhesive was used. Later, a mixture of 5:1 cement to soil grout was

used with 13 ounces of latex cement adhesive pa- g2dlon of soil

1981 -1988 Rhoplex is added to soil mortars f«- grouting, pointing, capping, imd plastering.

Mixture has proven satisfactory. Discolored cement cappings were removed
and supplemented by coatings of scmI mortar and then replaced eroded

building stones.
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APPENDIX F: Selected Case Studies for Reference

AUTHOR/DATE TRE/TMENT/CASE STUDY

Agnsw. Naville. Druzii , lames

ana Presseut RFra^ 1»87

The b«st adobe pressrvatiTc will ultlmataly alter the inherent propertias . appealance aixl and
coui^tfii durability Whether a polymer or a numarr^et it should have low viscosity to undure thorcrugyi

penetration Wter tends to swell clays and dose the capillary pores preventing further penetration

Therefore, organic solvents are prefnred to water kerosene and minerals spirits, toluene, xylene and

acetone.

Agrawal OP and lain Kamal
K., 1983

fVoblems in conservation of wall paintiiigs in India General cleaiung is done with alcohol and water

or |ust plain distilled water Oil)' niaterial i£ removed with, butjdamlne or cycolhex^-larrdrie

tiethanolamine is used for smoke and soot grime "h kill Insects a b% sohjtlan of DDT in petroleum

diEtillate and pyrethnum ConaoUdation of detaching plaster is done with Raster of Paris whic^^ is also

used for securing edges of lacunae. Fixlrig flaking paint was done by applying a P\A solution as a

protective coating For detachment a fadngof muslin cloth with a RA and Siickener solution was

applied Then, another layer of doth was applied witli aiUmal glue The panels were then cut wit><

saws, chisels and parrited bars "b support the panels a plaster ntixture ai Mowicol was applied to the

back and encased in an alununum frame When paintings are removed <» .>r/a/)f<nhe paint layens firs'

faced with cloth artd a hard board attached with a casein lime adhesiTe (later removed with a hot

water and ehyl alcohol nruxture)

Agrawal. OF. l'98b A study in the conservation problems at the Ajanta wailpaintings in the consolidation of flaking paint A
consoiidatiori appUcatior. b^' the use of a varnish formulated with sfiellac \ii alcoliol and dammar
varnish in turpentine ^tllowlng of this varnish application has caused color change Polyvinyl acetate

in toluerw has been a recent alternative to the fixing of the paint

AUen. IC W 1984 A study on adhesives and adhesion properties as a basis for understanding materials artd

preparations for the repair of antiquities.

Alva Salderrama Alejandro

and Cfaari Giacomo 1984

Recommendation of measures to be taken for the protection and peservatian of excavated mudbrick.

Backfilling, shelter: ar.d tempera.-)' protection a; a means of stopping further deterloratiori Protection

techniques for excavated structures that remain above level involve, protective roofs, capping and

chemical treatments for preservaOcjn "frsatments can be undertaken by spraying ethyl sulicate ( 1 liter

persquare meter) Synt>ietic resiris such as acrylics, epoxies. arui polyurethar.es) hiave proven

ineffective since they tend to form films on the surface Chemical products like stbca esters reaC with

day partides forming tridimensional networks of silica bndges which increase the water resistance of

the material Ttte surface maintains Us original porosity with the advantage that the internal moisture

can evaporate Silica esters do not have gluing properties artd if peces of mudbnck are already

detached from one another they cannot be held together This means that the treatment shotild be

performed right after excavation when surface are not deteriorated yet In the case of intervention OTi

a deteriorated wall, injections of synthe'jc resin emulsions (P\A. acrylics) car be performed Fnezes

and painted surfaces have been treated with good results with no changes of color or texture

Argumedo, Roberto Samanez.
1986.

Restoraticn d mural paintings on adobe walls along coastal archaeological sites Rhopiex AC 33 4 % in

distilled water (chlorinated water yields a yelbw coloratiorii darkened the surface to a darkbrown

tone. Curasoi (fVM 4 % in distilled water was not very good under low relative humidities Cala'.on

(soluble nylon) 3 % m distilled water applied by spray gave relatively gocxJ results, as a nyicm however it

yielded poor agemg qualities Aryicnd B-72 3.5 % in xylene or toluene gave good res'olts Movilith

DM 1 H (PV^ )4 % in distilled water provided good oonsol idation no apparent darkening of surface the

surface Mowioi (PVA1 )4% in distHled water gave good results Bedacryl iRutvl metharrviate) 4 % in

xylene or toluene. Cactus [uice gave gocjd results in a mixture with Dodigeri L (a fungicide)
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fiaatz V^61fgang and Seeber

Rudolfme. 1 984

BaltoyU2MU£. StavTOE. 1976

The adhesion of mortar on a plaster pourul depends mainly on caplQary forces caoaad by a bridge

of water between interfaces If a bndg* of t}a£ kind cannot be achieved the mortar will not adhere to

the plaster background bi addition, the mortar must be pressed onto the background by means of

tools Vibration of concrate is a procass which has been known for a k>ng time It improves the quality

of concrete (homogensUy hardness) Wlien liquid cor(CTete, a nUxturs of oenient. saiid and water is

subject to vibration this causes air bubbles to come to the surface and the sohd parts are brought

nearer togethm This same method can be appbad to the restoration of plaster The first example of

this method was experimented with mounting a detached fresco of an lllusionlstic pamted baroque
facade After applying a compatfcle mortar to the faced fresco parts and to the brick wall the fresco

was presBad against the wall and vftiratad alectrorucally with, an engraver The cecond example
involves the fiHinc of cavities and loose parts oi sgrafitto-plaster After removing old mortars and after

oanacdidatiDn hollowed areas were fixed to the wall k^ means of a mortar consisting of sand and linrie

Vbration was applied with an electrical engraver and resuits were positive

lechnique of detachment of a painting from a Byzantine dome in Naxos Conaalidation technics
consisted oii injecting a pcrwerful fixative that penetrates ngfit mto ground Gjncave painted surface

was first faced with two layers of a fine mHun gauze stuck with a solution erf FVH (Mowflith 50; A
remfomng framework was asitructed ctf a grW o^ concentric circles of steel wires rapped m gauze
soaked with the san^ F^ adhesive The wires were tiad to a wooden structure

Baro?Zravko. 1963 Conservation of Thradan tombs Cleaning and consoiidation processes were altenuted with one
another and repeated until succesful completior Acrylcud B-T2 was used as a fixative in a 5-3 %
solutlan Cleaning was performed with different combinaticBis of trichlorethylene. carbontetrachlonde

Oughly caronoggenic) and methyl ethyl ketone. After consolidation of the paint layer the fragments were

turned over and the thick mud -based first layer is temoved mec>.aru:ially The discovered back of the

lime, sand and marble plaster was addittemally treated with paper pulp and kaolin packs for salt

extraction and consolidated with a 6-8% solution of Acryiold B-72 An aaytlc emulsion was used for

reassembly of the fragments Final mounting of the reassembled fragments was made by embedduig a

metal structure in a new plaster ground mixture which Is applied to the back of the fragments composed

of lime. sand, marble dust, and asbestoe fibres (1 1.5 1 0.5)and 10 % P\A. Lacunae were filled with a

textured lime plastei

Barov ^ravko. 1986 Parsian wall panel The tiles svere detached m order to renwve an old adhesive coat and then

reattaclied with methyl methacrylste The methvl methcrylate was applied to broken edges and placed

face down on a sancfcox Large gaps were filled with an acrylic paste The backs were covered with 5

mm thick separation layer of acrylic paste to ensure reversibility Then a stainless steel frame was
placed ovei this separation layer foamed epcxy resin mixed witli microballoons arid poured on top of

the back of tiles and the frame containing the tiles The resulting support is very lightweight and car be

removed easily by mechanical means.

Bergec Gustav and Zelin^t.

Harold L. 1984

Development of BE^i'^ as an adhesive for paintmgs relevant tests to study the behavnur of the

adhiesive peel tests, flexure tests, elastic recovery, cold -flow tests, adhesion to col paint films

Blackshaw Susan arid Howard
Cheetl,am, 1982

Mounting systems for mural paintmgs detached tiles and mosaics have normally beeri made from

materials such as cement and plaster The resultant mounted ctjecte tie heav)' and difficult to handle

The u«e of a foaming epoxy rosin to produce a lightweight backing system are investigated tsts

fcr the stability and strength of foam resins have been used m the British Museum to mount aeries of

tiles. The possibility of using low-density rigid poyurethane foarr, for supporting mural pamtmgs was

propoesed by lirraca and Urbani as early as 1965 who also studied the behaviour of reinforcBd

polyester and epoxy resins However even when reductiod of weight Is achieved, extra support such as

metal mesh, aiuirunum honeycomb, and metal or wooden struts have to be included in the structure to

Increase rigidity There are problems In the technique Their rate of foaming Is rapid and diffioj!' to

control, tht^ also pose healOi hazards It is soluble in Desolv 2929 used for epoxy resins) and methylene

chloride loluene and acetone have no visibls effect or the foam tichloroethane exhibits a degree of

swelhng
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iyme Gregory S.. 1984 ^Iheslve formuUtlane manipulated by the addition of huned colkndal silica Fvuned alica is a silicoii

dioxide of amorphous stnicture It is extremely siriall in Size wnthi a relatlvel)' laige surface area

Hydrophllic hydroxy! groups normally populate the surface of funried slbca These car be replaced

during manufactunng with organic trliriethylslloxyl groups which render the silica hydrophobic Boti'i

hydrophilic and hydrophobic suica axe useful in the foonulation of conservation adliesive materiais If

an hydrophobic form of fumed sUtca Is used the inaterial will repel both water and atmospheric

modsture with increased hardness and straigth

Caballos Mario 1990 Apart of P^i^ and ethyl silicates in the form of sprays natural resms are uaad in Guatemala in the

nsstoratiori of adobe edlhces bj' mixing therr, as bmders These resu^s include home-made such as

bananc coco-nut. babe de nopal, cactus, maguey line, papa, ric». milk

CediUo Alvarez. Luaano 1986 A summary of methodology of conservation of stucco surfaces

Resurfaang and binding

Injecting materials

cementing agents, (white cement, hydrates lime, slacked lime), filler

materials idsand volcanic rock, soil grDur.d stucco. wVjte rock arid

powdered rock) and synthetic adhestvesfMowllith DM4 and 15%
DRL Endural. Pnmal AC 33) Best results v^re obtained with

traditional mixtures of slaked lime with sand or some other material

such as powd»ed rock A ratio of 3 1 is recommended
Mixtures usually contained calcium casemate alone or with synthetic

resir. additives Materials menticned are white cement slaked lime,

calcium carbonate, 20% to 50% Primal AC 33, Mowilith^ Curasol,

Paraloid B-72

Most cDTTimon consolldants are synthetic resins such as PVAs or

acrylic copolymers Mowihth DMIH and 15% DP.L Mowillth DM4
4%-10%, hme watei Primal AC33 2%-5%-15%, ethyl silicate H and

OR Endurol, Faialcid B-?" 3%-5% and Eesistol 850 5% -20%

Ammonia 5%-10% in water Cetavlon 4% m watet

pentachloroph«nol 4%-5% m ethyl alcohol sodium

pentaciilorophenate 2%-'% iri water Sodium pentachlorophenate

20% m ethyl alcohol, cupitretamme sulfate, Dtoron 15% and

Brcmadn 2 1 in water

Chiah, Ciaconio. 1980 Research in Bern beginning i£ 1975 by Giacomo Chian on the adobe fnasae of Chan Chan
Conservation treatments to restore the cohesive strer.gth of the plaster and pain; layer to the wall

Ethyl silicate was sprayed on the surface Then, ln|Bctiorts of a 10 % solution of Rhoplex AC 33 were

used to affix the sculpted adobe to the mudbnck Friable painted surface was fixed with very thir.

applications of Acryloid B-72.. Extensive use of acrylic and polyvinyiic resins is avoided

Chian. Giacomo 1987 Studlesof consolidation with ethyl Eibcate and monitormg with SEM The use was patented in 1926 bf

Laune 1; was applied to the consolidation of sandstone, limestones and marles However it was

dicovered In England around WO's that if the stone was of poor quality it would induce scaling of the

stone surface Situs 1969 It has been applied b3 mud -bnck Clay based material ositains targe quantity

of free hydi oxyl groups which react with the oonsolidant duririg polymeniatior. Among succes^a]

apphcattons are the archaeological waB in Seuleda (1969). Sidly ! Morla and Solunto, 1971), Peru

(Painted Friezes in Garagay |(_hlari, 1975 and 19801 and Chan Chan), lordan (ruin«d painted mudwall

ISchwartzbaun-i, Silver and Wheatiey 19801) Ecuador (laboratory tests on Chochasqui tuff IQuari and

Menaresi I'SOD Saudi Arabia (in Masmak Riyadh |A5-ini 198Pn The most succesful treatment after

ten years of exposure to sea mist appears to be the crxiaolidatior. at Chan Char. After treating with

sllican esters, over time, ciay particles are no longer dispersed in water, giving cohesion to the adobe
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Colalucn. GianluigL 1966 On the restoration of MicheUngnb s Sistuis Chapel Oearung of the smokey and greasy grune . Itr/mt

of glue wa* done rrath a formuia by Paolo and Laura Mora of saturated 3olutiori£ of amrrioraum

carbonate and sodium bicarbonate. Desogsn ( a fungiadr) and a thidienmg agent of

carboxyitr>eth)4cBllulaBe and water Optiroum time of ctxttact is three minutes, repeated twice with an

Intervsrdng pause of 24 hrs lb renwve harde incrugtatior\s. time of contact Is increased TViis dearilng

mixture allows for a tfMn veil of pstina to be left on the Burface of the colors A final treatment of

areac of paint requiring carwolidatian consisted of an applicatian of VS Acryiold B-72 in rtitro-thmner

(Diiuente Nitro - 62% toluene. 15 % butyl acetate, 15 % ethyl aceute, 6 % normal butyl akohoL 2 *
oellosolve acetate

Coles. IM , 1986 Exaittineed the pressures ori archaeological envirorunenti and ineasures to prevent or redress their

destruction.

Farming
Forestry and vegetation

Quarrying

\^hter erosion

LariJ erosion

fcurlsm and urbanism

\Abtland drainage

ciaaraiKS, cultivaQon, bioodas, drainage, grazing

planting harvesting, drairiage acruhiarui

rock, sand graveL on land and ur\d«rwater

lake levels, wave actioTL nvers

temperature predpitatlor., leaching, landslip

erosion, housing indutry pollutJcjn trjuisport

dissicatlan. erosion, biochemicai degradation

Crosby Anthony 1980 An investigation on the preeervatlan of painted lime plaster at a Sparush colonial Misaiori The plaster

and the mudbrickwalis at Tumacacori National park are undergoing a lack of bondage Cleaning with

soft bristle brushes of various sizes with a vacuum Then, solvents such, as acetones and toluene were

used on areas of the all to reduce the sheen which remained from P\A applied in 1949. CsUasolve as

trade name for ethylene gl>Tol monoethy,! etfier was also used as It areas Faxible epoit)' pins are

drought to be a solution Soluble nylon did not appear to be effective A 1(W solution of Aoyiold B 72 in

toluene was used »s well as a 25% solutlan of Acryloid 134 For filling cavities BotyfilJer was used over

some brae grouts arid lime putties Reattachment of laregei fragments was done with an epoxy resu-.

consisting of 100 parts by weight of Epires 5081(Ce)anse Coatings Co Louisville KY) and 35 parts ty

weight of ColmaduT IV curing agent (Sipa Chemicals. Lyndhurst, NI)

de Christen, Marie-Prance, 1978 Studies of support systems for different surfaces (flat vertical and curved) composed of foairwd

potytuethane and melal reinforceiTwnt to maintain rigidity during detachment and trasport

De Witte Florquin S Gcessens-

Landrie. 1984

Tests of dispersions and the influence of the modification of their properties with additives

arid fillers on their adhesive film properties Influence of surfractants

plastiazer!. thickening agents, and buffers

Chemical Composition Concentration

%
pH

Cetabever





Primal AC 635

Rextol D 360

Rhoplex LC 647

Hydrogrund 750

Primal AC 507

flextDl D514
Primal AC 33

nBuMAMA
nBuMA-MA
hBuMA-MA
n&uMA-MA
nBu MA-MA
nBuMA-MA
nBuMA-MA

Plextol P45

Rhoplax MC
nBuA-MMA
nBuA-MMA

9.45





G«t«nby Sue, 1990 An inveebgation into claarung prccedur«6 for mould stained austialian aboriginal [>b)ects painted

with modern media A coilectiori of modern Australian Pbongaxju pamtad wooderi ob|ecti upon arrivaj

at the Australian Musem were found to be damp and infested with mlax>-hing1 and boolioe Two
dlffarent types pf pigment binder were identified Acrylic emulsion pamts wit}, tiie binds being a
copcil)'Tner of butyl acrylate arid methyl metliai^ylate. oonuriordy known as Rliopiex AC 23S The

second binder used was found to be I^AC. a ctsmmon wood worldng adhesive often mbced with the

traditional minerai pigments

Reported Solubility of Hinders

Tn»

Acryik emulsior*^ hydrocarbons

aromatlcs
halogenated

hydrocarbons

asters ietoites

water . akoiiols

phenols
et>ier

carbon tetrachioride

ft>ly(vinyl acetate)* ketones

lower alcohols

aromatic arid

chorinated

hydrocarbons

watat petroleuir.

hydrocarbons

dilute adds and alkajis

alVali;

a Acrylic emulsions vary in solubility but maybe slightly soluble m watet however only after prolonged

imitxersioT, VNkter solubility is due tc tlie small amount of water soluble thickening agents fourid ir

emulsions the most common one is carboxyl methyl cellulose Acryhcs are generally considered to have

excellent water resistance

b Poiytviriyi acetate) is known to be partialh' soluble m watet, however only aftei prokmgued
immerslori This solubility is due to the poly(vim/l alcohol) portioTi added as a stabilizer Dtfferer^'

grades and brands will have different amoounts of fVU and hence variable water resistance Also the

thickanet. carboxyi methyl cellulose will also oantribute to the water solubility

Gerasslmova. N G and Chaiacteristicsof losess plaster of Middle Arsian Mural paintings ( 8th century Rmdzhikwnt}, its

Melnikcva E F. 1978 exposed per csitj- mean diamete: of pores water vapor absorptior,. and beriding strength liave beer,

estimated The evaluation of the changes of these characteristics after treatment with IP* polyb-ityi

methacryiate solutions in xylene and m xyiene-ethyi alcohol mixture under equal laboratory oondltionf

has revealed rio difference betweer. the two ways of treatment

Glaaset Andre, 1990 The saving of a pebble plaster fnam Prangms Castle (Switzerland; r»<iulres a new ngid transfernng

techiuque A separating layer of Acryloid B 72 and sawdust is applied in order to isolate tlie pefctle

ground In a self stabilizing iron frame with a wire netting adapted to the grourui Orr an ryavy resin

foam (Araldlt CW 2215 hirdener HM • foaming agent DY OSO) is applied as an adhesive layer Aftei

hardening the ground is linked to the frame by a foam layer of 4-8 cm thickness With pneumatically

operated lifters the pebble plaster can be reteasad from Its bed In a cortrollod wa\- After deanln j the

back a mixture of ceramic balk (Macrolfte ML 357) and epoxy resin Is applied as a mortar before the

pebble ground is layed on a knov.^ standanzed sand soil Tht advaritages of the espeoall>' developed

mortar are high strength with low mass, no decompoEition of the ceramic balls good water

pBtmsability and little use ol realn dunng fabrlcatlor

Grattan. D.W and Barclay 1988 Study of gap-fllkr formulation for wooden obiects A mixture of epoxy resin and nudoballons proves

to be a good and flexible replacement for the infills, chedts and missing wcod gaps

Gerasslmova. N G and
Melnikova E,P, 1978

Loaas plastor treated with 10% PUA in xylenes and in xylen

alterations in porosity patterns

> and etfafi akxjhol This prcxlucas
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GlaittamassL Carlo. 19S3 Rome Crypt ol the Baisillca of San Loranzo Fuori dai Muia Pamt Uyer detached and blistered froir.

support because of sudderi climatic changes upon discovery Two options were considered One, was
the total rehabilitation of the structures Involving isolation of the foundations and embanked earth

and drying of the environment from outside so a£ to avoid afflca-eacencae and subfluaescence and a
second optlOTi involvlrig detachment, which imply technical difficulties and serious financial

considerations Salts were removed ly using a 1 1 water 30 g scxllum bicarbonate and 50 g ammonium
bfcarbanate mixture The paint layer was fixed with Rhoplmi AC 33 (an acrylic emulsion of Acryloid B-

72). *£> Inhibit the action of nitrates that hinder the attachments of the facings tributyi phosphate wa^
applied Two protective doth facings were applied with a 35 % solution of B-72 in lacquei thinner

&acco was a chosen mode of datachment The reverse was treated with a hme<aselii oonsolidatisg

mixture. Lacunae were stabilized with a mortar consisting of sand, pozzolaria and lime (1 2 Usuniiat
to the original ground Reinforcement of two layers of cheesecloth and a layer of hemp canvas was
applied to the reverse with a lime-caseinate glue mixture A new type of support made of f&er glass

and expanded polyurethane were adhered with f\A emulsion charged with calcium carbonate Facmgs
were thenremoved with poultices of oellukise pulp and Irquer thinnei ti remove stirface saiti, AB 57

was applied Small lacunae were filled with a sand and lime mixture (2 1) The backgrou nd mtcmace
was composed of poszolana and Ume (2:1) for Lar^ g*P^ previously prepared with a base ooat and
sand plus P\A to facHltate readhcsion A protsctiv coating of a 2.5 % solution of Aryioid B-72 m
lacquer thinner

HoneCV. 19S7 Matn-ials for conservatian. organic ccmsolidants. adhesives, and coatings "Foams make up a large

volume of the polyurethanes used The polyol -containing cxsmponem may be based or a poiyestei or a

polyether The polyester -type foams frequently havebet^ mechanical porperties properties but art

more susceptible to photolytK, hydrolitK and oxidative breakdown The foam can ydlow and

disirtsgiate into a friable sticky rtiass Where longer life is required polyethei foams are used

ftjlyurethane ftMms are not greatly affected by organic solvents but may be broken dcrwn by vigorous

systems (le: hot alcoholic alkab or 95 % sulphuric aad It is therefore advisable to avoid contact

betvi^een the foaming materials and objects Rigid polyurethane foams have beeri used for the

temporary facing supports when tratmg pictures with high Impasto. using the appropriate isolating

varnish The bulk of the foam is removed mechanically with tlie final adhering layer being removed
when the separating Layer is dissolved Rigid preformed foams have also been used for permanent

support for display storage and treaments Foam Is widely used in the lifting and tempoT«uy support

of archaeological objects The cured polymer maybe removed tyswellug Insolvents ( di-

chloromethane -based resin disintegrators, arud scraping off the resulbng gel

)

Horky Ian. 1986 Conservaticjn of a small Chapel near Vrixxug Facing with ootton gauze and Beva 371 dilute din

toluene, then pressed with a rubber roller and hot au to melt it to ttie surface Consolidation was made
by grout intectlon vwtted first with Hydroground diluted 1 1-1 3 in a slightly basic water -acrylic

dispersion Deeper cracks were filled with mortars of one part Ume aiKi 3 parts wahed sand)

For even larger cracks a more fluid grout was needed so a mixture of 3 parts fine sand. 3 parts fine

quart. 4 parts of fme sand four parts filtered slaked lime was used

Hoyie Ana Maria. 1990 On the conservation treatments at Chan Qian The use of natural cements are recommended A
mixture of sand and day 2 1 with Mowiljth D M 1 H (I^ 5 -10% in water for fixing larger fragments

Kutznetso. A.S. 1978 Mcmumantal paintings are removed aiul r^xsitxined in site with an air insulation gap betwaan the

paintings and the masoiuy

Langlec. I M 1990 From a wall piece tumad upside down with bits and pieces left sticking on the plasteralternatives are

pcjinted in the transfer of Roman wall paintings A special textile iCalicot) is applied for covering the

image surface and stuck together with water soluble rice starch adhesive free from organic solvents

Mdltionally a methcxl is presented permittimg redistortion of the unevenness caused by soil

pressure with water pressure Mounting of the wall painting on riftid aluminum girder plates and the

adhesive resins applied in the proop<s fadlitate simple transportabiltry because of thei.' little weight

concomitant vrtth high stability A wall painting mounted this way can be separated from the anginal

remnants at the plaster anytime and without appUcauon of solvents
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Msssari. Ippolito, 1983 Gantio] of anvirorunent for an the undergroiirui church of Sta Maighenta Roxtiena al \binirno

ai\d Su Mana delle Grotte ChuicJ. are carved m volcaiuc strata aiJ decorated wtxii medieval

paintings attacked ty htimldiry Thld Incnistationjcrf CaCC^ arui mlcrotnological growth

Reccmstrurtian of the road passing abowt th church was performed with a foundation of concr^e to

oollsct rainwats; Impermeabihzation of both area undarneath the reinforced concrete fouiidation of

new road and area of earth directly uphill of the church wittj a mLxrure of sand and bentor.ite

(homogen«ity of distrftutlan of b«itoiTtt» was crucial for It to act as a bamer npcm swelling In the

prescsnce of humidity, this techiuque is often used in creating artificial Lakes)

Miller Eric. Lee Nicholas, and In the past wall painting fragmens at the British Museum ware encased in plaster of Paris mounts

Elian Diane, 1987 The p!a::tcr har been a source of soluble slats rerporiiriblo for evtertsrivc damage to pairit layers The

were executed In plaster of Pans ai\d poured to fill gapt After the old plaster is removed with drlk and

saws, it is oonsohdated with a 5 % solutior of Acrytoid B-72 In toluene Then, an aluminum foil barrier

was laid OTi the back surfaces ar.d pushed into car.touis so tltat a new mount would key Irtto

irregularitief The barrier is then sealed with a pressure senstttve adhesive tape abd Sebratil ( a

potyester resin mastic) A new mount Is made woth an epoxy raeln and vermiculite, contained In a

duralununum support ( alloy of copper arid aiurrdruim)

Mora Paolo Mora Laura, and CifiaOiLg Light dust is fiequenth- four«i in wall painOngs. It is removed by bght dusting with a very

PVulippot Paul. 1984 sof', brush or an aspirator If necessary a damp cotton dotl-L may be used Greasy dust (from candle

Boot chimne^T lamps) responds to a mild alkab mlittirre of ammonia diluted to a 5-20 % solution in

distilled water (pyridines or anunes maybe also used! Solution m<y be kept In place by the addition of

compresses of methyl -cellulose or paper pulp Dust hardened by carboration can be removed

machanlcall>' with a mild eraser AJ 57 can also be used Fatty materia!? car be removed wtth alkatae

mixtures like for example 5-tO % butylamlne in water Whx can be removed by a white solvent such as

white spirit or the chlorinated hydrocarbons such as trichloroethyiene, carbon tetracJJoride

trlchloe'Jiylerie Vyix may also be elirrdnated with the use of an em'alsif\1ng detergent such as

trie thyinoiamine and washable than with water IVoteins (animal glue nnilk. casein, or egg) can become

insoluble wlt^i ageing formic or acetic add in aquecws solutions are effective Gum arable reqmree

alternate applications of a basic and aad solution Orgarjc depcjslts can be removed with nuli

scihitiorts like 10-20* ammorua Saline efflorescences and otjier Inorganic deposits can be treated with

water or alternate solvents, inaolutileiayers with AB 57, Fixatives Taditional organic fixatives

include of r,jtura! praductr ar.d der.vati'.-e: Milk (tsr-ui; to darker., becorr^ss insol'uble arJ acts ai a

nutrient nxither organisms) e^-whlte (is insoluble . contracts on agems and tends to darken* shellac

(yellowsbemoes insoluble with age), siccative oils (yellows and weakensj, natural resins (dammar,

mastlc.etc yellow arid loose adhesiove strer.gtlL) , beeswax aiid f>araffu. wax (collect dust atid cfiai-.ge

tonality trf color) natirral g'Jms and dextrin (yellow are hygroscopic ori ageing and act as nutrients to

organisms), animal ghies (shrinks on ageing) Inorganic fixatlTes the affinity betwen these fixatives

arid the paint layer and rendcrmg are taken in consideratiori. application ^teir. is difficult tc oantrcu

fested inorganic consolidants and their application have included alkaline silicates (colloidal

dispersions of sodium and potassium siHcates available as bquld concentrates). fltioroBlllcates (In the

farm of fluorosilicates whidi has poor power of penetration). Silicon estsrs (ethyl silicate being the

most commonly used for stone; bariurr, hydroxide solution (rduces porosity and tranrfa'ms the more

soluble calcium carbonates into barium sulphate which brought changes in appearance and cdot it was

replaced by an ammonium carbonate mwture). Ume water (atquecnu solution of caJaum hydroxide,

calcium carbonate calcium bicarbonate Sj-nthetic Res.ns Polyvinyl acetate (medium polarity and good

agem characteristics) polyvinyl chkinde i deterioration of optica! qualWes with UV and bw polarity)

polyvinyl alcohol (low viscosity high polarity soluble only in water and aqueous alcohols, ageing in

contact with morgainic salts could result in insolubibty), acryiates and methacrylates (medium polarity

resistance to ageing, methyl methacryiate is mechanically relatives- rigid Isobutyi methacryiate tends

to become insoluble under UV from aosslinking between molecular chains, normal butylinethacryiate

has lov.' softening point), polysterene (exposure to UV iigl-it alters both optica] and mechanical

properties weak polarity allows use of non -polar solvents) polyethylene andpolypropylene (have verv

weak polarity and almost completely iraoluble), nylon Isimiiar porpertles as poiyethyiene however If

mcxlified and reriders soluble improved properties, its polarity lies between methacrylates and

polyvinyl alcohol) polyacetal resins (polyvinyl formal butyra! aceul are of medium polarltvv^th

rBistance to UV and might become insoluble upon ageingj. derivatives of ceUuloee loeliuiose acetate

nitrocellulose sodium carboxylmethylcallulase, difficult to handle under humid conditions and car. be

attacked by organisms), poiyglyaols (waxes soluble In water by polymenzattcjn of glycol hygroecoplcl

microcrystalline wax ( very weak polarity derived from petrol some can be brittle) Out of these, some

have been selected Calaton C^ (n-hydrox-)Tnethyi r^yion !C! a 6 % solution in 70% water-30% etfiano!

the surface becomes opaque upon ageing) Pnmal ACT 33 (an acrylic emulsion diluted in disnlied water

1:9, exhibits weak mechanical properties both before and after ageing. Insufficient penetration, thin,

varruth like appearance on treated areas. Pnmal AC 55 lan anionic acryiic emulsion diluted Ir. .i isti lled

water 1 9 parts behaves simllarh- to Primal AC 33). Paraloid B 72 (a copolymer of methyl methanylate

and ethyl methoyiate 5% sodutlan In toluene gcxxi behaviour both aesthetically and mechanically with

no alterations during the course of the test), Lunte 45 lisobutyl methacryiate similar to B-67 and
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Soluvar Matter varnisl-i 3% solution in toluene, simiia/ behavioui as Paraloid B-72 but solubility tests

aftei exposure to UV mdicate resistance). White shellac (5% solution ir. etiianol. similar mecharuca!

properties asmethacrylates changes of color dissolves less easily upon ageing) Gelvato! 4D-20 (a

polyvinyl alcohol partially hydrolized of low viscosity 5% solution m watet good optical and
mectiaiucal beliaviour in the speartier^s not submitted to ageing)

Mora Laura. Mora Paolo. Ireatment of the peristyle garden wall in the House of Msnandsi. Pompeu The wall is niade of

Ibrraca Giorgio. Bonito volcanic tuff, soft dark grej- materia] containig lime and pozzola/ac earth The surface was faced with

Virginia Anne, 1'86 gatce and Japanese tissue with 10-15% solutiom of Anyioid B-72 A grout for cradis was formulated

conUutung 100 parts hydraulic lime. 100 parts of pozzolana or brickdust. 10 parts by volume of Rhoplex

AC 33 1 part Sodiuni glauconate, 100 parts Vibter, 20 parts of Baiiurn hydroude cxtahydrate (solution

50g/L) Borders and lacunae were consoldated with Rhoplec AC 33 filled with mortar mixure

compatible with original materials.

Newey Hazel. Dove Simon,

Calvei Andrew 19S7

A study of alternatives to plaster of Paris on excavation There are archaeological sites where plaster

cjf Paris carinot be used for supporting and liftmg objects Alternatives considered aie Scotch castirig

tapes and expandong polvurethane foam Polyurethane fcjma is commeraally designed as an insulator

of sound and tempreature It is produced by mixing a resin-ptjlyol composite and an isocyanate

haidener It was originally used in display dummies at the Brithish Museum arid not used in

excavation sites until 1'70 ( Carreck and Adams, 196') for ligring bones It provides with a light and

rigis support

Palecjs, CM. and Mavroyannakis

E.G. 1978

Treatment of terracotta sherds with aUioxysllanes. reduces water absoprtion

Park David and Perry Dave
1986

Restoration of Rochester Cathedral Conservation cJ the Crypt vault paintings Excessive

dampness plus a past apphcauori of an orgaruc fixative caused the paintu.g to become darkened arid

partially separated from the ground The painting wa detached iiT/a/yv and replaced msitiivntix a

new plaster ground. For detachment, the surface was faced with silk crepeline and document tissue iri

three layers witl-; a viscous water soluhle glue solution The s-obstratc was tpier, replasteted to providea

new sound support The back of the mural was cleaned lacunae filled with a lime ground mixture Ar.

adhesive mortar was then preapred for reattachment ccnsistmg of a 1 part fine sand to 1 part sieved

lime The painting was then slightly moistened to soften the glue on itie reverse and assist ttie new
ground adhesion Then the facing was removed by steaming

FluUipE. Morgan, 1986 Tested filled and unfilled acrydic plaster adhesives First, a consolidation of 15 % Acryloid B- 67 m
rtiineral spuits Then for prewetting to break tiie surface tension use 3 paits water 3 parts ethar.ol and

2 parts Rhoplex MC-76 ( a surface consohdant) Currently tsopropanoi alcohol is recommended The

filled adhesive formula was stiff and ODnsisted of 2 parts miciobalkxjns 2 parts lime, 2 parts fluid cote

and 3-3 1/4 parts R>ioplex MC-76, and Acrysol ASE 60 tiuctenei as requuedlpyrogenic sUica car. be used

as an alternative parts coke 3 parts of 3 2 Rhoplex MC-76 (alkaline crosslinked functional acrylic

pol^TTier of low viscosity neutralized with ammonia, copcjlymer of methyl methacrylate and n-butyl

aoylate) ) to Rhoplex LC-67 (acidic copolymer of n-butyl acrylate and isobutyl methacrylate). 1/2-1/3

parts water Acrysol ASE 60 thickener as required

RgnateUi Giovanna 1983 Consohdation i/i-sicu xiCbnb of Auguri Tarquinia Carved into a coarse calcareous tuff rock, the

Etruscar. designs were inased and then colored laid ir. thiri washies of eartli pigments Carbonation did

not occur Preparatory paint layers were consolidated bv in)ections of a 5 % Acryloid B-72 in

chloroethane (tnchloroetfiane. it is non polar immiscible in water and it helps in the penetration of

B-72) After consolidation, the surface was pressed back using a spatula and a polyethylene film sheet

Some areas cleaned with /tayiic AB-57 useful in the removal of calaum carbcjnate incrustation Salts

can also be removed by mixing 30 g of Ammomum Bicarbonate. 10 % Desogen 25 g Sodium

Bicarbonate, and 50 g of water mto a paste and adding 6 grams of carbox^Tnethylceliulose \fery deep

losses are filled with a paste of slaked lime microventilated pozzolana (hydrauhc properties allow this

material to set under hunrud conditions), and powdered tuff Shallow losses were filled witfi powdered

tuff and Aoyloid B-72.

Plununer Pauline. 1979 The wall paintings at Eton College Chapel were trsated with polyvinyi acetate in an industrial

methylated split to attach the flaking paint For filling lacunae tn the plaster, a mixture of stone dust

sand and chalk with P\A was used
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Pye. Elizabeth. 1984 The treatment of excavated fragmentary wallpUster Plaster was found during excavations in Roman
sites in Europe and around the Meditertariean executed in true fresco technique of hme plaster using a

range of pigments (red and yellow iron oxides grsen earth blue Egyptian frit and carbon black)

Fragments are usually fourW lying face down and scattered Occasionally the fragments collapse It i£

unusual to keep a plaster on site because of the impossibility to preserve tfiem aftei raa)or changes were

caused after excavation Paint and plaster can be first ctsnsolidated v^th repaeated applications of 3-

5% solution of B-72 in acetone or In trldoroethane In a humid environment an aqueous emulsion of 10

% polyvinyl acetate is preferred After consolidation, a strong faang of fine cloth oi tissue is apphed
with 20-30% B-72 in acetone (or trichloroethane) or a 50 % solution of FVA in watei Remove! was
performed n stiiavsij\ce it can preserve relatively better the surface appearance of the removed
plaster, but this method poses difficulties in handling and transportation After removal, the ground is

treated evened and v.nth two layers, one applied as a reversible componenet and the second which

provides strength and support The first is generally made of adhesive ( 20% B-7 2in acetone) and cloth

almost acting as a buffere to hte second layer that may be made of some sort of synthetic material suchi

as a polysterene foam or a synthetic plaster Ttie backing is then reiriforced with metal or metal rods or

mesh. Once backed the surface Is cleaned and gaps are filled vdth a soluble plaster ans filler such as

marble flour or sand

Rossi-Manaresi Rafaella and
Antonella, I'^O

Painting "fechnique of Cima Da Conegliano and Analytical-Documentary Gamments about Pigments,

Materials and technique of three Cima s paintirigs were studied Stratigraphic arialyses were carried

out and the chemical nature of the pigments was determined by SEM*EDS analyses

The examination of paint cross -sections involved incident and fluorescent hght, identification of media

by staining tests identification of pigments bj- mi crohemical tests on unmounted samples and

deternunation of elemental composition carried out on the sample cross -sections using x-ray energy

dispersive spectrograph (EDSl connected to a scanningelectron microscope (SEMj

Most of the pigments occur in heterogeneous mixtures, therefore the results of EDS are complex But

It is possible to oombine the results with miaoscopical examirtation and n\icr oclieinical testing

Pigment Elements detected

Gypsum (origmal)

Lead White

Azurite

Ultramarme
Vfermilion

Red lake pigment

IfeUow Lake Rgment
Ochre
Lead -tin ^Uow
Vbrdigris

Copper Resinate

Green Earth

Ca, S Si

Pb

Cu
Si Al. Ca, Na, S (K. Mg)
Hg-S
Al, (K Si, Ca Fe. Mr,. Zn, Mg. Na, S)

Al K Si Fe Mg, Ca
Fe, Si Al Mg Ca, traces of K
Pb, Sn
Cu
Cu
Fe, Si Al, Ca. Mg, K

Price. Stanley 1980 Review of studies on preventive methods during exca vstion at the Ghent Conference Revision of

methods of creatir.g miaoenvironments durmg work on oper: sites the destructive effects of weather

must be minimized the transfer of stratigraphic sections and features site stabihzatior. and

consolidation methiods and nnatenais for backfiUmg desigri of protective roofs and shelters, and

protection of underwater sites Preventive measures during excavation erecting temporary shelters

may minimize the effects of weather Shelters may be of large plastic covers extendable tunnels of the

kind used in horticulture, or corrugated plasuc sheeting on metal scaffolding In Crypta Balb m Rome.

a rigid roof of corrugated plastic material on metal support was erected The structure was ketp damp

by a water -drip system while excavation proceeded then, it ccmsohdation took place by injection of

day-lime grouts A study in the Soviet by Abdurazakov has used in-siru polymerization of isocyanate

resm to consolidate mudbrick remains For the lifting of material Bergeron in Qadxc ha; suggested

that for block lifting of sections of a heavymineralized prehistoric floor PNA can be used to

consolidate and a plaster mold for lifting One of the methods mentioned is that of backfilling usmg

expanded clay and pol>'Sterene sheeting The role of vege'anon was mentioned since an appropriate

plant species is important for stabilizing backfilled trenches Preventive measures during excavation

amount to good excavation and recording techruques
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I^e. Elizabeth. 1983 The treatment o( Excavated Fragmentary V^UIpIaetei Plaster found during excavations in Roman sites

in Europe and around the world and Mediterianean "ichnique in true fresco Ume plaster using a

range of pigments including iron oxides green earth, blue Egyptian frit and carbon black applied in an

egg white medium Extensively decorated interiors of a wide range of pubhc and private buddings

Fragments are usually found lying down and scattered Ocassionally the fragments collapse on flimsy

walls. It is rare to attempt to preserve the plasters in j/to partly because ti might be impossible to

preserve the site itself or the materials after major changes occurred during excavaUor First, plaster

and paint layers can be consolidated by repeated applications of a 3-5 % solution of Acryloid B-72 iri

acetone or trichloroethane In humid environments an 10 % solution of P\ft (Vinamul 6815) in eater

should be used After consolidation, a facing of strong tissue or fine doth such as doth applied with 20-

30 % Aoyicad B-72 or 50 % PVA in water "fechniques erf deUchment used is slacco Stacco has the

advantage of keeping the surface appearance and tex-ture since the underlying plaster is taken together

with the paint layer This detachment technicpie is often difficult and heavy to handle For reassembly

Urge trays filled with sand can be used to rest and position the fragments in one plane The gaps in t>ie

reverse are filled wlthi a synthetic plaster (soluble mixture of polymer and a filler of marble dust or

sand A temporary backing to remove front faang is applied as a cotton dth layer with 20 % B-72 In

acetone Mounting and restoration involved the constructlan of a support The back is evened out and

isolated from a second backing layer usually consisting of synthetic plaster or a tfiin layer of foamed

polysterene A second layer erf more rigid characteristics is usually made of a glassfibre reinforced with

metal rods or mesh or a poiyurethane foam reinforced with rods Anoher alternative combines glass

fibre and an epoxy with a lightweigh ngid structure such as coated paper honeycomb

Sandnecl,, 1982, Methods and Techniques of synthetic materials used m : paint layer conservation. Ground

Conservation Filling. Retouching Vtrrush as developed and practised at ttie Dresden Academy of Fir.e

Arts.

A scientific problem has been the conservation of loosened pamt layers on wooden panels For

centuries, a great deal of our pictures have been stored in damp conditions in sacred buiidirigs TVie

chalk priming bonded with glue has become unstable and weaisened The re-enrichmen' of the pnme

aaat with binder is increasingly becoming necessary to many wooden panel pjaintings Faint losses

occur not only due to changes in volume of the wooden panel when the ambient conditions vary bu'

also due to minor vibrations which can cause single particles to start breaking away from an

apparently solid -paint layer It vrould be ideal if it were possible o re-enrich uniformly the entire pnme
coat of a wooden panel painnng with binder Iri the case of canvasses we can also apply suitable

adhesives to the back of the picture, creating a firm bond between ground and prime coat but a wooden

panel only leaves the penetration of the adhesive through the capillary cracks or fissures of the already

loose pamt fragments It is moisture that makes the adhesive portion of the prune coat swell

The penetration behaviour of aqueous dspersions based on polyvinyl acetate and acrylic resins were

The amount of water contained in dispersions causes glue-bond chalk grounds to swell V>bter tends to

penetrate into laige portioris of tl-ie prime coat The adhesive component has a tendency- to forms f ilnr,

and IS held back in the the capillary cracks, voids or surface Good results ma>' be obtained from the

weak soutions pf P\A1 at a 5% concentration

The penetraUon of gluten adhesives (sturgeon glue, ismglass) . in glue-bonded pnme coats is hard to

observe Dispersions based on polyvinyl acetate and acryhc resins are most suitable for partial

stabilization only Theiruse for paint layer conservation on large areas of wooden panels shcrald be

discouraged The synthetic resin dispersions whidi are prone to film formation hmder later re-

conservation n-ieasures The best results have beeri obtained 'A^th gluten ad>iesives or in some case with

P\AI

Amongst synthetic resins polyvmyl alcohol and acrylic resins are suitable as bmders Polyvmyi alcohol

proves useful for fiUings on painted wooden panels, and acrylics are best suited for canvasses

Schleiermacher, Mathilde, 1983 The mortar mixture used to support a fragment of a Roman wall in Koln is 3 parts sand 1 part Ume and

10% Mov^lith, 1.1 D025to D50
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Sheimna. E.G 1978

Shorer, PH T, 1971

Szalay Zoltan. 1984

Ischmque of removal of Old Russian frescoes from walls of an excavated buiiduig arid their treatmerit

for tiarisfei foi museum stoiage and exhibiUon Consolidation with polybutyl metl.acryiate (FMBA; of

low viscosity soluble m acetone and reversible Glueing of cracks with a mixture of soil and polybutyi

methacrylate in acetone Rugs for gaps In gypsum AJh«slon of the larger fragments with polybut)-!

rtwthaayiate in xylene whichi at lowei evaporation late provides deepei penctiation A 1.10 drawing

to document position of fragments Then two layers of gauze applied with PMBA in acetone Support

sheets c^ plywcxxd Mounting was then executed on Iron sheets with wooden frames filled with

polyuTBthane resm foam

The fragments of decorated wall-plaster from Romano -British villas present problems of

reconstruction Conservation and exTiibitior. must be planned together from the start Fragments of

one of the murals v.^redivided in seventeen sections vnth the aggregate being the plaster rendering

removed to reduce weight The sections were then fixed to expanded aluminum mesh ty a nuxture of

sand and nitrocellulose adhesive For another piaster fiagment, the old plaster of Pans badcng that

had once been applied during an earher recr^nstrucnon were removed with drills and circular saw A
sheet of tissue was stuck to the surface with Fblycell Then, the wall -plaster was laid face down ori a

shet of glass, scrirr. and Folyfilla were then applied to the backing "b hold the pieces together several

wooden frame were made with expanded aluminurri on one side Another planter fragment s

reconstruction was carried out consisting of a frame contalnlg the fragments of plaster of two walls A

wooden frame was built Then, a sheet of plate glass was placed in the wooden frame after takmg a

sinopia of the plaster the contours were marked on a 1 /1 6 mch thick expandedpolysterene sheet and nit

out. The gaps in between the contoured fragments was filled with Polyfilla and backed with

polyurethane foam

The author describes the restoration of a msaic found in a Roman villa The newly found mosaic was

embedded in pol)-!!! etliane loam and its otiiei part found eaihei was reset ir.to poKiirethane fioin its

concrete bedding The tvro mosaics were then joined and the lacunae filled The mosaic was removed

by fadng the surface with two layers of gauze and polyvinyi acetate The mosaic is turned over and

then embedded in a polyurethane support The use of foam allows for easy handkng

Schwartdiaum Paul M
Constance VVheatley

Christopher 1980

An almost 5 square meter section of a ChakoUlhic (ca 3000 B, C.) mural painting on mud brick was

found collapsed m ari aicliaeolojical site m lordari It was removed frorr,the site to er,su.-e its

preservation Documentation was earned out by drawing apian a» 1 10 scale, pieces numbered

Dental plaster was applied to reinforce the pieces, sometimes including gauze or polyethylene Dirt

arid surface acaetions weie miecKaxiically cleaned Powdering arid fia^ang paint was reattachied b>'

applying a 7 % solution of Acryloid B-72 in acetone The same consohdation was performed on site

EJetached aresa were treated bj- injecting a 15 % soluQon of B-72 m acetone Small fragments were

glued along edges with, a 50 % ?\iA fV'mavil) solution in wate: Thie paint surface was protected witr. a

double facing of lapanese paper and surgical gauze adhered with a water soluble cellulose parte then a

plaster of Pans mold made to fit the faced surface was made to support and protec the perimeter of

eachi piece The back of thie m.ural fragments were then reduced arid a new plaster mold was made to fit

the evened back to ensure full support A piece of polyethylene was placed between the back of the mud

bnck and plaster mold to buffer each, othiei Front mold and facings were removed prior to

consolidatior. Tlie back mold was filled with a 50 % solution of Vlhcker H stone strengthiener then the

pieces were covered vrtth alurmnum foil to retard speed of solvent evaporation, then allowed to dry fo:

three days Front molds were applied to the front and polyurethane foam applied to the back after

isolating it withi a 20% solution of B-72 m acetone After putting all fragments toget}.ei and a master

mold was made for the fron' of the mural More foam was used for filling gaps in the back and surface

lacunae vnth a stucco of a 10 % PW and a powder of the original mud brick. The back was reinforced

with plastic rcxis and a fiberglass matt adhered with polyestei resin

Schwartz±>aum P. NA Sonkhla Mural pamtings in Thailand executed in dry plaster with tempera The dearung agents applied with

Vtnmpa, Massari Ippohto 1986 absorbent material m a pouluce of cellulose pulp or micronized sJica through: a protective layer of tisue

(long fibres) Consolidation was done with a P\A or hquid lime (low alkalme hydrauhc lime) Fixation

of paint layer was done vnth a 10 % solution of Acryioid B-72 m toluene The filling of lacunae is done

with a mixture of lime and sand, powdered miarl and tarr.annd gurr. A general fir.al coatirig of a 2 %
solution d Acryloid B-72 is applied to the surface
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Silver ConsUnce, 1 981 In the 1981 report of car\servatiori methods used m the American Southwest The pilot treatments

e«cuted in the Mug House Ruin Kiva C and an isolated wall near tl.e rear of llie rock slielte: Kiva Cs
murals had 10 painted and etched layers V*t strength tissue was applied then a 50 50 solution of

PW emulsion was injected into the areas of detachment Surface flakes were readhered with

local apphcation sol 10 % solution of /tryloid B-72 in toluene For consoUdaUon two n-iaterials can be

used ethyl silicate and methylmethacrylate Qeaning of surface slalts were removed by applying a wet

pulp poultice in bicarbcmate The Isolated walls was faced with lapanese paper then P* was iniectea

to re-attached scaling plaster Unsupported plaster ws further sufiportad with a plsater imx of adobe

Ethyl silicate was used over a 10 % solution of Acryioid B-72 in thinner since the latter one cause

changes in optical qualities of the pigment Another case study involved the Kuaua murals Asolven'

mixture of Ipart acetone, 1 part diacetone alcohol, 1 part tolumie applied through lapanese paper to

soften glue withm murals once used to fiv flakes and reused to re-adhere the flakes A 3 % solution of

B-72 in toluene was applied The Lowry Ruin mural were examined and two treatments for emergency

stabilization were carried out Through lapanese paper a 50:50 FVAemulsio m water was injected

between the plaster and the wall A mortar made in adobe stregthened voth P\A emubiori diluted 50 50

in water was used to secure areas where preparatory plaster had been lost

SDver Constance, 1987 Consolidation of plaster and paint with ethyl silicate might permit detachment of intact stratiraphies of

multi -layered mural on adobe plasters For detachement a stacco an Isolating layerof Blair Spray Fix

and P\ttl "Kvo layers of gauze applied over a layer of lapanese paper should be and adequate faang.

Smith Vttson 1952 Field methods of excavation preservation and reporoductlon of mural paintings "ichruques for

preservation of successive layers at A^atovi and Kawaika-a were adopted frorri the met>Lod£ used at

Kuaua in the Rio Grande \Alley First determine the apparent aoutline of original rooms bv following

around the upper edges of the existing walls but vnthout excavating downwards Begin removal of fill

from center working outward towards each wall stopping 2 feet frorri wall The remaining undisturbed

debris shold be removed by small implements If the plaster is scahng mix a u-orkable puny of

mateiiais found in nearby dunes This material can also be used to seal exposed upper edges "B

protect against weathering shelters were built of tight board and glass panes The entire surface of

mural was photographed and a drawing of it was made to scale Samples were taken A reinforcing

facing was applied temporarily in order to permit removal After testing different adhesive mixtures

one was used as a a standar, 100 cc Alvai 7-70, 100 cc Acetone, 60 cc ethylene dichloride, 20 cc

dibutyiphthalate Thie strippmg solution was applied b)' means of brush workuig from top downward

Unbleached muslin was used as a facing material cut into strips or squares these were applied

overlappmg each other for about an inch The plaster was removed by pulling the muslm fron top to

bottom and rolled VtU board was then investigated Untempered masorate pressedwood was chosen

to be relativel>' the most appropnate An adhesive for remounting had to be Insoluble m acetone and

alcohol (faangs adhesive dssolved in both) The formula for this glue hone part f Colgne Glue in solid

form m two parts water witti 1 cc oil of cloves, 1 cc carbolic aad. 1 cc thymol m a 50% alcohol soiution,

10 cc santophen in a 10 % m water solution Meanwhile a cement was prepared of glue water and a

quantity of sandy plaster This plaster is applied to achieve an even back The mural was ther. placed

and mounted with the formulated glue onto the board The removal of the muslui could be

acxxjmplished with Alvat 7-70 or Vinylite A but acetone was most effective A 4 % tincture of

formaldehyde in alcohol to harden the surface and render it damp resistant.

Smith. Vtrnec 1989 Summary of grouting techniques for attaching renders to walls During the nlnetBenth century fuong

of detached render was made by appl>"j-ig metal aamps and nails Blocking of detached fragnr.ent

edees vnth overlapping cement borders Iniection of Portland cement was used for fiUing large gaps

Until the 1950 s mjection of plaster of Pans (calaum sulfate helhydrate) was common Since the I960 s

iniections of FVA or calcium casemate were normailyused for larger gaps and voids AIn the 19SC s

dispenonsare repalced ty acrylic emulsions as abetter alternative Since 1982 experiments with

in|ections of hydraulic lirne, use of ICCROM grout m combmation with acrylic emulsions When mural

painting paint layer is powdering and mtonaco lacks cohesion a oonsolidant should be applied if ari

acrylic resin is picked a slov.- evaporatL'.g solvent should be used (xylene. ethvH-cellosolve) t fix

superfidad scaling and flaking a consolidant sould be appbed through lapanese paper m solutior, or

emulsion (2-5% Acryioid B-72 in xylene, 2-5 % Rhoplex AC 33 in water) Larger scales can be

readl-iered by in|ecticns of synthetic emulsion First, prewetting withi ethyl alcohol is recommended

foUowed with a 1 0-20 % solution of ERhoplex AC 33 WHen the intonaco is detached from the amccio

prewettlgn ca be followed by a 5 % solution of Rhoplex AC 33 to re-establish cohesion of mterfaces Ar.

injectio nof 10-15 % AC 33 if necessarv^ n-dxed with a filler (cakiurr. carbonate powde: or miaonized

silica) or ICCROM grout should follow ICCROM grout Lt composed of 1 part hydraulic lime 1-2 part

flUei 10% of binder volume of Prunal AC 33. 1 % of binder volume of sodium glauconate (10 %
solution), and water
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V*lsh. Ebzabeth, 1980 Powdery matte paint on art djjcts frequently needs consolidation to strengther. the pain as a film and
to help hold the paint to its substiate Conservation hteiature on the sub|ect of consoliidtuig raatte

paint was reviewed and the recommendations evaluated A treatment using toyiold B-72 ir,

diethylbenzane was developed Poly n -butyl methacrylate is one of theearhest acrylics used mainly tor

varrashing., now it is known as Hvaate 2044 soluble in petrol uem distillates (cor taimr.g 10-35%

aroma tics) or in solution as Bedacryi 122x (40% in xylene toluene CfT acetone Another solven'

alternative is a 11 ethanol xylene. This acrylic resin has a 20 C glass temperature and attracts

airborne din. It also aossliniis Soluble nylon is another resin made from the rsactior. of nylon and
formaldehyde (Calaton CA and CB3 The nylon resin can be dissolved in warni me*hanoI etfianol, or

alcohol andwater After a few years soluble nylon becomes gray and murly in appearance and dL^icult

to redissolve. Cellulose ethy Icellulose, hydroxyethyi cellulose sodium carboxymethyi cellulose etc

are popular for consolidatiori becasue of theu apparent little effect on the appearance of the pair* layer

They can be dissolved or dispersed in water and in orgamc solvents deing on the cellulose ether used

th^ are very viscous, they can crosslink and yellow Polyvinyl alcohol its properties seem selectively

good and are soluble in water Polyvin\i butyral car. dissol-/e ir. ethanol arid other alco>iols and uised as

a consolidant It Is succeptible to crosslinking Pblyvinyl acetate has excellent properties it does no
exhibit rosslinking in U V light, does not yellow upon agmg and it ts available in a different range of

molecular weights Cari be dissolved in Alcohols, toluene acetone and Cellosolve Methyl. n-buV l

methacryUte 'Elvacite 2013) has low viscosity but It is brinle and rigid at nxm tempera'ure 70 '30 ethyl

methacrylate/methyl acryiate copolymer lArvloid B-72) seems to be the most stable thermoplastic

resin It is soluble m hydrocarbon solvents It appears resistant to ageig. photochemically resistant

and its is flexible Soluble in ethanol !-butanol, chlorinated hydrocarbons, Cellosolve. toluene

(methyibenzene) xylene (dimethylbenzene). acetone methyl ethyl ketone, diethylbenzene and
dimethvliormamide

Restoration of wall paintings based on the subjects covered a the course of the Institute Centrale del

Restauic Coiisolidatiori of pignient Layer with a mixture of slLsllack witli Acryloid B 72 in Toluol and
Xylol Iniections erf Rhoplex AC 33 1 10 water or a mixTureo f calcium caseinate with 10% !^A Support

mortar 1 part lime, 2 parts sand arud 10-20% F\iA Removal method done a-sraa.v>

Wojcik. Stefan, 1983 Ruined parts of the pamtmg "Christ in a Mythical Dress" m the vestry of St Mary s

Churd. m Stargaid ScecirisL still attached to the plaster were glued u. place wit>. a solution

of polyvinyl acetate and fine sand

Yirigtao Qt 1983 Studies of Conservation Treatments of the Grotto Temples and mural paintings of the

anaen* graves m Churia Hollowir.g and flaking are on eof the con,mcn deter lora'icn

patterns In the mural painting rendering For mural pamtings that are separating from,

wall (hollow) but have not flaked-off drilling a hole with a hand drill around the area and
put a mixture of sandy soil or lime to reiriforce If the colors are flaking awayspray the

glue-alum liquid or Polyvinyl alcohol For removal of paintmgs from site a faang of paper

and cloth for holding the mural fragments together upon removmg Polyvinyl butyral is

used foi pasting tfie cfaciiLg A wooden mural board should be prepared to receive the

mural by spreading cotton wcxil and white paper is layod onthis cottn wool Once
removed the earth layer m the back is evened out the. consolidated with polyvinyi acetate

emulsion After consolidating the rendermgs tfuee layer of clotJi are adtiered to the back

and a layer of plaster mixed v^th crude lacq'ier Lacquer is moisture resistan' shock

resistant and gcxxl ageing properties, . The lacquered back is then epoxied to a wocxien

frame The surface is sealed with a 2% glue-alum emulsion
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APPENDIX G: Material Safety Data Sheets

Material Safety Data Sheet
May be use<3 lo comply with

OSka s Hazard Communicaiion Siandard,

29 CFR 1910 1J00 SlanOarcl musi be

consuiie<; tor specific requifements

U.S. Department of Labor
Occupjiionjl Safely and Heaiifi Adm
(Non-Mandalo>y Fo'm)

Form Approved

0MB No 1218-007?

1 L^»' anc ush Touch 'n Foam*
RecSa/ Insulation Ozone Saft

Nol* Bdan* spsrei

Section 1









Rorw. and Kut Coapany
I ndepenoeficc Han Watt
Phi laoelphia, PA HlOS

MtALTH EMERGENCY
SPILL EHERCENCr
CMEIfTREC

; 215-592-3000
: 215-S«J-30O0
: •OO-424-B3O0

MATERIAL SAFETY
DATA SHEET
PRODUCT IOE^mFICATION

RHOPLEX* AC-33 Emulsion

Product code

Key

MSDS date

Supersedes

65197
905293-6
08/28'90

05/31/89

Rohm and Haas
Hazard Rating





^ Kohl, .no HM Coi^.ny PRODUCT. RH0PLEX« AC-33 Emulsion
Irv3epero.n« Mj 1 1 Kelt qn^^PT f.Pnil»oe1pni» Pt, UIOS '^^' SOb^HJ-b

DATE 08/28/90

STORAGE AND HANDLING INFORMATION

Storage Condiiions

Handling Procedures

Keep from freezing; mslerial may coagulate The minimum recommended itorage

temperature for this material is 1C/34F. The maiimum recommended storage

temperature for this material is 49C/120F.

Monomer vapors can be evolved when material is heated during processing

operations. See FACILITY CONTROL MEASURES Section for types of ventilation

required.

NOTE Formaldehyde will be generated under acidic conditions Maintain adequate

ventilation under these conditions to prevent exposure to formaldehyde above

the Rohm and Haas Co recommended TWA of 0.3 ppm and STEL of 0.6 ppm

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
TYPICAL PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

Appearance Miky
Color White

State Liquid

Odor Characteristic Ammonia odor

pH 9.0-9.9

Viscosity 7500 CPS Maximum
Specific Gravity (Water « II ... 1.0-1.2

Vapor Density lAir « II < 1 Water

Vapor Pressure 17 mm Hg C20°C/68''F Water

Melting point 0''C'32°F Water

Boiling point 100°C'212''F Water

Solubility in water Diljiable

Percent Volatility 52-55 V Water

Evaporation rate IBAc « II .... < 1 Water

TOXICITY INFORMATION

The information shown in the HEALTH EFFECTS FROM OVEREXPOSURE Section is

based on the toxicity profiles for a number of BCrylic emulsions that are

compositionally similar to this product Typical data are:

Dermal LD50 - rabbit >5000 mg/kg

Skin irritation - rabbit: practically non-irritating

Eye irritation - rabbit inconsequential irritation

Toxicity data specific for this product are listed below.

Oral LD50 - rat >5000 mg/kg

PAGE 5 of 7
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'•,,,... "jr ;;r,iry F," r,),-. ,•

" 3 r-.v.-l t'-! •;). I?l?-r)'-'i; ,

r.r.irri-ll '.•!'-./ Dim '^'>cr IM^irr; ^,;>.inf;'.

V-2/ t-? u'.cr '.o l^"] ; „nt\ ••ini-,il llE'lfll

OSH'/s lla.'d^'i Conr.'jn'i'.a-.icn S'.J'.cird Slirjnt 1 FLAr'/.Ji lL 1 lY i g
29 CFR 1910.1200. Ctai'iard ru:t bn KO'lTflt? 2 PLACTiVITY Oh- ct ^
copsul'.ed f'lr specifi: reijuircnenl:; Serious 3 ui-i<__^

Severe 1 t-c-^in
" ^ — r-^

1 DtriTirY (As Used on Label i List) ^ ^- ^ iS oT
"CASi.'IG in PASTE" 83l-^02tl ^''"'Zr~?3

COM/IO;) NAME: Chemical Name: j^^^ ^qj ~t>iN"^
^ 5oEz

SECTION 1 %^ ^
Manufacturer's Name 4 Address Emergency Telephone Number ^5 ^

AABBin ADHESIVES. INC. (312) 227 2700 z
2403 N. Oakley Avenue Telephone Number for Information

Chicago, IL 60547 (312) 227 2700

Date Prepared: September 1, 1987

SECTION II - Hazardous Ingredients/Identity Inforcation

Hazardous Components

(Specific Chemical Ident. Common Name(s) OSHA ACGIH Other Limits X

PEL TLV Recommended (Optional)

Formaldehyde CAS f50-00-0 3 ppm 1 ppm less than Trace

Vinyl Acetate CAS #108-05-4 N/A 10 ppm less than Trace

SECTION 111 - Physical/Chemical Characteristics

Soiling Point 212^F Specific Gravity 1.10-1.15

Vapor Pressure (nm Hg) as wter Softening Point 48-50OF

Vapor Density (Air - 1) as water Evaporation Rate N/A

Solubility in Water Misclble pH 6.5-7.2

Appearance and Odor:

Viscous White Liquid. Typical Sweet Odor

SECTION IV - Fire a nd Explosion Hazard Data

Flammable LimitsFlash Point (MetiiOd Used)

N/A N/A

Extinguishing Media
Water, Dry Chemical. Foam-

Special Fire Fighting Procedures

None known, however, a self-contained breathing apparatus to remove

smoke and organic vapors from respired air Is suggested.

Unusual Fire and Explosion Hazards:
Not Known

This inforDBticn 1s furnished without wrranty, repnesertatlor, Inducarcnt
Or license of any kind, except that it is accurate tci the best of Aabbitt
Adhesives, Inc.'s kni>«le<l<p,nr ot'f.ii'v,'! fry V'.:\r"-'. t»-l i.

•.•,.'
; , ,«,>;< -i;

-M'r'v.^', :•„' t, s . Li...'l<, a'.: /»iU.i; •, /»'ii_-;;,«i, li«;. dcs no: assux
an^ le^l responsibility for use or reliance i^cr sane, Custoitrs are
encouraged to conduct their cwi tests, before using any product, read It's
label.
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ZEEOTECH

TYPICAL PROPERTIES OF 2«LIGHT SPHERES* G-3500

LIGHTWEIGHT CERAMIC MICROSPHERES

Form

Composition

Color

Specific Gravity

Pounds per Gallon

Bulk Density

Particle Size Range

Average Particle Diameter

Ph in Water

Specific Conductance in It Slurry

Softening Point

Hardness

Compressive Strength

Free Moisture

Thermal Conductivity

Coefficient of Thermal Expansion

Electrical Resistance

Dielectric Constant

Hoi low Spheres

Silica-Alumina Ceramic Alloy

Gray/Tan

0.65 - 0.70 g/cc

5.7

25 lbs. per cubic foot

10 - 350 Microns

150 Microns

6 - 8

Maximum 25 Micro Mohs/cm

2200°F

Mohs Scale 5

5,000 psi

0.2% Maximum by Weight

0.69 Btu/hr/SL2/°F/in

d = 8 X 10 -6

10^^ ohm cm

1.608 eiOOO KH
The dau and suggwnoas in this publication an based on mformahon Zerlan believes to be reliable No guaranter ot their accurac\ is made how-r^'er

and ihe pnxiuas discussed arr sold UTTHOLT WARRASTi exprrsj or implied CS)CLLTHNC W.\RR,V^rn OF MERCHANTABILTH OR
FTTNE55 FOR A PARTICULAR PL'RPOSL, and upon condition thai purchasers shall make their ov.t. tests to determine the suiubi]it\ of such

produas to: their particulai purposes Liit^wue. nothing contained herein shall be construed as recommending an> practice or any product ir

violation of any patent

m
ZEELAN INDUSTRIES INC 220 Endteott BuHdlng. 141 E 4th St., St. Paul. MN 55101 -1620 . 61 2792-9271 . FAX 612-297-61 36
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MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET
March 1,1989

IDENTITY OF PRODUCT (As used on Label and UstI ' i'i-TC Si'>^^l^^ M typw

Section 1 - MANUFACTURER





CABOT Technical Data

Information about Cab-0-Sil fumed silica,

a Cabot performance chemical.

MATERIAL SAFTPr DATA SHEET

CHEMICAL NAME OB COMPOSITION

Silicon Dioxide, Amorphous — CAS #112945-52 5

TRADE NAME t STNONVMS
CAB-O-SIL Fumed Silica, Colloidal Silica, Pyrogemc.

Amorphous, Synthetic Silica

HAZARD RATING
,''T1RE

HEALTH / \ REACT
0,

CHEMICAL FAMILY MOLECULAR FORMULA

CAS NO





CABOT Technical Data

CAB-O-SIL* AMORPHOUS FUMED SILICA LM-160D

TYPICAL PROPERTIES*

Surface Area (m /g)

Primary Particle
Diameter (Microns)

Bulk Density (lbs/ft-*)

Loss on Drying
(Max % e 105-C)

Loss on Ignition
(Max % e 1000-C)

160 ± 15

0.017

5

1

General Properties

pH (41 Aqueous Slurry)

325 Mesh Residue (%)

Specific Gravity

Refractive Index

X-ray Form

Assay (% SiOj)

Color (Visual)

3.7 - 4.3

0.02 Max.

2.2

1.46

Amorphous

>99.8

White

»At time of packaging at our Tuscola, Illinois plant.

5/89
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General Purpose Series - 5cotchlite glass bubbles

Product Information ir^^^ u;>tn^i -s^P^oJ+^es-T^vsron 3m





MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET
^^1

ii:;^:"^

MANUFACTURER — Dry Br«v* Kaolin Company
ADDRESS— RR IPO Bo. 466 D

Dfy B(anch Georgia 310?0

PHONE — 912 743 7474

FAX — 912/746-0?17

SECTION I, MATERIAL IDENTIFICATION

Material Trade Name HYDRITE PX
Chemical Name Hydrous Aluminum Silicate

Common Name Kaolin day/China clay

Physical Form Pulverized

CAS No
1332-56-7

SECTION II. INGREDIENT AND HAZARDS Wt.H (Approx.) HAZARD DATA

Kaolin Clay - AljOj-SSiOrSHjO

Water

>970/o

<30/D

KAOLIN OSHAPEL - ACGIH TLV
RespiraWe 5 mg/m' 5 mg/m'

Total Dust lOOmg/m^ 10 mg/m'

"TWA tor 8 hours

SECTION III, PHYSICAL DATA

Boiling Point - Not Applicable

Specific Gravity of Kaolin - 2.62

Appearance & Odor - Whrte, odorless powder

pH 20'Vo aqueous suspension -40-50

Solubility in wate' • Insoluble

LOWER
I

UPPERSECTION IV, FIRE AND EXPLOSION DATA

Flash point - None
Not applicable

Nonflammable, nonexplosive

SECTION V, HEALTH HAZARD INFORMATION (See Sect. II)

Skin contact .
Skin absorption, eye contact, ingestion Hazard Classificatran - None

Basis (or classification Histoncal Erriergency and First Aid Procedures Eyes - flush with water Inhalation No
acute effects Classified as a nuisance dust by the Amencan Conference of Governmental and Industrial

Hygienisis Exposure to large quantities of kaolin over several years without use of a dust mask could affect

respiratory function See Am. R«v. Resplr. DIs. 1983. 127.215-220. 231-235, 141-142.

No crystalline silica detected using the recommended NIOSH lest method 7500
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£ I DUPOirr OE NEUOURS * CO
POLYMER PRODUCTS DEPARTMENT
1007 MARKET STREET
WniMINCTON.DE IMM

TELEPHONE NUMBERS
MEDICAL EMERGENCY (00-441-3«37

PRODUCT INFORMATION MM-Ml-rSlS
ntANSPORTATION EMERGENCY tO0-4]4-IW0

MATERIAL IDENTIFICATION

PRODUCT NAME
CHEMICAL NAME
CAS REGISTRY NUMBER
TSCA INVENTORY STATUS

DOT HAZARD CLASS
SHIPPING NAME
PREPARER

Elviciic* 2W5
Poly(lso-Butyl Metbicrylate)

90U-15-8

All rcporublc ingredicDts are litted id tbe TSCA
Chemical Substance Inventory.

Not regulated

NA
F. M. Logullo DATE May 25, 1990

HAZARDOUS COMPONENTS

Ingredients not barardo'is by 29CFR19iai200

SUBSTANCES PRESENT AT A CONCENTRATION OF 0.1% OR MORE
CLASSIFIED AS A CARaNOGEN BY lARC. NTP OR OSHA: None.

PHYSICAL/CHEMICAL DATA

APPEARANCE
ODOR
SOLUBILITY IN WATER
VOLATILE CONTENT S
SPECIFIC GRAVITY

Beads
Typical 'methacrylate' odor
Negligible

< 1%
U)4(25°C)
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Figure 1 Plan of Site 34, a Pueblo 111 Mesa Verde variant at the head of Little Soda

Canyon, Mesa Verde (Vivian Gwinn, 1990)
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Figure 2. Horee Canyon Cotnmunity a Houck vanant selllement in the southwestern San

Juan Basia (Vivian Ciwinn, 1990)
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Figure 3 Flan of the major drain system in the West Ruin (Lister and Uster 1990)
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Figure 4 Structures withm the Aztec Ruins National Monument (Usler and Lister 1990)
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Figure 5 Woman plastering adobe wall in Tesuque Pueblo ca 1915 (li^ditions

Southwest, Issue 2,1991)
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Figure 6 Ceramic patterns of Lliacoan affinity found at Aztec Ruins National Monument,

New Mexico (F-arl Morris, 1916)
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Figure 7 Fainting paltenis found in the Jeddilo valley by VValson Smith (VValson Smith,

1952)
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Qj, 0«'GE»J

Figure 8 Slfucturc of hydrous layer silicates with a plan of an hexagonal Ictrahedra!

sheet (C-'hamiey 19S9)

Figui-e 9 Detail of a clay crystal composed of a tetrahedra of silica and an octahedra of

alumina (Mora, et al. 1<)'S4)
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Figure 1

U

The electrical charges present on the surface of a plate induce water

attraction Once water infiUrales, the day plates slide past each other and

clay dLSintegrales (Mora. et.al, 1984)
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Figure 16 Order oi application of facing gauze and hemp cloth (Mora el al, ^9M)
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Figure 17 n-iree different modes of detaching wall paintings (Mora et al. 1984)
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Map 1. Section of the central part ol the American Southwest, Showing the location of Aztec

(Smith, 1952)
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Map 2 Flan of .A^ztec Kuins National Monumenl araund 1<^23 (Ijsterand Lislcr. 1<i»9J)
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Map 5 13<.-)mingue7 tscalanle trail (l3ominguc7 Kscalanlc Journal 177b, Facsimile 1976)
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Map 6 Map ot the CIiips of tngineers survey (Fireman. 1977)
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LNNSYLVANIA

Map 7 Arizona and New Mexico al the end of the nineteenth ccnlur>' (Bancroft,

1962; Facsimile of 1«H9 Kdilion)
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Map H Spatial dislnbutinn of late San juaii Basin Pueblo 111 vanants Ihc dots represent

densilyol population between AD 1120 11711 (Vivian, 199U)
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Photograph 1 Aerial view of Aztec Ruins National Monumenl (Kinley)
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Photograpli Z Mounds before clcanng growth
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l^otoeraph ^ Rubble and debns found upon discnveiy Hie hole in the a wall shows

damage perpetrated by vandals Ihc wall plaster is no longer existant on walls (bslor

and Usler 1987)
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Photograph 4 1916 view ol the Monument upon excavation

Photograph 5 View of the excavation of the Monument around 1918 (Uslcr and Uslcr,

199U)
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Piiotograph b Kubbie at cailei used for restoration and reconstruction of the masoniy

walls (l-istcr and lister 19S7)
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111

I^otographs 7 (top) and 8 (bottom) Capping was executed with a cement mixture and

later replaced with a tinted soil mix or mud mortar (lister and Lister T^K?)
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Photograph 9 Ruble cnrc and sJiaped sandstone vaicer Re setting the cxtcnor wall oi

the north \Anng around 1V34 (Lister and Lister 19W)
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Hiotograph lU 17ic Kiva was practically eroded by 1933. (Lister and Ijster 19S7)
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^e.

Pliotograph 11 Kiva h under restoration 11 is possible to see the capped walls as well
(Lister and Lister 1^90)
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Photograph 12 Plan of the Great Kiva as drawn by tarl Morris ( Morns, 1923)
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Photograph 13 Intenor room wiUi dado mud plaster in rod and while located in the

second floor of the north wing Moms held thai the plaster contained a

gypsum white wash charactcnsiic of 12th century Chacoan Pueblos

(Lister and l.istcr I'^K?)
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Photograph 14 View nf Balcony House al Mesa Verde National Hark
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Photograph 15 Plaster decoration al (Jiff Palace, Mesa Verde National Park
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Photograph 16 (irinding stones would sometimes be round when car^'cd from nver

boulders and square when canned from rectangular quamed sandstone

ITiev were used for grinding pigments without reducing the actual

pigment particle C.nnding pigments helps the particles disperse better

in a medium
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;iiir:.^3SSi. 4irP^^
Photograph 17(lopt S H comer oi the west ruin ca 192U, in the fnont, the round

cobbles show Mesa Vcrdean contruction (L.isler and Usler

1987)

Photograph 18 (bottom) Ihe lighter mortar |oints indicate restoration efforts around

lime of excavation (Uster and Uster 19«7)
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Photograph 1 9 (lop) and 20 (bottom). Iwo example of banded masonry v\nthin the west

ruin at Aztec Kuins Nailonal Monument
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Photograph 21 (top) and 22 (bottom) Ceiling constnjclion consisted of large peeled poles

serving as stringers which were covered with a weave of leaves or jumpers foliage and
then covered with a heav\' layer of mud
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PJiolograph 23 Is'pical Oiacoan wall o^xining connecting adjacent rtx^ms.
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Photograph 24 (lop) and 25 (bottom) (Comparative schemes showing stylistic architectural

and painting traits for Chaco C^anyon Pueblos and Mesa
Verde fXieblos (bstcrand lister, 199U)
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Photograph 26 Mesa Vcnde remnanls over C.'haco CJanyon debris (IJstcr and l.istcr 1<>9U)
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Photograph 2S Mesa Vcrdeans proceeded to cover openings Also, many of the

modifications involved masonry sills and shelving
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Photograph 27 Masonrv modification of Mesa Verdean occupation. Illesc occupants

reused inasonn,' and adapted it to their omi customs
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Photograpli 29 Approaching rxwm 117 from the muscm building The room is located in

the northern part of the central court of the west ruin
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Photograph 30 (lop) View of room 11 7 due norlti west Also visitor standing on protective roof

]^otograph 31 (bottom) View of north wall of room 117 containing the case studs' mural
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Photograph 32 Full view of mural in room 117 (Keccnt National Hark Service photograph)
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Photograph 33 Qoser look of the mural ( National Park Service
,
IWU)
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Photograph 34 Composite pholograph of the mural in October of 1 W1
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^'hotog^aph 37 (top) Qose up of central portion of mural shov\nng hailinc crack, salt

dep(.-)sition and discoloration

Fhotograpli 3H (bottom). Kacing north wall this a close up of the lower and proper left portion

of the mural showing overlaping laminated layers and absence of

sound mortar jornls
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P-hotograph 39 Eastern wall of room 117 exhibiting remaining preparatory layer/ mortar on

the suriacc
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l-^iolograph 4(1 Vic\^ of the back of room 11 7. looking south covered wlli a Icmpora rv-Vi'Otid and

tar structure
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l^iotograph 41 Kix)t' structure lor temporary cover to keep weathering agents from directly

reaching the mural
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Pliotograph 42 Proper nght hand side of mural Salt penetration from Western Wc
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Photograph 43 Rounded boulders indicate Mesa Vcrdean filling of what appears to have been

an opening on paifxjr left side of mural
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l^'hotograph 44 Laminaled tar roof structure, view looking cast
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Photograph 45 Another look at the back of nxirn 117 Salts apj.x:ar to be leaching from the

western wall area which is a the moment filled to proxnde for a visitors path
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Photograph 46 Oose up of the lamination pattcnm of the mural
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Photograph 47 Thin section photograph under transmitted light at 50X It is possible to

distinguish the preparatory, finish, and pigment laycre
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Photograph 4S (top> Thin section under polan7cd light. 2l)UX magnification

Photograph 49 (bottom) Preparatory' layer under poian?cd light al 211UX magnification
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Photograph 50 Thin section under reflected light at 5l)X magnification.
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Photograph 51 (lop) Preparatory layer under transmillcd light al 200 X at higher lanida
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Photograph 52 (lop) I hin section of ground layer under polanzed light at higher lamda.

2tX)X magnification

Photograph 53 (txjttom) ITiin section of ground layer under polarized light at lower lamda,

2(1] X magnification
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Photograph 54 (lop) Soaking bncks for 24 hours prior to use

Hholograph 55 (bottom 1 Mixing mud mortar to a workable consistency
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Photograph 56 (top) and 57 (bottom). Building a dutch bond with rececdmg and projecting
planes
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Photograph 38 Applying the mud plaster for the first time
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Photograph 59 (top) and 6L1 (bottom) Application of mud plaster
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Photograph 61 (top) and 62 (bottom) Hmbedding silicon coaled wood pieces to create gaps
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Photograph 63 (top) and 64 (bottom) Dried plaster exhibiting large shrinkage cracks and

separation from bnck masonr\' wall
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Photograph 65 (top) and 66 (bottom) Appl>'ing a Japanese paper facing to plaster
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Ftiotograph 67 (top) and 68 (botlom) Cirouts before and after drying in the same order as they

appear in Table 38 from left to right and lop to botlom
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Photograph 71 Injection of grout mixtures into wall through existing cracks
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Photograph 7h. Decorating the plaster after injection for testing of detachment process
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Photograph 73 (x)mpdrativc picture of grout sections 1, 2, 3. and 4
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Photograph 74 (top) and 75 (bottom). Materials utilized for the consolidation process and

picture of mural before consolidalioti
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Photograph 76 (top) and 77 (bottom) Dunng consolidation process and picture of mural after

consolidalioii
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Photograph 78 (top) and 79 (bottom) VVbodcn support design to fit snug to the wall
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Photograph 81) Facing matenals from left to nghl: Japanese paper surgical gau7C, and silk
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Fholograph HI Kaang adhesive malenals
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Photograph 82 (top) Applying first layer of facing with Japanese paper and Blair Spray hix

Photograph K3 (bottom) Japanese paper facing after application
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Photograph 84 (lop). Surgical gauze facing

Photograph S5 (bottom). Silk facing
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Photograph 86 (top) Filling support gap with polyurethane foam
Photograph 87 (bottom) Failure of support system
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Photograph 88 (top) Qeaned surface of mural after removing failed detachment system

Photograph &) (bottom) Refacing the surface of the mural
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Photograph 90 Mural was divided in four section crresponding to the final four grouts tnjccied.

and each section was divided in three for detachment
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Photograph 91 Drilling the earthen murai for detachment Any other method would cause
the earth to powder
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Photograph ^2 All sclions removed from wall
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Photograpli 93 Hack ot each of the four grout sections after detachment
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